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Undressing Nature: The Uncertain Enlightenment and the Hermeneutic
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Lynn Ausley Cowles, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2015

Supervisor: James D. Garrison

Undressing Nature argues that in some of the writing produced by pioneers
working in new literary generic forms at the end of the Early Modern period, the
characteristics of irony, self-reflexive discourse, and the consistent examination of the
fictional in relation to the real function narratively and culturally to undermine the
empiricist project of totalizing knowledge that prescribed the field of natural philosophy
during the Enlightenment. These characteristics, which came to be identified with the
genre of the novel in subsequent centuries, refuse the determination of perfect or exact
meaning within systems of signification, and they excavate the Enlightenment subject
from Cartesian epistemological interiority. As they contemplated divisions between the
external material world and the inner thinking mind, some Early Modern figures relied on
the rhetorical tradition of figuring words or expression as the dress or clothing that brings
forth human thought or nature into the world of interaction and communication. Because
of the philosophical position of language or dress in between the universal and the
particular, these metaphors provide fascinating examples of the philosophical nexus
between literature, culture, and philosophy. By approaching the task of interpreting both
words and the world with skepticism, John Milton, Jonathan Swift, and Henry Fielding
scrutinized the ideological infrastructures of Enlightenment thought and reformulated
vi

contemporary understandings of knowing and being. Their ironic discourse interrogated
the concept of the stable self, and in the process of doing so, these authors tested out,
examined, and developed a discursive structure for meaning and interpretation that relied
on the subject’s position in a networked system of identification. In such a system, being
and identity are contingent upon the subject’s relationship not only with other subjects
but also with material objects in the world like books and clothes. The externalizing of
subjectivity removes the self from the Cartesian binary of mind and body and implicates
the subject in relation to others such that identity and meaning are understood in an
hermeneutic network of ontological signification. Undressing Nature argues that the
discursive structure of the novel provides a venue in which theorizers of uncertainty and
indeterminacy during the Enlightenment produced narratives that exhibit and reconstruct
that hermeneutic ontology.
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Introduction

Now the people with highly developed languages have words for detached
ideas. That is legal tender. ‘That-which-we-squat-on’ has become ‘chair.’
‘Groan-causer’ has evolved into ‘spear’ and so on. Some individuals even
conceive of the equivalent of cheque words, like ‘ideation’ and
‘pleonastic.’ Perhaps we might say that Paradise Lost and Sartor Resartus
are written in cheque words.
Zora Neale Hurston, “Characteristics of Negro Expression” (1934)1

I. LANGUAGE AND DRESS
Zora Neale Hurston wrote “Characteristics of Negro Expression” five years after
the collapse of the United States stock markets at a time when many people had lost faith
in representative currencies and were reevaluating the economic development from the
barter system. In the essay, Hurston compares economic progress to the development of
language in the Western tradition—that is, generally in the legacy of the white capitalist
patriarchy associated with the Renaissance humanist tradition and that of the Christian
church. Just as barter evolved into exchange using coins, which, with the establishment of
banks, developed into legal tender and then checks, Hurston argues that language evolved
from the descriptive and the dramatic to the abstract. In positing that both Paradise Lost
(1667) and Sartor Resartus (“The Tailor Re-Tailored”; 1833–1834) “are written in
cheque words,” Hurston suggests that their authors John Milton and Thomas Carlyle

1

“Characteristics of Negro Expression,” 79.
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participated in discourses that in the course of linguistic and intellectual history not only
distanced or “detached” signifiers from signifieds but that also fundamentally reorganized
systems of signification. Because checks and legal tender are essentially metaphors, the
binary between currency and commodity that Hurston acknowledges must account for the
development of cultural institutions and specialized economies that give value and
meaning to metaphors. Hurston is not suggesting that Paradise Lost and Sartor Resartus
are products of bankrupt vocabularies.2 Hurston identified these two works as prominent
benchmarks in the linguistic and cultural traditions against which she examines African
American expression specifically because the works of Milton and Carlyle are exemplary
articulations of the concern over the relationship among matter, language, and meaning in
intellectual history since the Enlightenment.
The creation stories written by these two authors both hinge upon the expression
of the universal in discrete forms or words in order to make the universal comprehensible
to the human consciousness. Both Milton and Carlyle posit a prelapsarian congruence
between signifier and signified without confusion or corruption, but in the works of both
authors, human experience is closed off to such semantic harmony due to the self2

Hurston notes in her 1942 autobiography Dust Tracks on a Road that as a young girl she found a copy of
Milton’s work in a rubbish pile, and upon reading it, she immediately appreciated his work (127). I have
not been able to find evidence of Hurston’s engagement with Sartor Resartus, but Carlyle’s Teufelsdröckh
explicitly argues against ontological detachment. On the idea of disconnection between the infinite universe
and the finite experience, the clothes philosopher exclaims, "Detached, separated! I say there is no such
separation” (I.11.681). Teufelsdröckh defends the material connection between abstract and definite by
noting that “Language is the Flesh-Garment, the Body, of Thought.” Because metaphors are material, he
argues, and since all the world is a metaphor, signifiers all represent their signifieds with substantial
material connection. His example, “is not your very Attention a Stretching-to” (I.11.681) precisely
anticipates Hurston’s concept of the descriptive and action-based vocabularies of African American
expression (“Characteristics,” 80–81). Therefore, although Carlyle parodies German Idealist and
Enlightenment materialist characteristics of Teufelsdröckh’s philosophy, his considerate treatment of
metaphor actually enables him to conceptualize intellectual paradigms alternative to the one that determines
his own discourse.

2

consciousness of the subject within systems of signification. Both Paradise Lost and
Sartor Resartus illustrate the effectiveness of signification in prelapsarian states, but both
texts self-reflexively interfere with that effectiveness in two ways. First, narrative voices
in both works consciously remark upon the limitations of language as a vehicle for
meaning or understanding. Second, both authors incorporate discursive structures into the
narrative that mediate the process of signification between text and reader. The alinear
temporal trajectory of Paradise Lost allows Milton’s speaker and epic figures to
variously yet consistently negotiate the reader’s process of interpretation. Alternatively,
Carlyle’s editor contextualizes Professor Teufelsdröckh’s philosophy of clothes with
skeptical commentary and biographical material intended to help explain the narrative,
which Teufelsdröckh also interpolates with his own self-dialogue.3 Milton’s paradigm of
postlapsarian interpretation is the subject of this first chapter in this study. I introduce
Sartor Resartus briefly here because Carlyle’s text provides an explicit example of the
continued relevance of the dress metaphor as an analogistic resource for scholars and
writers theorizing the extent to which human consciousness can investigate and even
contemplate the influence and/or presence of the infinite and invisible structures of the
universe as those structures are manifest (or not) in the perceivable world of finite human
experience.
Hurston’s identification of semantic detachment in the linguistic development of
the Latinate and Germanic traditions appropriately and insightfully touches on

3

Jorges Luis Borges calls Sartor Resartus “maniacal,” and although Borges’ first reading of the work was
“passionate,” the work is “a book now huddled in some corner, which has been reading itself for years in
my library” (“Literary Pleasure,” 28).

3

philosophical questions with which the authors in this study were consistently occupied.
By way of Carlyle’s great satirical maneuver, Teufelsdröckh associates the supposedly
antithetical philosophies of Enlightenment materialism and German idealism and exposes
their common objectives and methodologies in resolving the philosophical problem of
trying to understand the general from the particular. The metaphor of dress serves Carlyle
well due to the long tradition of thinkers explaining language in sartorial rhetoric as the
dress of thought and therefore of the expression of thought into the material world.4
Teufelsdröckh’s transcendent materialism (which is to say, Carlyle’s irony) enables him
to perceive the divine matter of the universe in the individual object because the material
world is actually composed of spirit. He posits in the first installment of the text, “All
visible things are emblems; what thou seest is not there on its own account; strictly taken,
is not there at all: Matter exists only spiritually, and to represent some Idea, and body it
forth. Hence Clothes, as despicable as we think them, are so unspeakably significant”
(I.11.682). Because all discrete material manifestations of the infinite universe are
pertinent to infinitude, Teufelsdröckh argues that even in the limited “extrinsic value” of
peasants’ clothes, “there glimmers something of a Divine Idea.” He continues,
Another matter it is, however, when your Symbol has intrinsic meaning, and is of
itself fit that men should unite round it. Let but the Godlike manifest itself to
Sense, let but Eternity look, more or less visibly, through the Time-Figure
(Zeitbild)! Then is it fit that men unite there; and worship together before such
Symbol; and so from day to day, and from age to age, superadd to it new
divineness.

4

Chloe Wigston Smith provides an excellent history of the rhetorical trope linking dress to thought in
Women, Work and Clothes in the Eighteenth-Century Novel (23–27).
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Of this latter sort are all true Works of Art: in them (if thou know a Work of Art
from a Daub of Artifice) wilt thou discern Eternity looking through Time; the
Godlike rendered visible." (III.3669)
Because Teufelsdröckh understands the world within the frameworks of two philosophies
that were in the nineteenth century considered impossible to reconcile, his philosophy can
explain every aspect of the universe, from books and people to stars, ideas, and language.
The totalizing capability of Teufelsdröckh’s clothes philosophy—the feature of being
able to explain everything in its own terms—precludes contradiction. This absolute
authority explains some of the humor in the philosopher’s bumbling affability, which
camouflages the totalitarianism of his philosophical paradigm. Thus, Sartor Resartus is a
creative critique of the Enlightenment that precedes a similar argument developed by
Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer over one hundred years later in Dialectic of
Enlightenment (1944).5
Sartor Resartus and Dialectic of Enlightenment participate in the history of
critical responses to Enlightenment materialism. This project argues that some
characteristics within the set of generic markers scholars now called the novel, a creative
process being developed by writers during the height of cultural and intellectual
controversy over materialist philosophies, developed from the discourses circulating at
the time. Self-reflexivity, the dialogic epistemology, the recuperation of the sacredness of

5

Adorno and Horkheimer suggest that the Enlightenment objective of complete systemization and
classification—of situating all discrete aspects of existence within categorical relation to other aspects—
denies those discrete aspects the capacity to represent anything other than the category into which that
aspect fits. They write that in Enlightenment discourses, “[r]epresentation gives way to universal
fungibility. An atom is smashed not as a representative but as a specimen of matter, and the rabbit suffering
the torment of the laboratory is seen not as a representative but, mistakenly, as a mere exemplar. . . . The
identity of everything with everything is bought at the cost that nothing can at the same time be identical to
itself” (Dialectic of Enlightenment, 7–8).

5

material—these are all characteristics of Sartor Resartus that motivated the preceding
narratives considered in this project, and those characteristics developed in part as critical
reactions to Enlightenment concepts of certain and universal truth, the unified subject, the
alterity of matter, and instrumental reason. Novelistic characteristics are critical
characteristics. Some of the authors treated in this study—especially John Milton,
Jonathan Swift, and Henry Fielding—write narratives about meaning. Their work
considers what it means to be human, what knowing is, and what the responsibilities of
the being, knowing human are. Because answers to these questions concern both
ontology and language, my investigation considers these authors’ engagements with
those interrelated systems of knowledge in their works, which parody Enlightenment
certitude and formulate narratives marked by uncertainty, irony, and paradox.
The authors in this study employ the concept of dress literally and figuratively as
a means of acknowledging, interrogating, and reconsidering the relationship between
being and language in their work and in the world. The dressed thought, like the dressed
subject, is able to appear and participate in social interaction and become a part of shared
discourse. However, because clothes cover the thing within, whether body or idea,
recognition of the thought or the subject is not an immediate or clear process. Thus, the
dress metaphor always concerns both revelation and concealment, expression and irony;
therefore, for both human and linguistic constructs, dress implies a cultural hermeneutic
that is necessary for interpretation of the idea or the identity from the fabric that covers it.
The authors in this study estimate a concept that I identify as a hermeneutic ontology,
which locates being less in relation to the human subject and more in the interpretive

6

space between discrete subjects. Because language and people must be dressed to be
shared, because existence is determined by shared language and knowledge, and because
those determinations come about as a result of a necessarily hermeneutic process, then
ontology itself is a shared interpretation of the relationships between subjects. Identifying
the different methods and objectives served by the dress metaphor in the works of Milton,
Swift, and Fielding, provides scholars of the novel with an understanding of nascent
formulations of the relationship between expression and irony at a time in intellectual
history when many thinkers looked for clarity and certainty.6 Thus the language of dress
provides a rhetoric of uncertainty that these authors variously employ to offer an
understanding of the world alternative to Enlightenment universals. In the ontological
hermeneutic of these authors, contingent relations between humans are conceived of as
interpretive commitments within unstable structures of signification and cultural value.

II. EARLY MODERN REVOLUTIONS AND THE EMERGENCE OF ENLIGHTENMENT
CERTAINTY
Some time in the 1340s in southern Europe, scholars began sharing the first Latin
translations of Sextus Empiricus, a second-century Greek philosopher and proponent of
the empiricist school that bears his name. Just under a century later, translations appeared

6

Although precedents exist for the idea of a set of Enlightenment assumptions that are not universalizing—
see Clive’s The Romantic Enlightenment and Wallace’s Enlightening Romanticism, Romancing the
Enlightenment—most of these works consider intellectual history in and after the second half of the
eighteenth century.

7

of the Cynic philosophy of Diogenes of Sinope,7 which term did not indicate a disbelief
in sincerity or goodness as it does today. Instead, cynicism constituted an ascetic
philosophy that advocated removing oneself from the influence of social institutions to
achieve clarity of thought and judgment through the natural human faculty of reason.
These ideas were profoundly influential during the period and manifested in the fifteenthcentury Italian humanist tradition that merged Ciceronian rhetoric with newly-available
skeptical philosophies and developed what Lisa A. Jardine calls “the New Humanist
dialectic,” which ideology demanded dialogue as a means of finding not certain but
probable truth.8 Thus truth was understood by increasing numbers of thinkers as a
product of rhetorical practices and social engagement rather than rational logic, one of the
tenets of medieval scholasticism.9 This trajectory in intellectual history away from
medieval structures of social authority in favor of the human world of discourse and
interaction was paradoxically adopted and resisted as an epistemology by religious
thinkers in Europe. Michael McKeon argues that Reformation thinkers like Martin Luther
worked to establish tenets that both asserted the significance of individual experience and
also tried to contextualize that experience within a hierarchy in the form of the idea of
Providence.10

7

Richard Popkin’s The History of Scepticism explains the influence of these resurgent skeptical
philosophies during the Middle Ages and into the Renaissance with great detail (17–43).
8 “Lorenzo Valla,” 262–265.
9 Wright, Martin Luther's Understanding of God's Two Kingdoms, 50.
10 Origins of the English Novel, 124. Damrosch’s God’s Plot and Man’s Stories traces elements of Puritan
providential narratives in the novel and argues that popular novels from the eighteenth century exhibit the
waning influence of Reformation providence in the genre when the psychological narrative gained
influence.

8

The nexus of Luther’s ideological standpoint in both worldly and divine contexts
is evident in his concept of larvae dei, or, “the masks of God.” Luther writes, “universa
creatura est eius larva,”11 or, “all creation is His mask.” Luther converges the human
experience and divine influence in the idea of a covering, the mask. In this exploration of
the relationship between the dress metaphor, which conceals and reveals truth in the
phenomenal world, and the new form of expression in the eighteenth century that became
the novel, Luther’s concept of masking is interesting. Timothy J. Wengert explains that
Luther’s larvae dei represented the occupations for which people are responsible in the
postlapsarian world. Although God’s immanence is transcendent in Luther’s thinking—
which means that God’s presence is everywhere in the world, and the world is God—
humans cannot experience God’s immanence due to their fallen consciousness. God still
exists, but humans cannot see him. Therefore, in accordance with the idea that Christ
served humans in his sacrifice, Luther conceived that humans should serve one another in
their various occupations. Thus Luther’s “masks” were not evident in the subject alone
but in the subject’s action.12
Enlightenment thinkers will, like Luther, look for laws in the universe that
transcend the individual experience or the physical properties of the discrete object.
However, they will not search for divine presence but rather universal laws and human
nature. Roy Porter notes that some Enlightenment thinkers like Giambattista Vico did
consider the variable and sometimes indeterminate behavior of human beings into their

11
12

D. Martin Luthers Werke, 40.174–175.
Wengert, Pastoral Luther, 126.
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theories of human nature by studying history and documents of human experience.13
However, for the most part, Enlightenment philosophers considered the dress of nature—
or, the physical boundaries that demarcate one object from another in the phenomenal
universe—as a static principle rather than an active one. The phenomenal world consisted
of objects available for dissection, observation, and study in the project of finding the
universal in the finite world.
Throughout this project, readers will notice the language of interiority and
exteriority that are products of the Enlightenment gaze. I have tried to avoid this binary in
order to avoid participating in the universalizing project of Enlightenment objectification,
but doing so is difficult. I have not yet found a discourse or a vocabulary that is
appropriate to considerations of the Enlightenment without that vocabulary also being
operative within the intellectual tradition of rationalism and empiricism. This problem
speaks to the investedness of contemporary discourses in Enlightenment thought, which
people can still trace in the binaries of subject/object, rational/irrational, and
interior/exterior. For instance, the work of René Descartes helped establish these binaries
with the publication of his Meditations on First Philosophy in 1641. Descartes’ rejection
of the philosophical systems in which he was educated is well-known, as is his famous
formulation, cogito ergo sum. Having read the fifteenth-century translations of Greek
skeptics mentioned above and as he contemplated his philosophical method, Descartes
rejected external influence and located the source of knowledge and existence inside his
own head. Response from other thinkers was not favorable at the time. The French

13

“Medical Science and Human Science in the Enlightenment,” 72.
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atomist Pierre Gassendi responds to Descartes later that year, asking “What we are
unclear about, what we are looking for, is that inner substance of yours whose property is
to think. Your conclusion should be related to this inquiry, and should tell us not that you
are a thinking thing, but what sort of thing this ‘you’ who thinks really is.”14 Gassendi’s
request for clarity as to the definition of Descartes’ mind shows that not much time
needed to pass before the efficacy of Cartesian subjectivity as a discourse took hold in
philosophical conversation. As twentieth-century philosopher Richard Rorty reviews
contemporary trends in the history of European thought, he writes, “[t]he Cartesian
change from mind-as-reason to mind-as-inner-arena was . . . the triumph of the quest for
certainty over the quest for wisdom.”15 In conjunction with the Reformation emphasis on
the individual’s relationship with God, unmediated by a corrupt church or other
institution, Descartes’ concept of the all-defining subject solidified distinctions between
the interior, thinking subject and the exterior, passive world. However, as readers of this
study will see in coming chapters, understanding the relationship between interiors and
exteriors in theoretical practice or in creative accounts of experience never produced
steady systems of relation, even in the works of those authors who professed to function
by the tenets of neoclassical order. The concept of a functioning hermeneutic ontology at
work to some degree in each of the authors in the following chapters also shows that an
alternative intellectual trajectory was being developed at the time.

14
15

“Fifth Set of Objections to the Meditations,” in Descartes, The Philosophical Writings, 2:192–193.
Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, 61.
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III. MATERIALISM AND CERTAIN KNOWLEDGE
In his theorization of the primacy of the human mind in all knowledge endeavors,
Descartes established what scholars have called in the last sixty years the problem of
mind/body dualism. With clear implications in the ideologies of empiricism and
rationalism associated with Enlightenment concepts of interiority and exteriority, the
mind/body problem also participated in and helped disseminate philosophical discourses
concerning the concept of materialism. Descartes advocated the supremacy of the
immaterial mind and therefore God, of which, he argued, the mind is an image. However,
his separation of the insubstantial inner mind of the subject from the external world
proved to have unforeseen consequences. By suggesting dualism as a conceptual reality,
Descartes opened the door for other thinkers to empirically deny the existence of nonphysical phenomena and even the concept of immateriality. Stephen Fallon demonstrates
that Descartes shares tenets with contemporary materialist thinkers like Thomas Hobbes,
such as the universality of geometric laws, the nonexistence of a first cause, and the
mechanist structure of the universe. However, as Fallon notes, Hobbes’ thinking was
clearly distinct from Descartes’ in that “[e]very element in Hobbes’ philosophy rests on
his certainty that the universe contains nothing other than matter in motion, which can be
analyzed mathematically.”16 Hobbes’ thinking at the time was both acclaimed and
criticized. In the former case, Hobbesian materialism satisfied many Enlightenment
thinkers’ conceptions that the universe could be understood through empirical
observations of its material parts: if the universe is completely material, then there is no
16

Milton among the Philosophers, 32.
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substance to which humans do not have access for investigation and eventual mastery. In
contrast, Hobbes’ detractors suggested that his rejection of immaterial substance rested
solely on a rhetorical formulation—specifically, because substance is material, then it
cannot be immaterial.17 The association between materialist philosophy will be especially
significant in the second chapter of this study, in which Swift’s materialist authorial
persona in A Discourse on the Mechanical Operations of the Spirit (1704) will both prove
and contradict his absolute materialist assumptions repeatedly in the text, suggesting to
readers Swift’s understanding the ludicrousness of the materialist universe. Hobbes’
mechanist materialism is a target for all of the authors in this study at some point in their
careers because his philosophy monopolizes meaning in language, so thinkers have
difficulty finding recourse to argue with it.
Whereas Thomas Hobbes was generally thought to have taken human agency out
of the motions of the universe, John Locke in contrast redefined the concept of some
matter as possibly comprised of intellectual substance. However, his philosophy also
suggested the viability of immaterial substance.18 As Popkin notes, Locke tried to
maintain a neutral position in the materialist debates of the Enlightenment by determining
that humans only “can have as complete a certainty as possible about our ideas and
comparisons between them” because ideas are the only true avenue to understanding.19
Since human experience is mediated by the senses and since those senses are subject to
failure, Locke situates experience in ideas rather than in matter. More interested in

17

Watkins, Hobbes's System of Ideas, 83–84.
Fox, Locke and the Scriblerians, 38-41.
19 The History of Scepticism, 261.
18
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epistemological than ontological criteria, Locke considered the substantiality of the
human mind not as a material form but as a consistent (or inconsistent) consciousness.
Christopher Fox writes that “[b]ecause we are accustomed to viewing the self in terms of
‘consciousness,’ it is difficult to perceive how revolutionary that notion seemed when
Locke first proposed it.”20 Locke reformulated the concept of identity by separating the
discrete identity of the individual from the material substance in which it functioned.
Locke’s emphasis on human thoughts, which he associated with individual identity,
incorporated the issue of language into the late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century
debates about the material or immaterial qualities of the universe. Milton’s theological
context provided him with the association between the created world and the word of
God, but the association between language and ontology that drives this study would not
have been such a fruitful source of philosophical and creative writing in the eighteenth
century were it not for the influence of Locke’s Essay Concerning Humane
Understanding (1689). Alexander Pope aptly formulates this relationship in his famous
couplet from the Essay on Criticism (1711), in which Pope writes that “True Wit is
Nature to Advantage drest / What oft was thought, ne’er so well exprest.” Readers of this
study will return to Pope’s poem in the second chapter below. However, Locke’s
discourse on language and being gave Pope’s fellow Scriblerian John Arbuthnot reason to
use the same metaphor to satirize Locke. In the Memoirs of Martinus Scriblerus (1741),
which were really a joint effort between Arbuthnot, Pope, and the playwright John Gay,
the narrator Martin writes in response to “a great noise about this Individualiy,”

20

Locke and the Scriblerians, 39.
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Sir John Cutler had a pair of black worsted stockings, which his maid darn'd ſo
often with silk, that they became at last a pair of ſilk, stockings. Now supposing
those stockings of Sir John's endued with some degree of Consciousness at every
particular darning, they would have been sensible, that they were the same
individual pair of stockings both before and after the darning; and this sensation
would have continued in them through all the succession of darnings; and yet
after the laſt of all, there was not perhaps one thread left of the first pair of
stockings, but they were grown to be silk stockings, as was said before. (44)
To be fair, Arbuthnot’s example of the stockings is particularly relevant in the case of a
satire on Sir John Cutler (1607/8–1693), because the merchant was known notoriously
for his greediness and stringiness. However, using the fabric of the sock to satirize
Locke’s version of the fabric of the universe allows Arbuthnot to expose what he
considered the ludicrous idea of a consciousness unconnected to the material world.

IV. DRESS, IDEOLOGY, AND HUMAN EXPERIENCE
The developing materialist philosophies of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
gave new meaning to the idea of “fabric” I mentioned above. “Fabric” implies
fabrication, which indicates some constructive intention. However, with the development
of commodity markets in the Renaissance and Early Modern periods, the labor process
behind fabric and clothing was becoming more and more distant from the products of that
labor. Fabric could be bought, or in the case of Moll Flanders, stolen, but in any case, the
created object itself obscured the means and resources required to create it. As in the case
of the Hurston essay that opens this introduction, distance between the signifier and the
action that engenders the process of signification increased.

15

In 1912 Philip Gibbs, an archivist at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London,
approached painter and costume collector Talbot Hughes (1869–1942) and asked to
present an exhibition from Talbot’s collection at the museum. The men worked together
and in 1913, the Victoria and Albert opened one of the first-ever public exhibitions in the
history of dress design. Gibbs wrote descriptive notes for the exhibition, in which he
praises Hughes’ knowledge of costume development and three times mentions the
“historical point of view” that can be accessed by seeing the exhibition.21 Gibb’s
alignment of dress with historical consciousness serves as an example of the polysemic
senses in which the words “fashion” and “habit” can be used to indicate material
productions of cloth and stitches from a particular time period or the behaviors and
attitudes that signal conformity (or resistance) within dominant ideological frameworks.
As fashion historian Eileen Riberio notes, the quickest way to examine the strictness of
the moral standards of an age is to examine the tightness of clothing people wore during
the time.22 As machines reduced the cost of textiles, more people had greater access to
resources and capital. Therefore, post-Industrial concepts of dress associate fashion with
the expression of uniqueness. When people make ‘fashion statements,’ they express their
being into the world through their dress.
However, these concepts of dress are fleeting. Because fabric is fragile and
disintegrates quickly without particular care and preservation, like that which was
generously and laboriously organized by Hughes, dress is also a marker of the
ephemerality of cultural customs. When Pope applies it the artist’s act of expressing
21
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Old English Costumes, 5, 12.
Dress and Morality, 14.
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human nature into contemporary discourses, he specifically write that wit is nature “to
advantage” dressed. The advantage to which the idea expressed has social sanction or
relevance is determined, in Pope’s construction, by the advantageousness of its
expression. As fashion changes swiftly, so does language; therefore, the expression
particular to a certain time period are not so for a later one. Thus, Pope’s great writer
stands at a point of flux, marking the intersection between the universality and infinitude
or human nature and the fluid and flexible linguistic standards of a time period. In Gibbs’
introductory essay to the Hughes exhibit at the Victoria and Albert, the author imagines a
“ghost-world” in which the former inhabitants of the clothes on display return to the lives
they led in the time periods that determined the standards of appropriateness for those
fabric expressions of custom.23 “[T]hose dear women of the past,” he writes, “who sit
chatting of love and life . . . revealing to each other little secrets of womanhood,” these
ghost women persist in the contemporary world as long as does their dress.24 However,
they do so without the appropriate “advantage” of the present and are therefore
sequestered in museums or attics. Gibbs’ descriptions of the Hughes collection lend
ontological significance to dress. The costumes afford people of the past with continued
existence in the contemporary world, as though history had not proceeded and as if death
were not the teleology of both life and narrative.
Recently, two academic books have been published on dress in the eighteenth
century, both of which consider the relationship between fashion and female agency and
labor power in the eighteenth century. The first, Jennie Batchelor’s Dress, Distress and
23
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Desire: Clothing and the Female Body in Eighteenth-Century Literature (2005)
demonstrates the dual function of clothes in sentimental novels—to make the angel or the
demon out of the individual female character.25 The most recent critical work was written
by Chloe Wigston Smith, whose Women, Work and Clothes in the Eighteenth-Century
Novel (2013), in which Smith argues that in the eighteenth century, novelists employed
clothes as discursive markers specifically and consciously alternative to the rhetorical
tradition that figures language as the clothing of thoughts. Both of these works offer
insightful readings of the functions of dress in contexts of women’s limited economic and
cultural authority in the eighteenth century. However, while Smith’s work invokes the
term to tear it down, Batchelor’s project uses Pope’s metaphor as an antithesis to the
semantic clarity of the discourse in the novels she studies. Wigston and Smith invoke the
philosopher’s relationship between dress and thought as a bygone standard that gives way
to the idea of dress as a metaphor for women operating in economic relationships as
viable social subjects. However, the trope of dress retains its rhetorical multivalence
throughout the eighteenth century. I think Smith’s and Batchelor’s books would be more
well-rounded if they considered new contextualizations of the concept of dress in relation
to established analogies. As third chapter of this essay will show, dress as a metaphor for
expression will certainly maintain relevance to public and private economies in the
history of the early novel.
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V. IDEOLOGY AND THE HERMENEUTIC ONTOLOGY OF THE NOVEL
Kenneth Burke employs a dress analogy in The Rhetoric of Religion to explain the
reciprocal relationship between broad ideological constructs and the customs of the
cultures structured by those paradigms. He writes that the idea of linear time prescribes
thinkers into understandings of intellectual progress from former to current or from older
to more recent. In the context of northern Mediterranean and European history, “there
was a tendency to assume a simple historical development from the ‘sacred’ to the
‘profane,’ from the ‘spiritual’ to the ‘secular.’ But logology systematically admonishes us
against so simple a dialectic.”26 Burke argues that analogical relationships between ideas
in language do not operate by linear measures. Instead, discourse tends to operate by
various analogical references at any given moment, and those analogies become
subsumed, molded, and resurfaced by one another consistently. The image reminds of me
of the hell-hounds in Paradise Lost, who perpetually encircle Eve’s womb, diving into
her organs and gnashing their ways out again. Burke’s image is far less gruesome, but it
is important to remind ourselves of the potential for misprision and cultural violence in
shifting analogical references. “To get to the point,” Burke writes, “we need but consider
the development of ecclesiastical garments in connection with religious ceremonies in
Christian churches.”27 Linear concepts of history and ideology lead us to believe that the
Christian religious clothes were adopted from other religious traditions, like from pagan
or Jewish priests. However, Burke writes that these ceremonial clothes were originally
secular, but when secular fashions changed, the church maintained their initial
26
27

The Rhetoric of Religion, 35.
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ceremonial garb. Thus a custom in fashion developed into a standard, which developed
into a tenet, which was then mandated by institutional policy into the structure of an
ideological system. Burke writes that studying the recursive linguistic structures that
define and redefine individual terms within historical and imaginative systems of analogy
allows thinkers to better grasp the dialectic between culture and language that define the
life of the conscious human.
Burke’s clothes metaphor teaches readers about ideological assumptions
structured by language. For some thinkers, literature as a creative endeavor uses the tools
of ideological hegemony (words) to expose the flaws in those systems of knowledge.
Terry Eagleton calls a literary text “a momentarily liberated zone in which the exigencies
of the real seem to evaporate, an enclave of freedom enclosed within the realm of
necessity.”28 The liberation described by Eagleton derives from the capacity of the reader
to consider, critique, and challenge the impositions of the “realm of necessity,” which are
the assumptions and ideological conventions that contextualize and determine life as
experienced on a daily basis. Because the work of literature is both a product of language
and an alternative to language in its capacity for awareness and critique, it can dismantle
the ideological systems and cultural contexts in which it was created. Louis Althusser
writes that literary works “give us a ‘view’ of the ideology to which their work alludes
and with which it is constantly fed, a view which presupposes a retreat, an internal
distantiation, from the very ideology from which [they] emerged. They make us
‘perceive’ . . . in some sense from the inside, by an internal distance, the very ideology in
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which they are held.”29 In Burke, Eagleton, and Althusser, we see modes of thinking and
being as language-using things that allow the user to influence ideology by language, not
just be influenced by broader systems of signification. These thinkers show that with
knowledge of a wide enough context, as we look back into intellectual history or at
contemporary networks of ideological influence, we find that the cultural assumptions
that contextualize and determine epistemological processes—those systems of knowledge
and knowing that define, regulate, and determine human experience—were not always
internalized, innate, and foundational.
The authors in this study—by way of narrative structuring, character development
(or lack of character development), satire, humor, and so forth—develop and demonstrate
processes of ideological externalization. They fracture the ontological subject and expose
systems of knowledge engrained in the human experiences of their time periods. In doing
so, they enable readers to first see and then interrogate (but never understand fully) the
architectures of knowledge that constitute the structure of their minds. To
enact/perform/accomplish the poking of holes, slicing of fissures into the ontological
binaries of the Enlightenment (between subject and object, between infinite universal and
finite particular), these thinkers operate in diverse generic modes, but common to all of
those modes is a space in the interstice of idea and idea, in the contours of knowledge,
that allows not for the crumbling of established ideological standards so that new ideas
can be built out of their fragments but rather existence in the interstice of the failures of
knowledge. This concept of ontology lacks boundaries and definition. It is a concept
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of ontology in an amniotic space between living books and living people: a hermeneutic
ontology. It does not determine a subject without subjectivity but rather the doing away
with of the discourse of subject and object. In the hermeneutic ontology, what lies in
between is contingent meaning and therefore compassion.
The texts in this study in which I identify and tease out the positive and negative
space that helps to define the concept all operate on an novelistic understanding of
definition by context and anticipate the twentieth-century formulation of meaning by
contingency posited by Richard Rorty in Contingency, Irony, and Solidarity (1989).
Rorty argues that social progress hinges on the development of new vocabularies for
understanding and reconstructing reality. Those new vocabularies are developed by
ironists, who are consistently aware of the limitations of contemporary discourses and
whose discourses organize paradigm shifts that provoke new analogical relationships
between words and thoughts. Such new sets of terms and ideas attempt to fill in the
epistemological gaps in previous intellectual and political paradigms, though the ironist
knows that the processes of representation and articulation are never complete.30
Although I am not going to try to determine that Milton, Swift, and Fielding were
ironists in Rorty’s sense, each of these authors does to some degree construct a narrative
imaginary that identifies the negotiation of meaning among contingent subjects rather
than within hierarchical structures of authority. Milton’s narrative of the fall places
subjects within increasingly opaque systems of signification and ends with the birth of
history mediated by layers of discourse that include the postlapsarian perspective, the
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angelic messenger, apocalyptic visions, and the Word itself. In Swift’s satirical work, the
author ridicules the universalizing impulse of the Enlightenment as hypocritical and
exaggerated. Swift emphasizes that knowing a thing to be absolutely true is impossible,
and presumptions to nature contradict reasonable experience. Readers of Fielding engage
with his ironic narrator, who sometimes represents and individual and other times
represents society. The hermeneutic process is consistently unstable, and in that unstable
system, Fielding situates readers within the novel and the novel’s characters within the
lives of readers. In the works of these authors, texts and narrative shift from existence as
ontic objects to ontological ones, and their ironic structures engage readers in the
boundaries of meaning, always uncertain and always open to redefinition.
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PART I
Chapter 1: The Ironic Ontology of Paradise Lost

There is no such thing as an innocent reading.
We must say what reading we are guilty of.
Louis Althusser, Reading Capital
I. THE FALL, DRESS, AND THE NOVEL
After Adam recognizes Eve’s fallenness in Book IX of Paradise Lost (1674),31
Milton writes just over one hundred lines before Adam “scrupl’d not to eat” of the fruit
himself (IX.997). After Adam partakes, the two characters, alienated from God and “[a]s
with new Wine intoxicated” (IX.1008), seek the solace of lonely drunks and find a
“shadie bank” (IX.1037) where they satisfy their recent lust for one another. Forty-seven
lines after both Adam and Eve have fallen and engaged in the “amorous play” that is “of
thir mutual guilt the Seale,” they fall into a “dewie sleep” (IX.1042–1045) for seven lines
until they awaken. They are awake for just three lines until
innocence, that as a veile
Had shadow’d them from knowing ill, was gon,
Just confidence, and native righteousness
And honour from about them, naked left
To guiltie shame hee cover’d, but his Robe
31

As Eve tells Adam the story of the serpent and of her decision to eat from the tree of knowledge, her
blush reveals her sin to him: “soon as he heard / The fatal Trespass don by Eve,” he is “amaz’d” at her
behavior (IX.888–889).
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Uncover’d more
(1054–1059)
The rapidly decreasing line numbers in the sequence above emphasizes the snowball
effect following from the time Adam and Eve’s first sin in Paradise Lost to the time
when their new self-consciousness leads them to the realization that they are naked. The
poem takes a little over an hundred lines between Eve’s sin and Adam’s; just over fifty
lines for them to wake up experiencing the world through new, corrupted perspectives.
Then, it takes Adam and Eve just twelve lines after waking up in this new world to
understand that they need clothes.
Adam and Eve need clothes because sin removed from their immediate
experience the “veile” of innocence through which they perceived the world before the
fall. After losing that original “veile,” they need a different sort of covering. Because
their experience was subject to a prelapsarian covering before the fall, it is clear that in
Milton’s understanding of being, unfallen elements of the creation require a fabric layer
distinguishing their existence from the rest of the universe just as do those that are
corrupted by their aversion to God’s will. However, in the postlapsarian world, that fabric
is tangible rather than moral and metaphorical. Because dress is necessary in either the
prelapsarian or the postlapsarian universe, readers understand that Milton’s concept of
ontology (fallen or unfallen) entails that the creation is covered by some fabric32
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My word choice here is deliberate. As specified in the Oxford English Dictionary, the English fabric
derives from the Latin faber for “worker in metal, stone, wood, etc.” Thus, the word that in 1753 came to
mean a “manufactured material; now only a ‘textile fabric’, a woven stuff” was contains in its etymology
the idea of creation in the sense of fabrication in general, or having been structured or created by a skilled
worker. The vocabularies of construction and building in Paradise Lost associate human activity, whether
industrial or artistic, to the works of God, the first creator and first cause. Roy Eriksen explains that the
influence of architectural theory is evident in seventeenth-century thinkers’ analogies between
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providing a boundary between the subject and the rest of the material creation. Because
their original fabric, the veil of innocence, dissipates with their righteousness, Adam and
Eve are “naked left” to shame, whose “Robe” leaves them “Uncover’d more” than their
prelapsarian “veile.”33 They respond to the scant covering of the postlapsarian situation in
two ways: first, Adam laments his and Eve’s recent understanding of good and evil,
“Which leaves [them] naked thus, of Honour void, / Of Innocence, of Faith, of Puritie”
(IX.1074–1075). Second, they dress their “middle parts” (IX.1097) with fig leaves to hide
their exposure from one another. No longer covered by their original righteousness,
Adam and Eve become conscious of their nakedness. In response to their newly acquired
consciousness of self, they hide the shame of the sin that gave them intelligence and
awareness by finding new covering in the form of dress.
Before the fall, when their existence was aligned with the will of God, Adam and
Eve’s covering was based on the intangible material of metaphor; after the Fall, when the
will of the creation is contrary to the will of the creator, their covering is consists of
tangible material clothes. Milton’s adherence to the tenets of monist materialism
determines that the author relies on the materiality of metaphorical constructs as well as
physical ones; therefore, the “veile” of innocence covering Adam and Eve in the
prelapsarian world functions as an ontological boundary of the subject in the substantial
examinations of cosmology and the structures of language. The Building in the Text: Alberti to Shakespeare
and Milton (2001), 138–44.
33 Without indicating that he removes the shame-robe, the Son adds literal and metaphorical layers to
Adam and Eve’s garments when he pronounces death on the two in Book X. “[P]ittying how they stood /
Before him naked to the aire,” the Son “clad / Thir nakedness with Skins of Beasts, or slain” and also
covered their “inward nakedness, much more / Opprobrious, with his Robe of righteousness” (X.209–222).
The covering of Adam and Eve with two contradictory robes—shame and righteousness—and also animal
skins suggests that the individual soul needs protection in the postlapsarian universe. Ontologically, these
layers of identification encumber the process of knowing the self or other in the postlapsarian world.
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world, as does skin or sin. As Stephen Hequembourg has noted, Milton’s prose and
poetry exhibit tension between the dualist vocabulary he inherited from thinkers like
Plato and Descartes and the discourse of monist materialism he advocated.34
Hequembourg concludes that Milton must eventually rely on tropes of dualist thinking.
However, this analysis makes evident that the discourse of clothing provides the author
with a structure of association by which he can assert the functional materiality of
metaphor or abstraction (in this case, innocence) as similar to the functional materiality of
the tangible creation (in this case, fig leaves). However, the substantial analogical
relationship between the subject and his or her covering that was possible in the
prelapsarian world is severed after the fall. Before the fall, the material of innocence that
veiled Adam and Eve was continuous with their own innocence, which constituted that
veil. However, after the fall, the material clothes that Adam and Eve manufacture for
themselves are in fact, manufactured. That is, they are not constituted from the subject’s
being into a metaphorical material but are instead fabricated from material unconnected
to the subject. Because the substance of the subject no longer generates the
phenomenological experience of that substance, dress obstructs the subject’s
intentionality, and misunderstanding of the subject becomes possible. Satan’s prior sin
effected that same disjunction between substance and representation and enabled him to
manipulate the other’s experience of his intentions. The subject’s imperative to clothe
him or herself thus reflects the post-Reformation fissure between signifier and signified
that Catherine Gimelli Martin outlines in The Ruins of Allegory, a significant work on
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“Monism and Metaphor in Paradise Lost.”
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Milton’s particularization of epic narrative that signaled the end of allegorical infinitude
in major works of English literary history. Martin writes that before the Reformation, by
“linking the known with the unknowable,” symbolic exteriors directly translated to not
only accurate but also universal meaning. As language and meaning were often
conceived of visually, concrete exteriors logically revealed truths, but “these continuities
were later shattered by the Reformation’s skeptical approach to external signs, whose
meaning was not only objectified but collaterally interiorized, temporalized, and
individualized.”35 The means by which subjects in Paradise Lost experience and
understand the world after the fall are precisely interior, temporal, and individual, which
circumstances entail Adam and Eve’s quarreling immediately after they wake up from
their drunken, post-apple slumber. The consciousness gained by Adam and Eve after
eating the apple functions inaugurates a necessary distinction between the interior and the
exterior of the subject. In Paradise Lost, the intersubjective epistemological paradigm
that followed the fall produced for Adam and Eve the ontological imperatives of
distinction and difference, which were based on modes of knowledge that organized their
understanding of experience in multidimensional relationships between the individual
and the universal, between individuals, and even between the individual and him or
herself. Milton’s epic suggests that being is contingent on knowing, which process is
contingent on the principle of interrelation.
I begin this study with Paradise Lost because the epistemological shift
experienced by Adam and Eve after the fall demonstrates in narrative the effects of some
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radical changes wrought in the sweeping field of natural philosophy during the
Enlightenment. Although recent scholarship explores characteristics of Enlightenment
culture in England that rely upon a less individuated concept of the self than do most
foundational studies in the field,36 those studies’ narrow emphases—while fascinating
snippets of eighteenth-century society and intellectual history—are overshadowed by the
significance of the Cartesian cogito as an epistemological paradigm that influenced the
development and prominence of the ontological subject throughout the Enlightenment.37
The dualism and radical subjectivity that provide the foundation for Cartesian
epistemology standardized the ontological distinctions between internal and external and
between self and other during the Enlightenment. In Difference and Repetition, Deleuze
identifies Descartes’ definition of the self as the historical source of Kant’s “paradox of
inner sense,” which developed after two centuries of the Enlightenment subject thinking
about itself.38 The Cartesian cogito provided a philosophical vocabulary for selfconsciousness that organized much of the history of thought after the publication of the
Mediations in 1641. Kant’s identification of an inherent alienation in the Cartesian
36

Wolfram Schmidgen’s Eighteenth-Century Fiction and the Law of Property argues that the dominance
of detailed description in eighteenth-century fiction reveals between individuals and objects an empathetic
relationship, which helps define individual identity. Additionally, in The Making of the Modern Self, Dror
Wahrman writes that until the 1770s, the position of the subject in relation to community dominated
eighteenth-century discourse on the individual.
37 Zubin Meer’s recent edited collection, Individualism: The Cultural Logic of Modernity, suggests broadly
that the concept of the intimate subject, which was a primary concern for Enlightenment thinkers, is a
philosophical reaction to “the hermeneutic authority of the classics and the Bible,” and burgeoning print
technologies bolstered that reaction (3). More generally, the tropes of the individual, the subject, or the self
have consistently driven the dialogue among dominant figures in intellectual history, from Montaigne’s
skeptical philosophy of the subject to Kant’s ethics of interiority to Watt’s theory of literary realism.
38 Deleuze writes that in the Critique of Pure Reason, Kant identifies a logical and temporal gap between
Descartes’ ontological effect (“I am”) and his epistemological cause (“I think”). “The activity of thought
applies to a receptive being, to a passive subject which represents that activity to itself rather than enacts it,
which experiences its effect rather than initiates it, and which lives it like an Other within itself.” Difference
and Repetition, 108.
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subject mirrors the alienation from God and one another experienced by Adam and Eve
after the fall. By establishing a syntax between action (“I think”) and experience (“I am”),
Descartes cleaved thought and being, and the Enlightenment subject became the object of
its own discourse. Self-consciousness is thus the condition of the Enlightenment subject,
the foundation of postlapsarian experience in Paradise Lost, and the generator of modern
criticism. Indeed, Foucault has recently remarked that critique is the “critical project
whose intent was to allow knowledge to acquire an adequate idea of itself.”39 Therefore,
Milton’s epic participates in and also demonstrates the Enlightenment project of critique
but anticipates Kant’s theorization of that project by just over a century. Inspired by the
contention between knowing and being at the beginning of the Enlightenment, the
motivation to critique also exhibits the dialogic structure of philosophical ideas during the
period, which Mikhail Bakhtin associates in The Dialogic Imagination with the discourse
of the novel as the genre developed in the following century.40
This project is broadly concerned with the concepts of meaning and identity and
more narrowly concerned with the development of the novel as a cultural production
responding to debates in the history of philosophy on issues such as materialism and
hermeneutics. I begin this dissertation with the last great epic written before significant
shifts in the structure of published narratives swept the English literary landscape. The
novel came to be the defining genre of the eighteenth century, and it remains the defining
39

The Politics of Truth, 67.
Bakhtin locates the dialogic discourse in classical authors like Plato as well, but he argues that the
predetermined teleology of the classical dialogic distinguishes those foundational discourses from the
development of the Enlightenment dialogic, which operates on the principle of discovery via discourse. See
especially “Epic and Novel” and “Discourse in the Novel” in The Dialogic Imagination and also “Toward a
Reworking of the Dostoevsky Book.”
40
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genre of literary output to this day. Many scholars have noted the novelistic aspects of
Paradise Lost, which suggest that the epic participated in conventional forms of narrative
discourse while recognizing increasing cultural demands for a new way of relating
stories.41 The characteristic of the novel in Paradise Lost that is most pertinent to this
study is the work’s overt critical engagement with readers, who are consciously operating
within a hermeneutic framework while reading the epic. As a narrative strategy for
reimbricating the problems of knowing and being, I argue in later chapters that this
engagement between reader and text functions in some eighteenth-century novels to
destabilize epistemological and ontological conclusions based on the experience of the
subject. Milton’s discourse compels readers to acknowledge their status as mediator
between narrative and truth, between form and content, and between signifier and
signified. Consequently, readers’ recognition of their positions as mediators urges them
to admit the responsibility of the subject in determinations of meaning, identity, and
subjecthood in a world rocked by social and epistemological crisis. The metaphor of
dress that drives this project represents in Paradise Lost the loss of hermeneutic clarity
and the subsequent failures of subjective reasoning and experience after the fall. In
placing readers between truth and text, Milton ascribes to readers what this study refers to
as an hermeneutic ontology. That is, in the framework of signification created by the
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In With Mortal Voice, John T. Shawcross identifies narrative linearity, narrative voice, repeated
language, “portraits drawn (dramatic and psychological),” and humor in Paradise Lost with the novel genre
(138–139). Mary Nyquist analyzes the ordering of events in the epic as representative of proto-novelistic
technique in “Reading the Fall.” In "No Meer Amatorious Novel?”, Like Shawcross, Leopold Damrosch,
Jr. argues that the single consciousness of the speaker who organizes Paradise Lost engages the interpretive
agency of readers as novels do (God’s Plot & Man’s Stories, 73–78). Annabel Patterson considers Milton’s
reconstruction of the sexual and social self in prose writing in The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce
(1643) a novelistic technique as well.
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novel, the reader’s existence is defined by his or her capacity to interpret narrative, to
construct a more general meaning out of specific words. Milton asks his readers to figure
out the truth of the epic for themselves, and in doing so inspires a critical engagement
with text that anticipates the self-reflexive and sometimes narratively unstable novels of
the eighteenth century.

II. MONIST MATERIALISM THE HERMENEUTIC ONTOLOGY OF NARRATIVE
The new modes of knowledge acquired by Adam and Eve in achieving selfconsciousness by eating the forbidden fruit do not alter the ontological structure of the
universe. As John Rumrich, Stephen Fallon, and John Rogers have demonstrated,
Milton’s monist materialism commands his understanding that God is the universal
material substance of the entire creation.42 Thus, the substance of being is the same after
the fall as it was before because the universal substance of the universe is the material
substance of God, which is unchangeable and infinite. God’s acts of placing boundaries
around his substance and giving finite beings created by those boundaries free will makes
the creation apparently different from one another, although it is substantially identical.
For example, Raphael relates to Adam that in comparison, Heaven and Earth are "Each to

42

Rumrich’s Matter of Glory explains the heterodox and heretical theological implications of Milton’s
monist materialism in the epic; Fallon’s Milton among the Philosophers argues that Milton’s animist
materialism allows the poet to formulate free will in human action in spite of a Hobbesian mechanist
universe; and Rogers’ The Matter of Revolution establishes the equality of matter that is characteristic of
Milton’s monist materialism as a foundation for the poet’s political liberalism. Rogers argues that Milton
retreats from this perspective as Paradise Lost progresses (other scholars, such as Rumrich, disagree), but
my purpose precludes analysis of Milton’s liberalism. I note these studies here because they assert the
materiality of everything in Milton’s universe, in contrast to the prevailing ideology of Cartesian dualism of
the time.
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other like" but that the density of substance in each realm of the creation varies in degrees
(V.576). Before manipulating Eve in Book IX, Satan’s assessment resembles Raphael’s
when he says, "O Earth, how like to Heav'n" (IX.99). The difference between Satan’s and
Raphael’s comparisons rests in the value judgment Satan makes in relation to the superior
quality of the earth. He suggests that Eden is a "Seat worthier of Gods . . . For what God
after better worse would build?" (IX.100–102). In persistent rejection of his ontological
makeup, Satan cannot admit the identical substance of heaven and earth because to do so
would be to accept his own identity as a component of God's substance. Therefore, he
operates within hermeneutic framework that locates value and identity in the finite world
in which heaven and earth are differentiated instead of locating value and identity in the
infinite substance of God. Thus, he misinterprets Eden as a place essentially separate
from heaven, just as he misinterprets his identity as essentially separate from God’s.
Milton’s commitment to monist materialism suggests that he contemplated the
fundamental irony of existence and expression that derives from the finite creation’s
inability to represent or comprehend its infinite substance. For Milton, the
epistemological limitations of the creation—especially when corrupted by sin, but also in
prelapsarian states—determine that the subject cannot see or read infinitude in the
creation, nor can one understand it in him or herself.43 Milton explores and defines the
irony of this ontological situation in Paradise Lost for two reasons. First, an ironic
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The Total Perspective Vortex in Douglas Adams’ The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy analogizes the
situation well: subjectivity would be “annihilated” if the limited capacity of the human mind had access
even for a moment to the vastness of the universe (The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, 77). In
interesting parallels with Paradise Lost, Adams’ atomic cosmos resembles Milton’s monist materialist
universe, and both authors configure subjectivity as a benefit and a bane.
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ontology justifies the existence of sin and evil in a universe comprised entirely of
eternally good substance of God. Second, an ironic ontology demands that subjects
engage themselves as agents in the ontological hermeneutic in order to understand
anything. Because the formal appearance of a thing is always distinct from its substantial
basis, comprehension of meaning—which, to its most radical extent, entails discerning
God in everything—is only achievable through interpretive acts.
Milton’s speaker reveals the universal material substance of God concealed
behind or within individual forms such as humans, trees, cups, etc., many times in the
epic.44 For instance, after the war in heaven, as God charges the Son to create Adam and
Eve’s world, he explains that the creation comes directly from his own substance and
will, enacted by the Son. He says to the Son,
And by my Word, begotten Son . . . bid the Deep
Within appointed bounds be Heav’n and Earth,
Boundless the Deep, because I am who fill
Infinitude, nor vacuous the space.
VII.163–169
The explicit connection in these lines between language and ontology is unavailable to
postlapsarian subjects, for whom words are not analogous with substance as is the Word.
As noted, in order for signification to operate completely and effectively, the subject
would understand God in everything; however, in Paradise Lost, the corruption of sin has
precluded the postlapsarian subject from right interpretation. Milton’s epic therefore
repudiates the Enlightenment objective to discover universal laws through empirical
science. In an article that takes its title from the “Boundless the Deep” line, Catherine
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Gimelli Martin argues that Milton builds the structure of his cosmology on admittedly
limited words, but in doing so, he rejects the mechanistic and vacuous cosmos
represented by Cartesian calculus, which natural philosophers conceived of at the time as
a set of equations that reflected infinite and unchanging laws of the universe.
Representing the unfathomable process of expressing the infinite substance of God in the
finite language of man reveals a “demonstrable mystery.”45 That is, words themselves
encompass and express the uncertainty of the universe. Victoria Silver argues that
Reformation theologians expected ambiguity and unpredictability in daily experience and
maintained that expectation in their theodicy. For Luther, Silver writes, “the religious
propriety of the incongruous” is a foundational theological principle because the
existence of sin indicates that man cannot know God.46 Paraphrasing twentieth-century
American theologian Rienhold Niebuhr, who appreciated Milton’s awareness of “the
fragmentary character of all historical apprehension of the truth,”47 Silver writes,
“Incongruity . . . is a fundamental recasting of value and meaning, which not only
acknowledges the abysmal, inscrutable difference between God and the world, but
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attends to the reality of human suffering” that results from that difference.48 Words
attempting to represent that which is unrepresentable are incongruous. The most
successful attempts at representation are approximations.
Revealing the limited capacity for language to represent the order of things—or,
in the language of this project, for language to “dress” nature— Milton employs a dress
metaphor in Book III to explain the creation of the cosmos. The speaker invokes God at
first with the name “holy light,” and then asks if God prefers for the speaker to refer to
him (God) by another signifier: “Or hear'st thou rather pure Ethereal stream[?]” (III.1,7).
By equivocating between “holy light” and “pure Ethereal stream,” Milton emphasizes the
variability with which God’s universal identity can be articulated into finite,
comprehensible language. Following that assertion of linguistic variability, Milton
praises the creative capacity of the light/stream, which
at the voice
Of God, as with a Mantle didst invest
The rising world of waters dark and deep,
Won from the void and formless infinite.
(III.9–12)
Milton’s use of simile extends the acknowledgement of variability in expression from the
previous part of the passage. The voice of God “invest[s]” “the void and formless
infinite,” but into what shape or design is unknown because there is no convenient
analogy for the presence of the Word of God in finite structures. Faced with this
confusion, Milton abates the complexity of the narrative by describing the creation of the
world with the simile, “as with a Mantle didst invest.” This section emphasizes the
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limitations of human understanding and shows Milton working with language to
communicate infinite ontological processes through finite discourse. Martin writes in The
Ruins of Allegory that “Milton’s monistic allegory . . . creates the linguistic equivalent of
perpetual dialectic, a self-reflexive vehicle everywhere dissolving the borders of the
literal and the figurative dimensions that (re)organize it.”49 The sameness of substance in
the universal matter makes all language literal, but since the postlapsarian world is
marked by barriers and obstacles between word and truth (represented in the form of
Adam and Eve’s clothes, as noted), the poet and the subject in general must engage in
critical awareness of the limitations of language and function with figurative discourses.
Joseph Sharkey argues that Milton is both skeptical and confident in the capacity for
language to convey truth. He writes, “Evincing a self-reflexivity more likely in a
twentieth-century novelist, Milton raises . . . questions within his own story [and]
answers them implicitly.”50 Words do signify, but they are insufficient in communicating
universal truth or order. Milton’s speaker relies a figurative mantle to describe the
ontological presence of God’s voice in the form of the creation because articulating the
creation of the universe without analogy is impossible.
Thus we see that the metaphor of dress proves particularly useful for authors
studying the relationship between language and being, and Milton’s ontology is both
material and linguistic. In Commerce before Capitalism in Europe, 1300–1600, Martha
C. Howell argues that the expansion of commerce in Northern Europe made pieces of
49
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clothing fungible commodities, which due to their new accessibility and
interchangeability were no longer signs of identity but instead were constitutive of
identity.51 Therefore, the dress metaphor appears so consistently in regards to language
during the Enlightenment because both dress and language were mobilized in the
expression of being and identity. For Milton, the immutable truth of the Word, which is
also entirely and materially the infinite substance of God, is only perceptible to human
understandings because it is dressed in the finite structures of the created world. Milton
focuses readers’ attention on this ontological circumstance from Adam’s perspective after
Raphael narrates to him the war in heaven. Adam asks Raphael to describe “the rising
Birth / Of Nature from the unapparent Deep” (VII.102–103). That the substance of
God—or, the “Nature” of the universe—is “unapparent” in the creation offers a succinct
representation of Milton’s ironic ontology.52 The Deep is always inherently present in the
creation, but the fabric of existence—or, the formal surfaces that humans experience with
limited perception—obscures it. That is, the clothes obscure the true identity of the
wearer, who is God in the beginning and in the end. Although God is the first cause of all
creation, Adam cannot see that cause in his surroundings, so he asks Raphael to tell him
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“how this World / Of Heav’n and Earth conspicious first began” (VII.62–63). Adam’s
emphasis on the conspicuousness of the Earth he can perceive exhibits his concentration
on surfaces as he attempts to understand the substance beneath them. He understands that
his knowledge is limited, so he asks his “Divine interpreter” (VII.72), Raphael, to
translate apparent nature (the creation) into its original vocabulary (God’s will and
substance).
By demanding that readers comprehend the monist materialist and infinite
substance of God by way of finite text and particular narrative, Paradise Lost participates
in a hermeneutic ontology that helps establish the nexus of issues regarding subjectivity,
uncertainty, and signification that characterize the plots and discourses of the early novel.
As Leopold Damrosch, Jr. writes, “Paradise Lost falls midway along the line that Lukács
traces from epic to novel: it is an epic mediated by a consciousness, not (like the older
epics) an objectification of the total world that an entire culture shapes.”53 The truth of
Paradise Lost and other works in this study are better understood in the consideration that
these narratives are based on the subject’s mediation of the relationship between the
infinite universe and the finite experience. Both the text and the reader function as
intermediaries, each simultaneously composed of signifiers and signifieds, speaking to
one another in tandem in the model of the Bakhtinian dialogic. The hermeneutic
structures identity and is therefore ontological. Milton, Swift, and Fielding generated
works that are often overtly aware of their limited abilities to express truth, so the
unsteadiness of the hermeneutic ontology of these works is consistently on display. I will
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return to this idea below in my analysis of Michael’s revelations to Adam in Books XI
and XII.
Adam and Eve’s self-consciousness gives them the capacity to know more, but
the postlapsarian epistemological process is fraught with layers of potential obfuscation.
Prelapsarian signifiers are transparent and reveal the identity or meaning of the formal
construct or accident (an individual utterance of the universal substance of God/truth into
the phenomenal world). In contrast, postlapsarian signifiers obscure identity and
meaning. Early modern revolutions in religious and philosophical thought and in political
organization destabilized the social and cultural contexts by which subjects understood
things. As the introduction to this study makes clear, they reorganized the subject's
relationship to itself. The hermeneutic structure of being that I argue organizes the
discourse of the novel was developing at the time, and the discourse of Paradise Lost
provides a discursive foundation for that developing structure, which answers a cultural
need for a new method of knowing and being in a world that was, as Christopher Hill
puts it, turned "upside-down." Hill notes that revolutions in politics and religion flattened
power structures and systems of meaning such that subjects were no longer only
contending with the king for social authority but with one another as well.54 Along with
the upended conventions of social relations, developments in the empirical sciences were
changing measures and definitions in studies of epistemology. The definitiveness of
categorical boundaries and analogistic correspondence came into question. Accident
seemed cut off from substance, and signifier seemed divorced from signified. In his
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expansive book on the popularity of allegory in the Renaissance following the flourishing
of Christian historiography in the late Middle Ages, Don Cameron Allen suggests that
“interest in myth and in allegory was waning during Milton’s lifetime.”55 The authority of
allegory as a system of signification had dwindled following the Reformation and
subsequent religious debates over Biblical hermeneutics. Twenty years after Allen’s
work, in his dialectical literary history The Origins of the English Novel, Michael
McKeon extends the diminishing popularity of allegory to be indicative of transitions in
literary genre in general. He notes that in the seventeenth century, “[t]he instability of
generic categories registers an epistemological crisis, a major cultural transition in
attitudes toward how to tell the truth in narrative.”56 Because the postlapsarian
epistemological mode reorients Adam and Eve’s ontological context from in-relation-toGod to in-relation-to-the world, Adam and Eve’s crisis involves discerning the truth in
everyday discourse with their immediate environment. In this emphasis on understanding
and misunderstanding in relation to the self and the self’s interaction with alterity,
Paradise Lost provides a model for future authors thinking and writing in this period of
difficult cultural transition.

III. LANGUAGE; OR, BEING DRESSED
In Paradise Lost Milton makes tangible dress a cultural production of a new way
of knowing, which positions the subject in relation to accidental, external forms or
55
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standards. In considering Milton’s understanding of the parallel between thinking and
being in the world, it is helpful to turn to Arepoagitica, one of Milton’s prose tracts from
the mid-seventeenth century in which the author theorized the relationship between the
ontological subject and his or her capacities for thought and judgment within competing
ideological systems. In “Areopagitica and the Roots of Liberal Epistemology,” Thomas
Fulton situates Milton’s theory of knowing in the philosophical and political contexts of
the early modern period, which help explain the discursivity Milton understood as the
foundation of the human epistemological method. Fulton defines Milton’s epistemology
as the process by which the seventeenth-century subject encounters information in
society and then chooses right and wrong or true and false information from that social
data bank based on his or her measures of morality. That act of choosing affords the
subject identity as a political subject. For Milton, the process of knowing must be under
the control of the subject and not the authority of the monarchy or the Licensing Office if
the subject is going to operate with reason and therefore in accordance with his or her
own ontological makeup—which, to reiterate, is the substance of God. As I will discuss
further below, for Milton, “reason is [the Soule’s] being” (V.486–497). Without the
intentional processes of reasoning and choosing, the subject’s identification with God’s
will is affected and unreal. Fulton quotes from Areopagitica where Milton asserts the free
will and moral responsibility of the thinking subject: “many there be that complain of
divin Providence for suffering Adam to transgresse, foolish tongues! when God gave him
reason, he gave him freedom to choose, for reason is but choosing; he had bin else a meer
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artificiall Adam, such an Adam as he is in the motions. . . . God therefore left him free.”57
A subject whose thinking is determined by God is not a real being; such would be a
subject “in the motions,” but not in substance. In the context of this project, Fulton’s
research is important because it links Milton’s epistemology to his concept of ontology.
Fulton writes that Milton, along with many political theorists of the time like Thomas
Hobbes and John Locke, was drawing “an argument from the state of nature.”58 These
thinkers were participating in the Enlightenment project of identifying and formulating
universal laws with varying degrees of attention to their necessarily limited experience of
the particularities of everyday life. Fulton’s work provides a useful connection between
Miltonic epistemological process and his general conception of being.59 In Areopagitica,
Adam is real because he can think for himself. God’s creation of the universe by giving
free will to his own bounded substance determines the epistemological method for
knowing in that universe. The subject must constantly assemble information and choose
the true from the false because the ironic structure of the universe enables God’s
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substance to be masked beneath clothes that may hide identity or behind signifiers that
may misrepresent meaning. In spite of this potential for confusion, Milton’s God left man
free to blunder or succeed. Fulton touches on Milton’s emphasis on choice when he calls
the Miltonic way of knowing a “liberal epistemology” because it requires freedom of
mind to rationally decide whether an idea is good or bad.
Fulton’s productive discussion of Milton’s liberal epistemology in Areopagitica is
only limited when he explains Paradise Lost by way of the former work on intellectual
freedom. The scholar’s associations between truth in the poem and truth in the pamphlet
are inspiring and rich for consideration on the relationship between Miltonic
epistemology and ontology in theory, but those relationships are not as definitively
constructed when the play out in narrative. Elisabeth Leibert’s careful treatment of Eve as
an implementer of a discursive epistemological process in the epic poem is enlightening
as we consider the relationship between knowledge and identity in narratives following
the Enlightenment revolution in thought.60 Leibert traces in Paradise Lost the roots of
knowledge formation and truth determination as they develop in conversation among
individuals rather than within one subject responding to external discourse. Her work
shows that Milton’s theorizing of the liberal subject in Areopagitica does not always lead
to truth in practice. Paradise Lost is one such practice ground where we see Milton’s
notion of truth being complicated. Fulton’s attention to political and philosophical
ideologies of the early modern period in regards to Milton’s epistemology demonstrates
the thinker’s theoretical contexts, but Leibert’s feminist reading of Paradise Lost reveals
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the instability of Milton’s theorizing on truth and existence. When those theories operate
in his application of them in the created universe between intellectual and ontological
agent, they exhibit inequality in the agents’ capacities for liberal thought.
The free will that God grants to his creation requires that subjects should not rely
on social standards or political dictums as guidelines for judgment. Fulton writes, “In
Milton’s conception, external forms remain relatively peripheral because of the more
internal nature of truth.”61 Aware of the stark distinction between internal and external
authority in Areopagitica, Fulton’s estimation of Miltonic epistemology relies heavily on
the former in the right understanding of truth. Milton himself writes in Areopagitica, “We
doe not see that while we still affect by all means a rigid externall formality, we may
soon fall again into a grosse conforming stupidity” (CPW, II.564).62 Milton’s “rigid
externall formality” can be understood as the standards or assumptions measured by state,
religious, social, or even generic institutions that determine the acceptable boundaries for
right and for truth. “[G]rosse conforming stupidity” in the subject results when
epistemological methods does not require the subject to engage with the world to
determine truth on his or her own. Milton’s condemnation of conformity is evident in the
famous note on “The Verse,” prefixed to the 1674 publication of Paradise Lost. In it,
Milton accuses “some famous modern Poets” of being “carried away by Custom” (iv),
which standardized end rhymes since the popularity of Middle English poems like The
Canterbury Tales. Milton writes about rhyming like it is a contemporary fashion trend
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that, lacking real expressive power to supplement diction and meter, will wane with the
times. Andrew Marvell makes the connection between fashionable rhyme and
fashionable clothes in his poem, “On Paradise Lost,” which prefaces the epic poem in the
1674 edition just before Milton’s note on the verse. Marvell writes,
Well mightst thou scorn thy Readers to allure
With tinkling Rhime, of thy own sense secure;
While the Town-Bayes writes all the while and spells,
And like a Pack-horse tires without his Bells:
Their Fancies like our Bushy-points appear,
The poets tag them, we for fashion wear.
(45–50)
Marvell acknowledges Milton’s superiority as a poet by praising the blank verse of
Paradise Lost in the very rhyming structure that Milton criticizes. “I am not the poet that
you are,” Marvell effectively says with deference in this prefatory poem, “therefore, I
write in rhyme.” Marvell writes that Milton needs no “tinkling Rhime” to “allure” readers
to his text because Milton’s “sense secure” provides sufficient basis to garner readership
for the epic. According to Marvell, Milton effectively appeals to readers because he
tackled the very first narrative and did so with such accuracy that he “hast not miss'd one
thought that could be fit, / And all that was improper dost omit” (27–28). Marvell’s
invocation of the lack of “tinkling Rhime” in Paradise Lost and this reference to the
poem’s ability to appropriately “fit” the narrative it expresses both approximate the
metaphor for expression that drives this study from Pope’s Essay on Criticism (1711).
However, Marvell’s praise is more firmly rooted in the language of rhetoric than in the
language of ontology as in Pope’s poem. Where Pope writes that true signification
expresses “Nature” appropriately dressed, Marvell writes that Milton makes his “sense”
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known without the “tinkling” ornaments of rhyme. The distinction between Pope’s
rhetoric of the essay, which is directed towards the ontology of language, and Marvell’s
poetic rhetoric, which is directed towards the universe of Milton’s poem, certainly
derives from the different audiences and purposes of each poem. However, it is
significant that Pope publishes his formulation of expression as an articulation of the
universal rules of nature just under forty years following Milton’s specific narrative
articulation of human ontology contingent upon of its first cause. The swinging of the
popular poetic trend back towards the rhyming couplets that became so indicative of the
Augustan period could be a response to the slipperiness of signification in Milton’s
postlapsarian universe. In The Ruins of Allegory, Martin argues that the “calculated
indeterminacies” in Milton’s epic foreshadow “the downfall of the Cartesian certitude
then triumphant.”63 Those indeterminacies were only exacerbated by Milton’s
employment of blank verse in his epic. Henry Weinfield argues that Milton’s association
between blank verse and freethinking troubled subsequent authors who did not locate free
thought and liberal progress in religious or social contexts following the publication of
Paradise Lost.64 However, at the time of publication for the second edition of the epic,
Marvell’s poem associates Milton’s blank verse with simplicity and clarity in that the
verse does not require the reader to follow along with the “Fancies” of the poet, which
weigh down the conventional writer as does the burden of a “Pack-horse.” Marvell
associates the burdens poets place on readers with “Bushy-points,” or fashionable
accessories meant to make the subject or the text more appealing. Sharon Achinstein calls
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Marvell’s “Bushy-points” “the ornaments of couture,” while Jonathon Shears associates
them with “sporting facial hair.”65 In any case, Marvell concludes that the prosodic
embellishment of narrative effectively constrains not only poet but also the readers, who
“wear” the poetic “tag[s]” of rhyme even after they have put the work down. To return to
Fulton, the scholar touches on the constraints of narrative generic institution when he
states, “Milton’s conception of the role of narrative makes external representations
secondary to truth itself, and thus while representations may seem uncertain and perhaps
relativistic, truth itself is not.”66 However, when Milton writes the story of the
postlapsarian subject encountering truth, the subject must participate in an
epistemological hermeneutic that imbricates language with being and overlaps
distinctions between external phenomena and internal substance. Fulton is correct in
Milton’s understanding of the subject’s freedom of choice in determining truth and
identity. To qualify that idea, as Leibert argues, the determination of truth becomes more
difficult for the subject as he or she more extensively interacts with other agents in the
world or in the text.
Liebert writes that when readers first encounter Adam in Book IV, he is
“possessed of an advanced and apparently innate understanding of himself, God, and the
world.”67 Not until Book VIII do readers perceive him in the process of acquiring
knowledge by way of conversation with Raphael. Narratively, before his conversation
with Raphael, Adam generated his own understanding “from the physical conditions of
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his own existence.”68 After conversing with Raphael, Adam’s new questions about the
structure of the universe and the substance of angels indicate that the process of engaging
in discourse with another subject in the creation enables Adam to understand more
complex knowledge than he could alone by the innate sources entailed in being or
existence. Before discourse with Raphael, Adam was capable of comprehending the
existence of a creator and his own obedience to that creator. Adam’s looking to external
forms in the shape of the angel rather than understanding solely by intuition allowed him
to increase understanding. Importantly though, the external forms with which Adam and
engage in conversation are not only forms of political or religious authority but one
another as well. Leibert writes, “Recreating the moment of her nativity, Eve demonstrates
an approach to the created world that is based not upon authority and reason but upon the
necessity of relationships in order to complete one’s sense of self.”69 Milton scholar
William Schullenberger confirms that Eve’s identity “can only be discovered in
relationship.”70 In short, in Paradise Lost, contextualizing the subject in an
epistemological community allows for discursive knowing and essentially greater
knowledge of the world and the self.
However, as noted above, Milton’s concept of ontology does not change along
with the reorganization of epistemological methods, whether in prelapsarian or
postlapsarian contexts. Paradise Lost theorizes two methods for comprehending the
infinite nature of the universe in the finite creation—those methods are intuitive and
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discursive. The former is characteristic of heavenly spheres and the latter of earthly ones.
To understand another being or aspect of the creation in heaven, subjects must look
inside themselves. However, to understand a thing on the earth requires subjects to look
outside of themselves for information. Before warning Adam about Satan's designs,
Raphael differentiates earthly and heavenly epistemologies. Knowing happens when
the Soule
Reason receives, and reason is her being,
Discursive, or Intuitive; discourse
Is oftest yours, the latter most is ours,
Differing but in degree, of kind the same.
(V.486–490)
In both heavenly and earthly orientations, "the Soule / Reason receives, and reason is her
being." However, the means of communicating reason to the soul are distinct, depending
on the extent of epistemological mediation that takes place before understanding is
achieved. By “epistemological mediation,” I mean the levels of discourse through which
the subject must reason before reaching essence or truth. Although Milton leaves room
for some methodological resemblance in modes of knowing, heavenly epistemology is
usually "Intuitive," while earthly is generally "Discursive."71 William Kolbrener notes
that in De Doctrina, Milton elaborates on the resemblance between heavenly and angelic
epistemological methods and concludes that for the postlapsarian subject, discourse is
necessary for the subject to comprehend truth. Kolbrener writes, “[M]oving beyond the
situatedness of language for the supposed absolute intuition of ‘Truth’” is, in the words of
71
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Jacques Maritain, an “angelic heresy” no less dangerous than its Satanic counterpart.72
Readers of this study will encounter this aversion to unchecked intuition again in the
following chapter on Swift, who sees intuition generally as a type of insane or feigned
divination, the latter of which is designed to manipulate others to compel others to adopt
the objectives or outlooks of the subject. In contrast, Milton illustrates intuition
functioning perfectly well in the figure of Raphael, who, after having just explained to
Adam in over 1000 lines the elaborate process by which God created the earth and Eden,
then reveals that he on the day of the creation “was absent, as befell, / Bound on a voyage
uncouth and obscure” to guard the gates of Hell and ensure that Satan did not escape to
pollute the new world in any way (XIII.230–232). Adam never inquires about Raphael’s
knowledge of the creation, so readers are left to understand that the empirical criteria for
truth that was becoming prominent in contemporary natural philosophy—or, the sciences,
as they came to be known over the course of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries—is
unnecessary in the intuitive epistemological framework of the heavenly spheres.
It is difficult to gauge in Milton’s thinking the appropriate extent to which the
subject should participate in intuitive versus discursive operations of reason. Although, as
Kolbrener suggests, Milton considers it heretical to operate solely by intuition, Milton’s
prose also suggests the same for epistemological operation by discourse alone. The
author notes in his 1641 antiprelatical tract Of Prelatical Episcopacy that the subject
cannot understand truth based solely on the discursive material of other thinkers. This
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tract takes advantage of metaphors of dress to describe biblical hermeneutics. Milton
writes,
We doe injuriously in . . . searching among the verminous, and polluted rags dropt
overworn from the toyling shoulders of Time, with these deformedly to quilt, and
interlace the intire, the spotlesse, and undecaying robe of Truth, the daughter not
of Time, but of Heaven. (CPW, 1.639)
This passage props up the straightforward word of the Bible as the only necessary
discursive layer between the subject and the truth, which in De Doctrina Milton makes
clear is a concept synonymous with the word of God and the Son. In fact, in De Doctrina,
Milton’s own activity in the traditional hermeneutic sense regarding biblical
interpretation refuses to contribute to the “deformed[] . . . quilt” of readings of the Bible.
He supports his theodicy with biblical quotations but he does not mince the meanings of
particular words or offer commentary on other religious thinkers’ interpretations of the
Bible. Milton’s theodicy is discursive in that he clearly acknowledges biblical precedents
but expounds upon his own readings of the Bible rather that entering into scholastic
debate over them. Thus, De Doctrina demonstrates that both intuition and discourse are
complementary strategies for understanding truth and the infinite substance of God in the
finite creation. To return to Book V of Paradise Lost, because reason reaches the soul in
both intuitive and discursive scenarios, these "kinds" of knowing are identical in their
results. However, just as knowing by intuition alone can be a potentially dangerous
strategy, as noted above, so can a discursive epistemological method threaten the
knowledge and also the identity of the knower. The epic makes clear that the discursive
structure of knowing, even in the prelapsarian world, makes Adam and Eve vulnerable to
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the manipulation of Satan, for "Into the Heart of Eve his words made way” when he
approached her in Eden in the form of the serpent (IX.550).
The free exchange of discourse by which subjects communicate and learn in
Paradise Lost is perverted when the speaking subject begins with an intention for the
object of his or her discourse.73 Immediately after eating the fruit, Eve goes to find Adam
to share her knowledge and her destruction: "To him she hasted, in her face excuse /
Came Prologue, and Apologie to prompt" (IX.853–854). Milton’s analogy between Eve's
face and a "Prologue" Milton's associates text and body and suggests that Eve's face, as
before the fall, can be interpreted by another subject to achieve an understanding of her
will. However, after the fall, the hermeneutic of her ontological makeup now contains the
element of telos. Her “Prologue” is driven by the objective to inspire support for her
decision from Adam in the form of an "Apologie" for her actions. Therefore, Eve intends
for her discourse to constrain Adam's response by refusing his free reaction in favor of
compelling his reply into concordance with her will. This tendency towards coercion in
postlapsarian discourse lends an element of suspicion to the postlapsarian hermeneutic.
John S. Tanner refers to Eve's new "theatrical" self when he describes the ontological
consequences of postlapsarian discourse in terms of Soren Kirkegaard's concept of
anxiety, produced partly by the division of the self, which cognizance takes place when
human development reaches self-reflection. This anxiety is one characteristic of the
Enlightenment project of critique, which commences when the subject becomes aware of
itself, I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter. Tanner writes that because
73
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disobedience to God affords the subject with self-consciousness, "[s]in makes selfhood
suddenly problematic and dialectical."74 Additionally, "sin has created a cleavage
between appearance and reality by splitting a whole self in two," and sin commits the
subject to the "acquired problematic personhood in the [etymological] root sense of the
word person: 'mask.'"75 In the context of this study, Tanner’s identification of the
separation between different selves within the subject is analogous to the differentiation
between the accidental self and the subject’s substantial foundation in the matter of God.
Because of that shared universal substance, any sense of personal identity in the subject
contradicts the ontological foundation of the universe. Thus, even by prelapsarian
ontological standards, subjectivity alienates the finite self from its positionality as an
element of an infinite universe. While the naked prelapsarian subject is more apt to
identify the infinite God in his or her own particular substance, the postlapsarian subject
is more apt to consider his or her particular identity a product of his or her own individual
being.
The epistemological framework of the subject changes after the fall in that the
clothing of the subject produces the perception of greater distinction between the subject
and the other. Therefore, subjects have greater difficulty identifying the true essence of
objects in the creation, which is the material substance of God. I use the term essence
here carefully and in accordance with its etymological foundation, the Greek
term ταὐτότης, or “identity,” as explained in the introduction to this study. While
prelapsarian subjects tend to understand the essence, identity, and truth of a thing,
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statement, or idea immediately, the experience of the postlapsarian subject entails
potential misunderstanding, partially because of those greater distinctions just noted and
partly because the earthly epistemology depends on discourse not intuition. Ashraf H. A.
Rushdy borrows from Heidegger to develop a helpful vocabulary of ontological
orientation in his analysis of Paradise Regained, wherein Jesus operates as a successful
religious subject in the postlapsarian world because he is a “being-toward God.”76 This
ontological orientation allows Jesus to accurately know his circumstances by intuition.
Thus, he avoids the pitfalls of discourse that thwart Adam and Eve’s right reason even in
the prelapsarian world. After the fall, the processes of knowing the essence of the world
or the self become more indeterminate and therefore more complicated because the
creation is further removed from the intuitive structures of knowing that are possible
before the fall. As noted, epistemological processes after the fall rely more so on
interaction between the subject and the world. As Anne Perry notes in her study on the
voice of Milton’s narrator, Milton makes the infinite palatable to the finite postlapsarian
mind by reversing the conventional structure of allegory and representing the “concrete
term . . . [with] as much reality as the abstract term . . . with which it is identified.”77
Because Milton’s fallen epistemology requires greater attention to the concrete terms and
subjects outside of the self, then nonexistent ontological distinctions among objects with
identical substance seem to exist.
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Subjects and objects appear different from one another but are not, and their
external appearances and interior identities function within the hermeneutic ontology that
I argue provides the intellectual context for the notions of ontology that influence the
novel’s discourse, which emphasizes readings and misreadings of external signs of
interior identity throughout its development in the following century. The hermeneutic
ontology at work in Paradise Lost and in subsequent novels that engage readers in these
problems of uncertainty and indeterminacy in narratives is, as Oxford scholar of the Early
Modern period David Norbrook suggests, a response to the seventeenth century’s
“massive shift in signifying systems” that took place as philosophical orientations
transformed over the course of the century.78 One primary expression of that shift exists
in the toppling of the primary signifier of English authority, King Charles I, under the
pressure of new social and cultural influences. Martin writes that Paradise Lost illustrates
a “paradigm shift,” which enables Milton’s epic to “take[] on the prophetic status of the
first major work to exemplify the newly triumphant aspect of a temporally, spatially, and
linguistically relativistic universe.”79 Martin appropriately qualifies the relativism she
locates in Milton’s work because Milton’s morality is certainly not relativistic. However,
as a component of his ontology, it is subject to the hermeneutic characteristic of existence
that is evident in Milton’s epic as the identity of subjects is defined by what they do and
do not know and also by how they know things at all. While Milton’s assurance in
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substantial analogic correspondences between concepts like God, logos, truth, and the
material substance of the universe maintained his footing in premodern intellectual
contexts, his objective for the particularity of circumstance in Paradise Lost to
hermeneutically correspond to the universal design of the creator situates him firmly in
the intellectual paradigm of modernity. Since multiple layers of discourse between
subject and object or event characterize the postlapsarian universe, narrative information
must be communicated via relation. Direct or absolute communication is impossible. In
the postlapsarian universe, mediation is inherent and, of course, makes truth subject to
uncertainty.80
Martin writes that in Milton’s work, “the old allegorical correspondences and
their concatenations are infinitistically reborn and redeemed in ways that make them
accessible to the still more mimetic narrativization of the novel.”81 Martin suggests that
the social, philosophical, and religious shifts in the seventeenth century fractured
established frameworks and patterns for knowing and created new expectations for
literature based on narratives of finite circumstances rather than narratives of the infinite
or general human experience. The following analysis of Books III and XI of Paradise
Lost will examine Milton’s representation of subjective experience in prelapsarian and
postlapsarian contexts. These examinations reveal multiple levels of discourse in the
postlapsarian universe that the subject must evaluate and understand to reach some
meaning or understanding of truth. Milton constructs numerous layers of discourse
between subject and substance—or, between finite and infinite—as the narrative of the
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fall simultaneously reaches its end (regarding the poem) and its beginning (regarding the
world of temporality outside of Eden). Those layers of discourse predict the development
of a new narrative form organized upon discursive complexity and an hermeneutic of
being.

IV. BOOK III: MATERIAL, LANGUAGE, AND THE POTENTIAL FOR SIN
The section identified by Milton’s discourse on the Paradise of Fools in Book III
of Paradise Lost makes evident the common ontological foundations between material
and language in the Miltonic universe. Consequently, because language and material
function as categories of being in Paradise Lost, both structures fall within the
framework of Milton’s ironic ontology and are therefore subject to the being measured by
boundaries of positive and negative definition. That is to say, in Milton’s ironic ontology,
the subject’s epistemological process determines what an object external to the self is
while simultaneously implicating the identity of the thing in what it is not. As detailed in
the previous section, Milton’s monist materialism determines that the substance of all
things in the universe is the identical and infinite substance of God. But the act of
identifying a thing as other than that substance recognizes a paradoxical potential for
alterity in the ontological makeup of the particular subject, which operates with an
identity differentiated from the infinite. In short, things are what they are; but things are
also defined by what they are not. If a thing recognizes its unapparent yet universal God
substance, that negative definition can accord with the word and will of God; or, the
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process can invoke sin, if a thing recognizes its own interiority as the culmination of the
ontological hermeneutic.
Book III is particularly significant because it depicts in the epic the first images of
the earth after the fall. Six books of Eden remain for Adam and Eve to tend and
appreciate, but the images of the postlapsarian universe prepare readers for the
epistemological confusion and uncertainty inherent in the dense discursive hermeneutic
of being that structures human experience once sin makes them conscious of themselves.
Book III’s invocation of the postlapsarian world when the world's first parents are yet
unfallen generates three observations relevant to this study, which I will cover in this
section. First, Milton expounds upon the monist materialist organization of the ontology
of Paradise Lost, which organization establishes the ironic structure of the universe and
therefore substantiates the potential for sin in the creation. Second, Milton makes
language and matter analogous substances, so that language and even ideas and actions
are illustrated as part of the monist materialist basis of the universe’s ironic ontology. The
author qualifies this analogy by indicating that subjects either do or do not comprehend
the universal substance and discourse of created beings depending on the status of their
perspectives as prelapsarian or postlapsarian, respectively. Third and finally, Milton
exhibits the prevalence of confusion and anxiety from the perspective of subjects oriented
by the worldly epistemological perspective of the postlapsarian universe with a flurry of
garments.
These three maneuvers in the second half of Book III expose the potential
unreliability signifiers, both linguistic and material, in Milton’s postlapsarian universe.
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That atmosphere of unreliability mounts when Satan fools Uriel into telling him the way
to Eden, which misunderstanding is possible due to the Cherub disguise he assumes
before approaching the angel. Satan manipulates the ironic nature of the universe by
manufacturing an accidental experience for other subjects that misrepresents his identity.
Thus, Satan is able to blind Uriel to the essence of the other in front of him. By the end of
this section, Milton makes clear that in temporalities subsequent to the infinite and epic
one at work in Paradise Lost, a subject with Satan’s power and penchant for
manipulating signs is no longer necessary to bring about misunderstanding in the other.
The substance of being cannot be manipulated because the universal substance is God;
however, the subject’s understanding of essence is subject to manipulation because God’s
generous acts of creation lend identity and free will to the subject. Because existence and
identity can be misrepresented in the postlapsarian universe, the subject relies on an
interpreter, like Christian’s Interpreter in Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress or like the
angel Michael in Paradise Lost. In the revelation that Michael presents to Adam in Books
XI and XII, Milton’s epic ends in the elaboration of the stories introduced in this section,
mediated by Michael in a performance of discursive epistemology that is necessary given
the unstable hermeneutic that characterizes postlapsarian ontology.
Afrer the projected sacrifice of the Son, which projection takes place in heaven in
the first half of Book III, Satan lands on Earth, and Milton conveys the alienation of this
fallen place in the creation by landing Satan alone in a vast, intemperate region. No
partner accompanies the fallen angel from Pandaemonium, and Milton signals the
isolation Satan faces in the wasteland with a stanza break from the scene in heaven and
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then one and a half lines that accentuates readers’ shifted perspectives from the scene in
heaven to that on Earth. The speaker narrates,
Thus they in Heav'n, above the starry Sphear,
Thir happie hours in joy and hymning spent.
Mean while upon the firm opacous Globe
Of this round World, whose first convex divides
The luminous inferior Orbs, enclos'd
From Chaos and th' inroad of Darkness old,
Satan alighted walks: a Globe farr off
It seem'd, now seems a boundless Continent
Dark, waste, and wild, under the frown of Night
(III.416–424)
Emphasizing the ontological density of matter of Earth, Milton here contrasts the “starry
Sphear” of heaven with “the firm opacous Globe,” “Starless expos'd” (III.425), on which
Satan arrives from Pandaemonium. The following lines direct readers away from the
preemptive sacrifice of the Son in the ethereal sphere where that negotiation, which
allows for human salvation, took place. Milton orients reader attention towards Satan’s
first steps, he having alighted from Chaos onto the planet. Milton’s detailed juxtaposition
of places, which are part of the universal material creation, in the narrative trajectory of
Book III emphasizes the capacity for text to function as an epistemological system that
provides context relevant to ontological circumstances. The barrenness of the earth
reflects the potentiality for sin and the first parents’ fall into earthly alienation from
God’s generous will, of which readers were just ten lines ago direct observers.82 The
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speaker’s diction quickly and starkly reorganizes the phenomenological experience of
readers: a moment ago in heaven observing a choir of angels and their savior, readers
now alight from Chaos next to Satan on the Earth, “a Globe farr off / It seem'd, now
seems a boundless Continent.” Milton’s shift in verb tense from the past “seem’d” to the
present “seems” reminds readers of the immediacy of their postlapsarian circumstance,
and he aggravates the depravity of readers’ new perspective by specifying their proximity
to Sin. Once appearing to readers “a Globe farr off,” the “boundless Continent” is really
the appropriate site of the human narrative, and Milton’s discourse places readers firmly
in the daunting landscape as it now appears up close. Milton exacerbates that situation by
pointing out that the boundlessness of the Earth is not simply geographic but moral as
well, as we will see below. For now, the poem tells readers that night frowns as Satan
walks alone. However, in the experience of readers, Satan is actually accompanied by the
poem’s speaker and themselves, all of which agents have narratively joined the fallen
angel on the Earth outside of Eden.
By way of simile, figures in text of the poem itself become attendant to Satan in
the vast expanse of the Earth across which he roams. Those figures are the future
inhabitants of the postlapsarian Earth outside of Eden. Satan finds for walking a less
inclement spot, which is guarded somewhat from the “ever-threatning storms / Of Chaos
blustring round” by the distant “wall of Heav’n,” the organizing influence of which
extends to the areas shadowed on Earth by its structure in heaven (III.425–427). The
speaker narrates Satan’s motions as follows:
domain and so will be physically removed from the territory they can no longer claim as theirs because
they have not used it ‘aright.’” Milton's Places of Hope, 59.
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Here walk'd the Fiend at large in spacious field.
As when a Vultur on Imaus bred,
Whose snowie ridge the roving Tartar bounds,
Dislodging from a Region scarce of prey
To gorge the flesh of Lambs or yeanling Kids
(III.431–434)
Milton’s simile compares Satan’s discovery of a region easier for walking to the
experience of the “Vultur on Imaus bred,” who “Dislodg[es]” from its mountaintop to
find food. Milton extends the simile by referring to the historical populations that will
come to live in the Himalayas (the mountain range where “Imaus” was thought to have
been located): “the roving Tartar bounds” on the snow-capped ridges of those same
mountains, and the vulture continues in the poem to search for prey “on the barren
Plaines / Of Sericana, where Chineses drive / With Sails and Wind thir canie Waggons
light” (III.447–449). The simile associates with Satan these images of the vulture, the
“roving Tartar,” and the sail-powered wagons of people in China over nine lines before
returning to Satan himself walking over the plains. The savage vocabulary of the poem,
including vultures, “roving” conquerors, and the gorged flesh of lambs, lends the
menacing intimation of brutality and sin to these as of yet uncreated beings. Incorporating
the vocabulary of violence, Milton’s comparison between Satan’s action and that of the
future creation compels readers to recognize the potential for fallenness that exists in the
unfallen Earth, even in those beings that or who have yet to sin and even that or who have
yet to be created. Given readers’ new perspective and proximity to Satan in the text, that
potential for sin is boundless, like the geographical appearance of the continent and the
untapped future depravity of figures on it. In “Milton’s God and the Matter of Chaos,”
John Rumrich has identified ironic indeterminacy in Chaos as it provisions the raw
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material substance of God from which the will of the creator determines the structure of
the creation. As Rumrich explains, “for the materialist Milton, deficient ontology does
not necessarily imply a loss of being that results from evil. The ontological deficiency of
chaos indicates instead a material potency that is the precondition of creation.”83 A
consideration of indeterminacy between good and evil in the unfallen creation here in
Book III after Satan lands on the earth suggests that the creation manifests the same
“material potency” for righteousness and for sin that Rumrich identifies in Chaos.84
Milton makes the interminable capacity for moral depravity in the creation clearer
in the lines that follow because he contributes that potential to the matter that constitutes
created beings, whether they exist in fact or in projection. Thus, identity, definition, and
character are not factors that contribute to sin any more than matter itself. The poem
states explicitly that Satan was never really alone on the Earth because the planet
embodies all of the future sins and sinners that will populate its inhabitants. Although via
comparative device Satan has been accompanied by the vulture, the Tartar, and the future
population that roams around that geographical space, the poem dismantles the
identification between Satan and particular beings by asserting again that he is “Alone,
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for other Creature in this place / Living or liveless to be found was none” (III.442–443).
Having acknowledged that isolation, the text specifies that on the earth roving with Satan,
there are
None yet, but store hereafter from the earth
Up hither like Aereal vapours flew
Of all things transitorie and vain, when Sin
With vanity had filld the works of men
(III.444–447)
Here another simile discloses the potential for sin in the creation, but this comparison
posits the potential for sin in matter as an ontological category rather than in matter
embodied by a particular animal, human, or population. The structure of these lines leads
readers into the momentary understanding that “all things” fall under the influence of
Satan and of sin. Readers have subsequent access to the qualifications that the things that
accompany Satan are “transitorie and vain” and then that they are so “when Sin / With
vanity had filld the works of men.” However, the initial association of “all things” with
Satan exposes the potential for sin in matter in general, not just in particular, created
beings, as those characterized by their proximity to Satan in the simile with the vulture
and the Tartar discussed above. Therefore, the characteristic of being in general—not
specifically of being identifiable as a particular thing or person—associates the ontology
of the creation itself with Satan and therefore sin.
In addition to the potential for sin being manifest in created beings or more
foundationally in the substance from which they are created, Milton specifies that the
potential for moral corruption in the creation exists in matter as dense as that on Earth or
as ethereal as that in Heaven. As noted above, the future sin of the creation, “store[d]”
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within the substance of the Earth, “hereafter from the earth / Up hither like Aereal
vapours flew” to accompany Satan on the dense material planet (III.444–445). The
previous two paragraphs in this study show the potential for sin in material, created
beings and in the principle of ontology. These “Areal vapours” that “hither” take a walk
with Satan make clear as well that the potential for sin exists not only in dense matter but
also in airy matter, which designation reminds readers of the ethereal realm from which
they recently traveled with the speaker to alight with Satan on the Earth. Milton’s use of
the word “vapours” to categorize the airy existence of “all things transitorie and vain”
would recall to seventeenth-century readers the medieval system of correspondence
whereby the humors of the human body (blood, black bile, yellow bile, and phlegm) were
understood analogically in relation to the four elements of the universe (air, earth, fire,
and water). In this paradigm, vapors are “Exhalations supposed to be developed within
the organs of the body (esp[ecially] the stomach) and to have an injurious effect upon the
health.”85 However, Milton complicates this allusion to older theories of medicine and
older analogical ways of thinking by incorporating his materialist adjective “Aereal” into
this description. Although first noticed in the dense material substance of the earth and its
inhabitants, the potential for sin in “all things transitorie and vain” is also possible in
ethereal substance. The birth of Sin in heaven in Book II (746–758) suggests such a
circumstance, but the narrative neutrality of the speaker organizes the potential for sin in
the heavens as an ontological characteristic more so than the hopes of a tortured figure of
despair, as Sin is when she meets Satan on his way our of Hell in Book II.
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The progress of this passage shows readers that dense material, airy material, and
even things as insubstantial or conceptual as ideas and the principle of action carry the
potential for corruption that is inherent in the ontology of the material creation. Because
the philosophical truth of the developing new science was to Milton another postlapsarian
layer of discourse that obscured truth, he never wrote a metaphysics. Therefore, it is
impossible to support this claim with explicit specific theorizations from Milton, but this
section from Book III suggests that concepts are material as well as living and nonliving
beings. First, as noted, Milton writes that any “Creature in this place / Living or liveless”
exists “None yet, but store hereafter” in the ontological substance of the Earth and
therefore can eventually accompany Satan in his walks (III.442–444). As described
above, the speaker mobilizes this potentiality for sin in the simile that makes the
motivations for Satan’s movements on Earth understandable to readers. In addition to the
similes examined above, another performance of grammatical comparison reiterates that
idea of the existence of sin in potentiality: the conjunction of contrariety, “but,” in line
444 (“None yet, but store hereafter”) makes explicit to readers the idea that even though
living or inanimate beings in the creation do not in a tangible person or time supplement
Satan’s existence on the Earth, “all things” yet exist in vague affiliation with Satan
because the potential for sin by virtue of creation positions them as such. Thus, again,
ontology—that is, existence itself—renders the creation potentially sinful.86 Ontology
allows for the potential for uprightness as well, but the poem’s speaker here emphasizes
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the creation’s potential for sin because the narrative has left heaven and travelled to
Earth, where the fall will take place.
The lines examined here show Milton’s extension of the applicability of his
monist materialist metaphysics to ideas as well as living or nonliving components of the
creation. “[A[ll things transitorie and vain” originally signify the “Living or liveless”
creatures of temporally distant times that are “store[d]” up in the earth. Subsequent lines
specify those “Creature[s]” and be concepts generally neutral, like “happiness in this or
th' other life” (III.450), or those like the adjectivally-decried “painful Superstition and
blind Zeal” (III.452). The concept of the materiality of ideas is significant in this chapter
because we are considering Milton’s ontology as ironic, and since ideas have material
substance as well as created beings like rocks and humans and angels, then they exist in
the ironic framework of Milton’s ontology. Understanding the extension of Milton’s
materialist ontology to the realm of the intellectual and ideological helps readers of
Paradise Lost understand the birth of Sin in Heaven. If within every created being
inheres the capacity for the opposite of God’s will, which caused its existence, then
within every articulation of logos in the form of word or idea inheres the capacity for the
antithesis of that idea as well. The idea of Sin can exist in Heaven before she materially
exists in Milton’s epic because the conscious performance of obedience to God makes
explicit the idea of righteousness, which in turn makes explicit the idea of its opposite,
sin.
As the Book III narrative of Satan alighting on the unfallen Earth after escaping
from Hell continues, Milton extends the prelapsarian potential for Sin from its degrees of
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material embodiment in the individual and in “Aereal vapours,” ideas, and actions to
include the potential for sin in logos, or word and reason as well. The ontology of
postlapsarian experience includes what Milton refers to as “All th' unaccomplisht works
of Natures hand” (III.455), which works the speaker associates with the potential for sin
and the individuals who act by operating in accordance with that potential. This
introduction of the “unaccomplisht” parts of the creation, which are “works of Natures
hand” yet "Abortive, monstrous, or unkindly mixt" (III.456), reveals creative error not on
the part of God but on the part of Nature, whose hand it is that crafts those incomplete
creations. Milton's use of the negative prefix "un-" again here with the past participle
verb construction, "accomplished," helps illustrate the concept of ironic ontology that I
locate in his work, as explained earlier in this chapter in the discussion of the ontological
significance of Adam's understanding of Chaos as "unapparent" in the creation (see
footnote 71 in this chapter). The structure of this word acknowledges the perceivable
finite creation, consisting of completed beings. However, because the chaotic
characteristics of the infinite substance of God are manifest in the substance and essence
of the creation, Nature operates with the potential to not accomplish—or, to fail—in the
act of creation. Since those instances of failure can take infinite apparent forms, the poet
uses the negative prefix "un-" to indicate anything "not-accomplished," as the creation
itself demonstrates the existence of the uncreated, as earlier when the existence of God
implied that which is "not-God." Later in this section, we will see Milton represent
"unaccomplisht" works with clothes and texts to signify the emptiness of experience for
postlapsarian subjects—"All who have thir reward on Earth" (III.451) rather than in
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heaven—who search for ontological meaning or purpose in the accidental world. Thus, in
addition to material substance, ideas, and action, the potential for sin is manifest in dress
and in language, the sharing of which becomes more and more significant as the epic
progresses and as the postlapsarian condition requires increased “relating,” or storytelling, for fallen subjects to comprehend information.
Removed once from the first cause, which is God’s will, Nature is subject to error
and generates things “Abortive, monstrous, or unkindly mixt” which “Dissolvd on earth,
fleet hither, and in vain, / Till final dissolution, wander here,” where Satan has alighted at
the beginning of his seduction of Eve and Adam (III.456–457). The speaker enjoins
readers to “here find” (III.453) these “unaccomplisht,” “[a]bortive, monstrous, or
unkindly mixt” works, the incomplete creation of which have caused them to “fleet
hither” (my italics) to the place where Satan has landed on the Earth. I emphasize the
present tense of “fleet” and refer again to the locative immediacy of “here” and “hither”
to call attention to the blending of temporalities and geographic locations in the poem at
this pivotal moment, the beginning of Adam and Eve’s fall, in the history of the Earth as
a specific location with a specific history. This explicit specificity of experience is a
defining characteristic of the novel as it developed over the course of the eighteenth
century. Milton anticipates the confusion inherent in the subject’s reliance on particular
experience for comprehension by complicating the relationships between narrative, place,
and time and by provoking readers into a multidimensional discursive space that contains
both past and future and prelapsarian and postlapsairian contexts, depending on the
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perspective adopted by the reader.87 Although the vulture, the Tartar, vanity, and the
“unaccomplisht works of Natures hand” have yet to be created and realized as beings in
the world, they exist in the present ontology of the poem along with the “Giants” "of illjoynd Sons and Daughters born,” who “[h]ither . . . came” to this same spot where Satan
begins his mission (III.463). Milton again complicates this confluence of temporal,
geographic, and prelapsarian dimension by incorporating into this part of the narrative
created beings who come into being after the fall but before the redemptive framework of
Christ’s sacrifice. In the midst of cataloging some inhabitants of the earth outside of
Eden, Milton’s speaker interjects a brief clarification that this “Paradise of Fools”
(III.496), as he later calls the region, exists on the earth,
Not in the neighbouring Moon, as some have dreamd;
Those argent Fields more likely habitants,
Translated Saints, or middle Spirits hold
Betwixt th' Angelical and Human kinde
(III.459–462)
Milton’s allusion to the lunar adventure in Ludovico Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso (1516)
puts Paradise Lost into conversation with contemporary literary texts. This literary
dialogic constructs another temporal bridge between the prelapsarian time frame of the
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(V.509–512)
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postlapsarian subject’s orientation towards the discursive and dense material stuff of the world make it
difficult to understand, much less to “contemplat[e]” heavenly influence. See the subsequent section in this
chapter on Book XI.
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events in the poem and the postlapsarian world in which readers exist. Saints in Milton’s
epic are “translated" to the “argent Fields” of the moon, where Ariosto located the Limbo
of Vanities in Orlando Furioso. In that earlier poem, the trip to the moon is not made by
the titular character Roland but by his cousin the knight Astolfo, who was directed to that
region by the Apostle John to find an antidote for Roland’s madness, which developed
after Roland gave “ill return” for the gifts bestowed on him by God (34.LXIV). Because
he abandoned his responsibility to protect Charlemagne and his people in pursuit of a
love interest
God hath made him mad, and, in this vein,
Belly, and breast, and naked flesh expose;
And so diseased and troubled is his brain,
That none, and least himself, the champion knows
(34.LXV)
Ariosto’s associations among work, identity, and righteousness in this Renaissance work
will remind readers of this study of Luther’s discourse on the larvae dei (see the
Introduction above). When Roland deserted his calling, he also separated his finite
identity (the mask, the knight Roland) from his infinite substance (God’s will, which
established his calling as a knight) and acted as though he had purpose on his own as the
finite essence or identity, Roland.
Thus, in Orlando Furioso, the subject’s entertainment of personal desire causes
him to reject his profession, which rejection generates an ontological crisis that then
produces an abandonment of identity and madness. The narrative of Adam and Eve’s
ontological reorientation that must take place after their fall differs from Roland’s crisis
by virtue of the narrative implications of the crisis moment. In Ariosto’s work, when the
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sinner is mad and naked due to his “excess” of desire for the princess Angelica
(34.LXVI), the stable narrative must take place on another world, the moon, and in fact
be driven by another subject, Astolfo.88 The narrative leaves Roland in the woods to be
mad on his own. However, in Paradise Lost, because the narrative after the fall has no
recourse to stability in a prelapsarian context, the subjects cannot exist sane and naked as
they did before. After exceeding the bounds of propriety by eating the fruit in Eden, fluid
boundaries, shifty signifiers, more clothes, and heightened irony characterize their
ontological circumstance. There is no antidote to return to them their prelapsarian “veile”
of innocence.
In contrast, in Orlando Furioso, slippery signification proves to be simply an
obstacle over which Astolfo must hurdle to return his cousin to his right profession and
his sanity. The knight encounters “symbols” (34.LXXIX) and requires an “interpreter” to
“read” to him “the lesson” signified by each symbol because they appear so different to
him on the moon than on earth (34.LXXXII). Astolfo “Would know them not, such
different form they wore” (34.LXXXII). Essentially, without a guide, this new and
foreign context makes “know[ing]” or understanding signs impossible for Astolfo
because these symbols operate in an intellectual paradigm in which he has no experience.
The symbols “wore” such different dress than they would in the contexts of regular
human experience that typical systems of signification and understanding collapsed. As
noted above, this same confusion is evident in Christian’s discourse with the Interpreter
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Joshua Scodel suggests that Milton’s understanding of excess as a transgression follows from his study
of Aristotelian ethics. Excess and the Mean in Early Modern English Literature, ch. 9, “Paradise Lost,
Pleasurable Restraint, and the Mean of Self-Respect.” See also the analysis of Empedocles and Clembrotus
below.
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in John Bunyan’s The Pilgrim’s Progress (1678). These early texts are, like Paradise
Lost, concerned with the epistemological breakdown that accompanies the ontological
reorientation of the sinner. However, in both The Pilgrim’s Progress and Orlando
Furioso, authors formulate everyday, worldly experience as clearer, more transparent,
and easier to understand than the experience of communication between man and the
heavens. In contrast, Milton’s illustrations of right signification take place in humans’
intuitive relationships with God or angels. Milton’s narrative incorporation of a
prelapsarian context for signification in Paradise Lost provides a contrast for the
postlapsarian process, and that contrast demonstrates the fundamental problematic of
signification in an ironic universe, the indeterminacy of which is exacerbated by the selfconsciousness of the subject who engages the self in a discursive epistemological
relationship after the fall.
As noted in the introduction to this study, the writings of Milton, Swift, and
Fielding articulate and critique rhetorics of ambiguity and opaqueness in everyday
experience. For the subject to comprehend anything, he or she must participate in the
ontological and epistemological hermeneutic that is the legacy of those rhetorics,
especially as they are evident in the early modern revolutions in dominant social and
ideological systems such as politics, philosophy, and religion. That participation helped
establish the intellectual basis for the novel. For example, by removing the church as a
mediator or translator between God and in individual, the Protestant reformation allowed
for the idea that the subject can individually converse with God. When Descartes posited
the radical subjectivity of the Enlightenment, he suggested that the subject can
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understand the universe accurately without knowing the centuries of medieval and
Renaissance philosophy which preceded the subject. When the clarity promised by these
revolutions failed to result, thinkers used the newly accessible print marketplace to
experiment with systems of signification and meaning in narrative. That social and
philosophical trajectory is the foundation of the novel, and metaphors of dress abound
because they offer writers and readers an apt analogical paradigm for understanding
based on signifiers that can easily shift or be exchanged. Before these revolutions, clothes
functioned as external signifiers of the subjective identity they covered. Afterwards,
clothes and other discursive signifiers mediate the relationship between signifier and
signified such that the identity or nature of the clothed subject is actually up to question.
After the significant revolutions of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the clothes
can effectively make the man.89
To return to Paradise Lost, Milton repurposed the moon, where Ariosto locates
the Limbo of Vanities in Orlando Furioso, for "[t]ranslated Saints, or middle Spirits”
whose malleable materiality makes the celestial realm more appropriate to their presence.
If we accept that the moon is in between the earth and the heavens, then this limbo for
figures who die without the benefit of the Son’s redemption suggests that Milton
considered the ontology of the righteous as heavenly-directed. In contrast, as the
increased potential for sin in the dense matter of the earth makes clear, the sinner’s
ontological orientation is earthly. The epic confirms these ontological inclinations in
Book XI when Michael tells Adam that Eden "had been / Perhaps thy Capital Seate” from
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which the progeny of the first parents would celebrate them on high (XI.342–343). That
is, the first parents would have occupied a place of prestige, both literally and figuratively
higher than their children. However, due to their sin, "this præeminence thou hast lost,
brought down / To dwell on eeven ground now with thy Sons” (XI.347–348). The
heavenly ontological orientation of righteousness still exists, but Adam and Eve’s sin has
reoriented their ontological circumstance in line with base material outside of Eden and
with the “unaccomplisht,” “[a]bortive, monstrous, or unkindly mixt” works of Nature
from Book III.
As noted, Milton lends to this heavenly ontological orientation the
characteristic of language, and this association between the righteous and the linguistic
aligns clear, unfettered discourse with a heavenly directedness, as Adam and Eve
experienced communication for the most part in Eden. In contrast to the materialist
vocabulary of dissolving and dissolution Milton uses to describe the atmospheric
presence of potentially sinful figures in this earthly region outside of Eden, Milton uses
the rhetoric of language to denote the Old Testament saints who cannot due to their
nonbelief in Christ arrive finally in heaven. These Saints are “"[t]ranslated” to the moon,
which they inhabit “[b]etwixt th' Angelical and Human kinde” (III.462). The Oxford
English Dictionary makes clear that the verb “translate” had been used in relation to
language even before its use to indicate the movement of saints’ bodies after death.90 The
interruption of the catalog of dissolving sinners in the Paradise of Fools with the
“translated” Saints on the moon creates distinct ontological parallels between
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earth/material and heavens/linguistic. On the earth, incomplete beings in the creation
“dissolv[e]" horizontally into other dense material substances until by “final dissolution”
they lack ontological specificity and therefore identity (III.456–457). In contrast,
although they cannot transmute into the ethereal substance of heaven, Old Testament
saints do “translate" vertically to the moon, where they reside “[b]etwixt th’ Angelical
and Human kinde” without prospect of dissolution or annihilation. Milton’s poetry
explicitly confirms those distinct ontological orientations in the next few lines, but the
speaker also implicitly confuses distinctions between heavenly and worldly ontological
directions. The ambiguity over the orientations defined in part by the characteristic of
language arises from the text’s subsequent employment of Biblical allusion in regards to
the worldly experience of the subject. In conjunction with the recent reference to the
moon as a place for “translated Saints,” this new reference to language and the world
establishes a common linguistic vocabulary for both orientations, thereby suggesting that
the relationship between ontology and language is universal and not specific to the
heavens.
Following the allusion to Ariosto and the explanation of “translated Saints,”
which suspends for a moment the list of vanities, vain people, and the “unaccomplisht
works” that accompany Satan as he lands on the Earth, the speaker continues the list with
the “ill-joynd Sons [of God] and Daughters [of men].” In the sixth book of Genesis, these
Sons and Daughters give birth to giants, “men of renown” (Gen. 6:4), who were
celebrated at the time for their heroism and conquests in war. Milton echoes the Bible
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directly in his retelling of this story in Book XI using the word “renown” again, in that
“these Giants, men of high renown” (XI.688), are
Destroyers rightlier call'd and Plagues of men.
Thus Fame shall be atchiev'd, renown on Earth,
And what most merits fame in silence hid.
(XI.697–699)
In addition to the etymological implications of these related passages, their semantic
redefinitions of identical situations shows Milton constructing a worldly ontology
dependent on language just like that in the lunar sphere, which is inhabited by
“[t]ranslated Saints."91 Similarly, in Areopagitica, when Milton constructs an analogy
between the debate over ecclesiastical organization and that over censorship, he writes
that to give unfettered authority to one official in charge of censorship is to "translate the
Palace Metropolitan [Lambeth Palace] from one kind of dominion into another” (CPW,
2.549). Milton's use of the word "translate" in reference to the London residence of the
Archbishop of Canterbury as the seat of unmitigated power suggests that not only words
but also concepts and even structures can be translated into different accidental forms like
signifiers. I mention this detail here to support my argument that Milton considered
language part of the universal ontological system that included heavens, earth, and
created subjects. However, the linguistic structures in the worldly ontological orientation
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Milton's position as Secretary of Foreign Tongues from 1649–1656 in Oliver Cromwell's commonwealth
government suggests that he was consistently cognizant of the relationship between translation and
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Milton, 45. Milton's occupation in the Protectorate government afforded him unique perspective on issues
of language, identity, and power.
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of the postlapsarian universe are ambiguous and have the potential to misrepresent
reality. For readers to understand the truth of the narrative being expressed by the speaker
in Paradise Lost, he or she needs either guidance from the speaker in reformulating
signifieds or knowledge of etymological context to grasp the meanings of events. First,
the speaker states that these Giants are by "many a vain exploit . . . renownd” among
people (III.465). The vanity of these exploits makes abundantly clear to readers that their
renown is undeserved and misdirected. Because the people praise the giants rather than
God, they reinforce the worldly orientation by which they understand their existence and
thereby reject the righteous orientation towards the heavens. The etymology of Milton's
word choice integrates again into the text that distinction between orientation towards
God or the world. The Oxford English Dictionary shows that people started to use the
Middle French word renommer reflexively around 1365 to mean “to cover oneself in
glory.”92 This etymological background suggests to an educated reader of Paradise Lost
that the giants and the people who celebrate them are not only participating in a worldly
orientation but that they are also participating in an accumulation of ontological layering
by “cover[ing]” the giants with glory. To express praise towards one’s fellow creation
makes the epistemological process of seeing truth more difficult because the souls within
the bodies are covered by another layer of signification, “renown” or glory, which should
be directed towards God. Although Milton understands the universe as already ironic, the
vain actions of the creation heighten the indeterminacy of the postlapsarian ontological
circumstance by increasing the levels of discourse that require reading in order for the
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subject to know the other. Of course, even greater confusion is possible, if a subject
operates with manipulation and duplicity, making ontological structures actively
hypocritical.
The text progresses by asserting the ontological characteristics of signification
again by acknowledging the tendency for misrepresentation and misunderstanding in the
worldly ontology of both the giants and his readers. The speaker clarifies in Book XI that
those giants, although considered “renownd” for their deeds are really
“[d]estroyers rightlier call'd and Plagues of men” (XI.697). The speaker hints at that
clarification in this section as well in emphasizing the "vain exploit” of the giants, that
were "though then renownd” (III.465). The semantic confusion possible in the dense
ironic ontology of the postlapsarian world has the capacity to miscast the “vain
exploit[s]” of “Destroyers” and “Plagues” as the heroic actions of men of glory, worthy
of celebrated reputations. If readers of the epic are not aware of the etymological
relevance of “covering” related to the word, renowned, then Milton provides an
alternative, more obvious mode of reinterpretation to emphasize the potential for
obscurity in the processes of signification, which characterizes epistemology and
ontology in the postlapsarian universe. Although Michael's retelling of the story of the
giants’ renown in Book XI is eight books away, I emphasize the approaching reiteration
of the narrative because the distinctions among the stories show Milton preparing his
readers for a fuller awareness of the epistemological consequences of the postlapsarian
worldly orientation complicating an already ironic ontology. Those consequences include
the necessity for multiple perspectives in order for the subject to understand truth even
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though those multiple perspectives carry with them the potential for uncertainty. Milton’s
speaker introduces the narrative to readers here in Book III, and Michael tells an
expanded version in Book XI. However, as this study will make clear, the accuracy of the
narrative remains in question at the end of the epic.
The following two aspects of Book III’s Paradise of Fools passage deserve
comment in this analysis of the hermeneutic structure of being in Milton’s epic because
they contribute specific religious relevance to the narrative and linguistic implications of
Milton’s ironic ontology mentioned above. Immediately after the three lines that
atemporally introduce the “ill-joynd” Giants onto the plain with Satan as he alights from
Chaos onto the earth, Milton’s speaker alludes to another language-centered narrative
from the Bible. “Hither,” he writes (III.463),
The builders next of Babel on the Plain
Of Sennaar, and still with vain designe
New Babels, had they wherewithall, would build
(III.466–468)
As noted above, the narratives of vanity and confusion that populate this extended
description of the Paradise of Fools are still manifest in the material potential of the earth.
They are not yet realized in the temporal frame of the text. Thus, they exist discursively
in the intangible forms of biblical narratives known by readers of Paradise Lost or in the
voice of a person reading the poem. These discourses are also tangible in the printed
material of the epic. The manifestation of these narratives in the material of the earth
outside of Eden and in the form of the printed poem links ontology to text. Significantly,
after introducing a linguistic process into the prelapsarian ontology located on the moon
in the form of “[t]ranslated Saints,” Milton recounts briefly yet consecutively two
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narratives operating within the postlapsarian ontological paradigm concerning linguistic
processes as well, both of which he roots in substantial material activities, the former in
terms of human reproduction (the ill-joyn’d Giants) and the latter in terms of the
construction of Babel. Both prelapsarian and postlapsarian ontologies are ironic, but the
prelapsarian occupies an ethereal space appropriately "Betwixt th' Angelical and Human
kinde." In contrast, the postlapsarian ontology is subject to the layers of concealing by
will, discourse, or material, that a worldly ontological orientation makes possible.
Therefore, the postlapsarian ontology is subject to confusion and possible
misunderstanding or even complete misidentification of the object of consideration, as in
the case of the giants who exist at opposite poles of identity as either "Destroyers" or
"renownd" men. The ability to appropriately identify the object is contingent on the
subject's own heavenly or earthly orientation: the poet, with the guidance of the Holy
Spirit, is able to read the narrative correctly, identify subjects and things for what the
really are, and eventually justify the ways of God to men. In contrast, the reader requires
the poet to mediate experience in order to arrive at true meaning. The truth-bearing
interpretive mediation by the poet for the reader of the epic (and later, Michael's
interpretive mediation for Adam regarding the future) demonstrates the demand for a
hermeneutic process in order for comprehension to transpire in the postlapsarian ironic
universe. The instability of the interpretive process as demonstrated in Books XI and XII
indicates that the truth or understanding at which the subject arrives could be false, even
with divine interpretation. Without divine mediation in the epistemological process,
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ontology is always questionable. 93 This ontological uncertainty regulates and determines
the skeptical discourse of the novel, as we will encounter in later chapters. For now, I ask
readers to observe that the material- and language-based characteristics of the Miltonic
ontology recharacterize texts not just as ontic objects but as objects within an ontological
framework relevant to the human experience by lending to them hermeneutic
significance. John C. Ulreich writes that Milton “struggle[d]” in his thinking and in his
writing “to reconstitute the concrete unity of the Hebrew word-thing,” which is “best
understood in terms of Reformation hermeneutic, as a way of speaking metaphorically.”94
Thus, the voice of an author speaking through a text lends to language the ontic status
of “thing." However, for Milton, words are not just things but beings. The ontological
significance of language gave Milton reason in Areopagitica to represent a good book as
a “violl” containing the “life-blood” of its creator (CPW, 2.492). The vial metaphor
reflects the distinctions between metaphysical interior and exterior that Enlightenment
philosophers were theorizing at the time and that, along with Milton's monist
materialism, provides the foundation for his concept of an ironic ontology.95 That this
ontology is contingent on hermeneutics if evident in Milton's subsequent declaration that
readers can interpret or discover "the Image of God" in a good book (CPW, 2.492). The
image of a book as a vial of blood gives it the same basic interior/exterior structure of the
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human being’s mind and body that developed during the Enlightenment. Areopagitica
implicates the book in Milton’s universal paradigm of ontological irony as follows:
Books are not absolutely dead things, but doe contain a potencie of life in them to
be as active as that soule was whose progeny they are; nay they do preserve as in
a violl the purest efficacie and extraction of that living intellect that bred them. . . .
[W]ho kills a Man kills a reasonable creature, Gods Image; but hee who destroye
s a good Booke, kills reason it selfe, kills the Image of God, as it were in the eye.
Many a man lives a burden to the Earth; but a good Booke is the pretious lifeblood of a master spirit, imbalm’d and treasur’d up on purpose to a life beyond
life. (CPW, 2.492)
That is, a book on the outside is a construct of paper, cloth, and ink, but its substance is,
like the rest of the universe, the substance of God. Readers are responsible for
interpreting the infinite substance of God—reason or Logos—in each particular, finite
book. Thus, for Milton, good books are ontic analogues for God himself, but readers must
exercise reason to participate in the hermeneutic ontology of the book appropriately and
effectively.96 Milton asks readers to employ reason to understand God’s presence in
everything. Although good books are able to convey "the Image of God" to competent
readers, they do so in postlapsarian a world rife with accident and signifiers that obscure
God and truth. Thus, the hermeneutic process is necessary to interpret the substance of
God in all things, material or immaterial.
The worldly postlapsarian ontological orientation and the epistemological
confusion that derives from it are evident in the final significant characteristic of the
Paradise of Fools section of Book III concerning religious garments. After the short
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references mentioned above to the giants and the tower of Babel, which emphasize the
significance of right interpretation in the postlapsarian universe, Milton uses four lines to
allude to Empedocles and Cleombrotus, both of whom die in classical narratives because
their assumptions of their own divinity exceed the bounds of reason. In clear instances of
narcissism, Empedocles and Cleombrotus take a worldly perspective to truth and look for
divinity in their minds or in the works of other human writers (as Adam and Eve look to
the tree of knowledge), rather than in God. In each case, the excessive subject surged to
his death beyond the bounds of appropriate action within an ontology oriented towards
God. In order to confirm the reports of his having become a god, Empedocles "leap'd
fondly into Ætna flames" (III.470), but his maneuver proved false when the volcano spit
out his bronze sandal. In the case of Empedocles, the article of clothing became a
metaphor for the finitude of the accidental subject, who was ridiculously trying to prove
his infinite condition, which belongs not his accidental identity but to his substance. In a
similar narrative of excess, Cleombrotus "leap'd into the Sea" to test the immortality of
the human soul after reading Plato's explanation of it in Phaedo (III.472). Milton rarely
repeats specific words in such close proximity to one another, but without reasoning
effectively, both Empedocles and Cleombrotus "leap'd" to their deaths. Milton uses this
word only once again in Paradise Lost in reference to Satan, who "Leaps o're the fence
with ease into the Fould" of Eden on his way to guide Adam and Eve to accident
(IV.187). Additionally, in Eikonoklastes, Milton writes that prelates and presbyters who
argued against Charles' execution are disoriented by their "worldliness and hypocrisie" as
they live "without the least true pattern of vertue, righteousness, or self-denial in thir
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whole practice" (CPW, 3.344). Denial of the self rightly orients the subject as a beingtoward God, but excess in the accidental world focuses the attention of the subject as a
being-toward the world. Milton’s formulation of hypocritical prelates also touches on the
distinction between accident and substance in language in that Milton emphasizes the
identical essence of the prelates and presbyters who make the same argument and are
therefore "fellow-teachers, though of another Name and Sect" (CPW, 3.344). Milton
indicates that different signifiers cannot conceal from the reasoning mind the like error at
the basis of these two perspectives.97
Milton in the following lines uses religious garments to represent different
accidental signifiers of the same concept. Milton follows the self-destruction of the poet
and philosopher to the ontological disorientation of "many more" figures, but specifically
of "Friers / White, Black, and Grey, with all thir trumperie" (III.474–475). Carmelite
friars were identifiable by their white robes, as were Dominicans by black and
Franciscans by grey ones. As groups of travelling beggar evangelists, these orders of
mendicant friars should have been very poor. However, popular Middle English texts like
Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, particularly The Summoner's Tale, demonstrate
the diminished religious and cultural status of mendicant friars due to the wealth that they
hypocritically obtained from people in the church. Milton represents that hypocrisy in the
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form of "trumperie," or ornamental signifiers of wealth that have no real value. The poet
considers these mendicant orders hypocritical, and the speaker of the poem identifies
them metonymically, reducing the identities of these subjects to their robes. The
superficiality of their worldly focus completely negates the interior substance that
should rightly influence their attention to heaven; therefore, the speaker identifies them
by their external garments. The passage proceeds by mocking the worldly orientation of
future inhabitants of the earth—specifically, those who look for Christ on earth rather
than in heaven by making pilgrimage to Golgotha and those who "Dying put on the
weeds of Dominic, / Or in Franciscan think to pass disguis'd" as truly spiritual people into
heaven (III.479–480). It is worth noting that Satan himself goes disguised as the founder
of the Franciscan order, Saint Francis of Assisi, when he persuades the Pope to organize
the Gunpowder Plot in Milton's "In quintum Novembris" (1645). In both of these cases,
mendicant robes conceal the essence or identity of the subject, whether that subject is
Satan or simply a conveniently religious monk. Only subjects who grasp the gravity of
the postlapsarian condition and live with their attention on God rather than the world can
be accepted into Milton's heaven. Thus, clothed in the habits of religion without
having habituated honest religious practice into their daily lives, their attempts to become
oriented being-toward God come too shallow and too late:
they lift thir Feet, when loe
A violent cross wind from either Coast
Blows them transverse ten thousand Leagues awry
Into the devious Air; then might ye see
Cowles, Hoods and Habits with thir wearers tost
And flutterd into Raggs, then Reliques, Beads,
Indulgences, Dispenses, Pardons, Bulls,
The sport of Winds
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(III.486–493)
As in earlier lines from this section on the Limbo of Vanities, Milton again associates
materiality and language, here in the form of the documents of Catholic superstition.
These documents mediate the relationship between God and man, which for Milton, as a
Protestant and a monist materialist, needed no mediation, either discursive or ontological.
This section therefore helps define Milton's complicated understanding between language
and ontology. On the one hand, saints can be "translated" to ethereal realms, so language
can provide a hermeneutic structure linking finite accident to infinite substance in both
prelapsarian and postlapsarian ontologies. However, language can also obscure the
infinite nature of the universe, which is God's substance from the perspective of the
monist materialist, from the finite subject who, being-toward the world, misunderstands
language and the fabric of creation to signify only other components of the
finite characteristics of ontology. At the end of this section, right before Milton returns to
Satan's pursuit of Adam and Eve, the vocabulary of dress and garments indicates the
flurry of material signifiers, both linguistic and textile, in the postlapsarian world
that draw the understanding of the subject to the shallow, immediate world to take
precedence over the essential, foundational world of God's substance, which requires a
substantially-oriented hermeneutic to comprehend. In Books XI and XII, Milton leads
readers of Paradise Lost into an encounter with the muddled systems of signification that
characterize postlapsarian epistemology. The images and events exhibited to Adam
through Michael reveal the significant epistemological function of narrative following
crises in knowing and being. They additionally showcase the limitations the hermeneutic
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ontology of narrative, which can only defectively articulate the infinite substance of God
through the vehicle of finite text.

V. HERMENEUTIC ONTOLOGY: EXPERIENCE AFTER THE FALL
The closing two books of Paradise Lost contain the judgment of Adam and Eve
following the fall and their expulsion from Eden into the world, where take place all
history and all narrative outside of not just Milton’s epic but outside of this foundational
narrative, God’s own urtext. Milton’s tenth and eleventh books show the author
demonstrating the types of interpretation Adam and Eve will need to master to make
sense of the world outside the gates of Eden, where their knowledge will be even more
limited than it was in the garden, where they at least had access to intuitive information.
The speaker of the poem emphasizes the epistemological limitations of the postlapsarian
couple when the Son descends to the earth to pronounce judgment on Adam and Eve. In
full knowledge of Adam and Eve’s sin, the Son proceeds with the couple innocently.
When they “hid themselves” in the garden from approach of the Son, he asks, “Where art
thou Adam[?] . . . what change / Absents thee, or what chance detains?” (X.103–108).
Adam responds that he failed to show for the Son because he was “of thy voice / Affraid,
[and] being naked, hid my self” (X.116–117). From Adam’s perspective, his nakedness
signifies his sin, but he thinks that for the Son, it signifies righteousness. This confusion
demonstrates the multiplicity of meanings possible for discrete signifiers in the
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postlapsarian world.98 Since Adam’s new orientation toward the world has reduced his
access to intuition as an epistemological framework for meaning, he does not understand
that the Son already knows his fallenness. In feigning innocence of man’s sin, the Son
compels Adam to begin their conversation by implicating himself in the discursive
epistemological mode that will dictate the rest of these two books.99
Adam’s response to the Son occupies twenty lines, during which he vacillates
aloud between accepting sole blame for his sin by “conceal[ing]” Eve’s actions (III.130,
136) or implicating her by telling the Son that it was she who first tasted the fruit. Eve
responds to the Son’s question, “Say Woman, what is this which thou hast done?
(X.158)” with just one line, “The Serpent me beguil'd and I did eate” (X.162). Adam’s
loquaciousness suggests that he is already operating in the postlapsarian world of opaque
signification in that he saturates his discourse with preemptive responses to potential
interpretations of his words. In contrast, Eve’s simplicity communicates a kind of passive
acceptance of her identity in the new, fallen world. Given her submission to Adam
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In another act of redefinition in Book X, when Milton describes God’s reaction to seeing Sin and Death
arrive on earth, God calls Sin and Death “My Hell-hounds,” who remain on earth “to lick up the draff and
filth” of Satan’s corruption there until the Son hurls them back through Chaos to “obstruct the mouth of
Hell / For ever” (X.630–637). Although they are in accidental form the children of Satan, God’s wider
context reminds readers that everything in the universe is made of His substance and governed by His will.
Satan contradicts his own substance by acting on his own will instead of God’s.
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The Son’s discourse with God reminds readers that all is not intuitive in heaven. In Book XI, while the
Son “[i]nterpret[s]” Adam and Eve’s prayers to God (XI.33), he pleads with God not to let death take them
straightaway. In the midst of his plea, Milton incorporates a parenthetical phrase to qualify his request that
God let Adam and Eve lead a better life in spite of their doom “(which I / To mitigate thus plead, not to
reverse)” (XI.40–41). The qualification is unnecessary in heaven, especially in dialogue between the voice
of God (the Son) and God. However, Milton shows readers that both intuitive and discursive modes of
understanding are available in heaven and on earth. The boundaries of interpretation are blurry, and Milton
provides no simple solutions to his readers.
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throughout Books XI and XII, we can infer from the text that Adam’s anxious verbosity
will govern communication in human history as it unfolds outside of Eden.
However, the next interaction between the Son and the first parents implies that
clear understanding is not the consequence of an abundant vocabulary. This part of the
epic implicates readers as well as Adam and Eve in the uncertain modes of understanding
at stake at this crucial moment when the Son pronounces judgment on the couple and
defines their experience outside of Eden. After Eve implicates the serpent in her fall, the
Son
To Judgement he proceeded on th' accus'd
Serpent though brute, unable to transferre
The Guilt on him who made him instrument
Of mischief, and polluted from the end
Of his Creation; justly then accurst,
As vitiated in Nature: more to know
Concern'd not Man (since he no further knew)
Nor alter'd his offence; yet God at last
To Satan first in sin his doom apply'd
Though in mysterious terms, judg'd as then best:
And on the Serpent thus his curse let fall.
(X.164–174)
Adam and Eve are “unable to transferre / The Guilt” pronounced on the serpent to Satan
because they cannot discern the precedent under which the animal acted when it guided
Eve to the tree of knowledge. “[M]ore to know / Concern'd not Man” because knowing
that Satan and not the serpent was responsible for their fall would not redefine their
disobedience, so the Son does not bother explaining that context to them. However,
readers of Paradise Lost have just witnessed the events transpire and understand very
well that the serpent was an intermediary in the conflict and not an agent. Thus, the
narrative acknowledges the hermeneutic relevance of the mediating signifier in the action
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of signification. In the vocabulary of this project, dress does not always signify nature
accurately, but dress does sometimes substitute for nature when social or cultural systems
of authority restrict the information necessary to understand meaning in its thorough
contexts. Milton’s justification of the ways of God to man does not license this
application of his work, but the revolutionary events of the times in which the narrative
was written, published, and received certainly warrant the association between the
complicated structures of authority and meaning in the text and those in the life of the
individual and society as well. Thus, the questions of identity in regards to responsibility
are ones with which readers of the eighteenth-century novel are familiar.100 Although
Adam and Eve are in Book X presented with a serpent for an adversary, readers know
that Satan in truth and identity bears that name instead. The rest of the epic portrays
Adam coming to terms with their new identities in the ontological hermeneutic of a
postlapsarian universe where they are beings-toward the world rather than beings-toward
God.
God recognizes and acts upon Adam and Eve’s shift in ontological orientation
when he instructs Michael with two scenarios in expelling the sinners from Eden. God
tells instructs Michael that if two first parents “Bewail[] thir excess”—or, their
expulsion101—from Eden with tears and lamentations, then Michael should “all terror
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Sandra Macpherson’s Harm's Way: Tragic Responsibility and the Novel Form (2010) is an illuminating
new study on the early novel’s consistent focus on legal responsibility for harmful actions even without the
intention of the subject who harms. In the cases she so deftly analyzes, even the clothes that people wear
can inflict harm on others: “If persons cannot know themselves, one must assume that . . . [anybody]—
including, significantly, nonsentient bodies (clothes, hands)—is breathing death upon the world” (42).
101 Milton’s word choice here is significant because in addition to the literal sense, “[t]he action of going
out or forth,” excess can of course also denote “[t]he action of overstepping (a prescribed limit), going
beyond (one’s authority, rights, etc.).” OED, excess, n.
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hide” from them “least they faint / At the sad Sentence” of their future conditions and
those of their progeny on the earth (XI.108–111). However, “If patiently thy bidding they
obey, / Dismiss them not disconsolate,” then Michael should “reveale / To Adam what
shall come in future dayes” (XI.112–114).102 Although the omnipotent God already
knows how Adam and Eve will react to the news from Michael, Milton incorporates
these hypothetical scenarios into the epic to suggest the new significance of discourse in
the postlapsarian world. The extent of truth to which Adam and Eve will have access is
contingent upon their comportment when they are made aware of the truth they must
know. Information freely given depends on Michael, the dual interpreter of God’s
command to them and also of their own reaction to the situation. Michael, as the
messenger of God, is grounded firmly in the being-toward God ontological orientation of
the prelapsarian universe. However, his is given leave to influence the truth content of
Adam and Eves’ being-toward the world orientation. Thus, Milton constructs an
ontological context in which accidental beings on the earth do not learn the entirety of
truth or nature from their epistemological processes. Now, they only have access to a
piece of truth, and completeness of that truth depends on yet another hermeneutic
framework—specifically here, that of Michael.
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Marshall Grossman identifies the hypothetical construction of ideas with Satan, who sees innumerable
possibilities in the world because "[h]is language is shaped by his commitment to a subjectivity
unrestrained by engagement with the material creation he has rejected.” Grossman calls Satan’s
hypothetical situation a “fallen conditional,” which “construction is the grammar of a temporality in which
the future is simply the negation of the past, the medium of a compulsive undoing" (“Authors to
themselves,” 132). He differentiates Satanic conditionals from divine ones by suggesting that God’s
hypothetical situation depends on the extent to which the response is based in faith (162). However, the
monist materialist Milton considers any hypothetical—divine or Satanic—rooted in material. I emphasize
this distinction to suggest that the conditional is not a product of the postlapsarian ontology but of ontology
itself. Therefore, the hermeneutic uncertainty of unknown responses is a defining characteristic of the
Miltonic universe in general.
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In light of readers’ cognizance of the partial truth that can be learned from
experience in the world, Milton then illustrates Adam and Eve in the throes of confusion
navigating their new ontological orientations. After they awake in Eden, Eve submits to
the idea of impending death by acknowledging the consolation of remaining in Eden.
Immediately after she does so, the speaker states that then “Nature first gave Signs” that
“Fate / Subscrib'd not” to her wish to remain (XI.181–182). Eagles, peacocks, lions, and
“all the Forrest, Hart and Hinde” run “Direct to th' Eastern Gate” through which the
couple will also shortly exit Eden (XI.189–190). While they acknowledge these
movements as “Signs,” Adam and Eve possess no context by which they can interpret
them. With very little background in their postlapsarian orientation toward the world,
Adam and Eve linger as unsuccessful operatives within a hermeneutic system. Their
being offers them no way to mediate the universal substance and will of God by their
accidental experience. Adam states vaguely, “O Eve, some furder change awaits us nigh”
(XI.193) and he follows not even with suppositions but with questions: “[H]ow long?”
(XI.198); “Who knows?” (XI.199); and “Why else?” (XI.201).103 Adam does attempt an
answer to his final question, “[W]hy in the East / Darkness ere Dayes mid-course?”
(XI.203–204), but he does so with a notion so equivocal that it is nearly senseless: it is a
cloud “with somthing heav'nly fraught” (X.207). Adam’s anxious interrogation of the
“Signs” around him epitomizes the uncertainty that characterizes the postlapsarian
epistemological process. That uncertainty provides basis for Adam’s misinterpretations of
the narratives Michael reveals to him, which anticipate the misunderstandings that will
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In contrast, consider Adam’s response to Raphael’s descent to earth: “Som great behest from Heav'n /
To us perhaps he brings, and will voutsafe / This day to be our Guest.” (V.311–313).
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characterize the postlapsarian discursive acts by which humans know the operations of
the finite world and the influence of the invisible, infinite world.
The dialogue between Michael and Adam is the longest-running conversation in
Paradise Lost.104 Although it contains multiple moments of misinterpretation by Adam
and correction from Michael, I focus on one such instance here because this exchange
expresses the ambiguity inherent in discursive communication in any ontological
orientation. This scenario reiterates Milton’s concept of dual hermeneutic modes in for
both beings-toward God and beings-toward the world, but the significant failures in
communication happen on the part of the postlapsarian subject. After explaining
pestilence and moderation, Michael shows and explains to Adam his account of “the Sons
of God” (XI.622) who begat with the daughters of Cain the race of Giants who eventually
caused the flood. Michael notes that “by thir guise,” the Sons of God were “Just men they
seemd, and [had] all thir study bent / To worship God aright” (XI.576–578). The
discourse here of “guise[s]” and “seem[ing]” should alert to Adam that the future of these
figures is uncertain, but he misses those signals because he is “soon enclin'd to admit
delight” after the sorrow he has witnessed already (XI.596). With eyes and sense clouded
by his own intention, Adam completely misinterprets the progress of the narrative of the
Sons of God. When they are duped into matrimony by the daughters of Cain, Adam sees
in Michael’s vision the “hope / Of peaceful dayes” (XI.599–600). Michael subsequently
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Although Raphael’s communication with Adam covers more lines in the poem (from V.361–VIII.643),
most of their interaction consists of Raphael’s relation of the war in heaven (V.563–VI.912) and the
creation of the cosmos (VII.110–640). Therefore, I suggest that the necessity of discursive modes of
knowing for subjects with a postlapsarian orientation leads Milton to construct this relationship between
Michael and Adam as much more conversational, with alternating dialogue and response between the two
characters after Adam has fallen.
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clarifies that where Adam saw the marital rites were “the Tents / Of wickedness, wherein
shall dwell his Race / Who slew his Brother” (XI.607–609).
More importantly, Michael’s own narrative is ambiguous as to the blacksmithing
methods of the Sons of God. He states that the men were
Labouring, two massie clods of Iron and Brass
Had melted (whether found where casual fire
Had wasted woods on Mountain or in Vale,
Down to the veins of Earth, thence gliding hot
To som Caves mouth, or whether washt by stream
From underground) the liquid Ore he dreind
(XI.565–570)
The detail in the text—whether the metal masses found by the Sons of God were formed
by forest fire or from an underground stream—appears miniscule. However, Edgar Hill
Duncan’s article on metallurgy in Paradise Lost suggests that Michael’s equivocation is
actually rooted in the issues of established precedence or modern incident that govern the
dialectic of this chapter. Duncan notes that whereas “the effect of forest fires in baring
metallic ores” is based on a passage from Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura, the idea that
metals can be “washt by stream / From underground” is a notion “common in
metallurgical discussions of the accidental discovery of metals” in the seventeenth
century.105 Milton is thus incorporating both ancient precedent and contemporary context
into the mouth of Michael, and he leaves the reader to waiver between the timeless and
the timely. Although Milton would consider the work of Lucretius a text that appeared in
time, the work’s status as a classic rediscovery from antiquity in the fifteenth century
makes it significant in the history of ancient ideas. Although the mechanist atomism of
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“The Natural History of Metals and Minerals in the Universe of Milton's Paradise Lost,” 408.
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Lucretius may seem at odds with the spiritual substance of Milton’s monist materialism,
David Norbrook suggests that the invisibility of the nature of the universe in Lucretius’
work influenced Milton’s concept of God’s common matter of the universe. Norbrook
writes that Milton saw the relationship between the infinite and the finite in Lucretius, for
whom “[t]he atomic structure of the universe is its deepest truth but one which human
perception cannot register, and this is one source of the poem’s sublimity.”106 Thus, the
association between the classical and modern techniques for metallurgical discovery
shows Michael teaching Adam how to learn from discourses both ancient and modern.
Michael’s ambiguous moment to Adam is not ambiguous for its own sake; instead, it
encompasses the predicament of interpretation for Milton’s readers in the seventeenth
century who are finding ways to understand the world in the light of fading and
developing ideological contexts.
In Book III, the speaker narrates some of the stories revealed by Michael to Adam
in the last books in the epic, giving the reader access to these narratives just one level of
discourse—that articulated by the narrator—from the events taking place. In contrast,
Book XI exposes readers to narrative through Adam's experience of Michael's narration
of events that are also being depicted in front of them. Readers are at times thrice
removed from the event itself, and this narrative mediation creates layers of potential
ambiguity and confusion through which readers of Paradise Lost must sift in order to
reason to the truth or substance of the narrative. Adam acknowledges this increased
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distance between subject and substance when he laments that he will no longer see the
face of God directly after being ejected from Eden:
This most afflicts me, that departing hence,
As from his face I shall be hid, deprivd
His blessed count'nance
(XI.315–317)
Adam was relying on the “Presence” of God, who “[s]tood visible” and “his voice / I
heard” (XI.319–322). However, the fall distanced God and man, and the empty space
between them is saturated with layers of signification that can potentially derail man’s
understanding of the universal or truth. The righteous individual will dutifully work to
comprehend God by deciphering the layers of ontological density separating finite man
from infinite God. Adam exhibits his ignorance of this postlapsarian epistemological
necessity when he proposes building a replacement face for God that would enable him to
consider himself close to the deity. Adam suggests that he would rely on his memory of
the occasions when God did speak to him and then use his creative capacity by
manipulating nature to build monuments to God, which he and his sons could then visit
as a replacement countenance for their Creator.
So many grateful Altars I would reare
Of grassie Terfe, and pile up every Stone
Of lustre from the brook, in memorie,
Or monument to Ages, and thereon
Offer sweet smelling Gumms and Fruits and Flours
(XI.323–327)
Adam here inappropriately proposes that he will gain knowledge of God’s will via an
epistemological process of being-toward God linking human experience and divine truth.
However, that ontological hermeneutic is prohibited to him after the fall, as are the
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geographies necessary for him to exercise his material memory in relation to the heavens.
In light of this revelation, Adam asks Michael, “In yonder nether World where shall I
seek / His bright appearances?” (XI.328–329). This question is one version of the
problems facing people following the political, scientific, and religious revolutions of the
Early Modern period. The strangeness of “yonder nether World” mirrors the unfamiliarity
of the universe after the Reformation, the Copernican Revolution, and the English Civil
War. How the subject was to find meaning in worlds utterly decontextualized from the
authority of longstanding vocabularies and ideologies became an issue that drove the
discourse of the novel as it developed in the eighteenth century. We will see in the
following chapter Jonathan Swift grapple with new ways of making meaning in new
intellectual and technological contexts. The narratives he developed focus similarly on
problems with identity, meaning, and human nature, but consciously rejecting the
convention of epic poetry, Swift’s irony flourishes in the discursive influence of
developing standards for the genre of the novel.
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PART II
The two chapters that constitute the second part of this study will begin with texts
that operate in hermeneutic modes different than those that I argue provide the foundation
for early novels that situate readers physically and intellectually at the intersection of
signifier and signified and thereby implicate readers in the hermeneutic of being. Again, I
have identified that hermeneutic as the self-conscious awareness of the subjective self
with contextualized identity given definition only within a broader cultural and linguistic
system of signification. I follow this strategy to offer counterpoints for the works I argue
push readers to consider the ways in which their status as agents in social, literary, and
semiotic structures that organize knowledge are prone to failure. Clearly, not all works
highlight the inscrutability of signs or reorient meaning from textual emanation to
interpretive dialogue. I acknowledge that other authors (and even in the next chapter, the
same author) adapted the generic standards of their times to objectives that were not
devoted to a cultural conversation concerning the ironic foundations of literature and
existence. The texts that introduce these chapters propose order, certitude, and definition,
and they present truth as clear and acceptable based on universal laws. They present
aberration from epistemological and social measures as curious, unnatural, or even
wicked because those deviations contradict the measured and appropriate narratives or
discourses at hand in the works. Thus, the structures and beings of these texts are not
hermeneutic, they are rather substantively didactic or sensational (the latter of which
genre often attempts didacticism in its own right). The didactic works present answers.
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The works that derive the idea of the ontological hermeneutic, which drives this project,
present intellectual process and being-in-between as an answer.
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Chapter 2: Swift and the Reorganization of Signification

I beseech you, in the bowels of Christ, think it possible you may be mistaken.
Oliver Cromwell
Letter to the general assembly of the Church of Scotland
3 August 1650

Ironically, the text that generated the driving metaphor of this study does not
operate by situating readers and texts in relationships that challenge Enlightenment
concepts of subjectivity and certain comprehension of meaning. Instead, Alexander
Pope’s Essay on Criticism (1711) showcases the process by which the artist pierces the
surface of experience and reveals universal law beyond the fabric of the creation. In
Criteria of Certainty, a study of the idea of truth in Enlightenment philosophy and
literature, Kevin Lee Cope writes that because Pope “grant[s] to art the power to disrupt,
displace, and finally systematize experience,” then Pope is able to consider literature “a
way of solving ontological problems through the reorganization of language.”107 Pope’s
extensive education and masterly control over language allows him to organize a literary,
social, and ethical universe that allows for the discovery of truth. However, as Cope
notes, Pope’s writing does in some instances protest against indeterminacy too much and
in so doing does produce ambiguity instead of certainty. “A belief in the possibility of
truth was, for a writer like Alexander Pope, a necessary condition of the systematizing
act” that produces art and communicates understanding, “even despite the fact that
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Pope’s own multiplying of explanations was making the attainment of truth an
impossibility.”108 Although Pope structures the epistemological and ontological
frameworks in the Essay such that artist exhibits infinite human nature manifested in the
finite structures of human experience, those structures contain cracks that suggest his
objective was unattainable. To prevent indeterminacy in his work, Pope’s work maintains
consistent focus on the subjective experience of the artist rather than that of the general
social or political subject. Additionally, Pope defines the contours of subjectivity and
identity for his poetic subjects by way of dual modes of description, both substantive and
negative.
In contrast, Swift’s poetry demonstrates the author’s unwillingness to provide
absolute characterization or delineation for the objects of his poetry. His work constructs
an hermeneutic based on exchange between subjects who determine meaning in a
community working toward an uncertain, yet collective system of signification. Swift’s
narrative voice in his prose work helps also exhibits the paramount importance of this
relationship between speaker and reader. Because that relationship is generally fraught
with confusion and characterized by the working through confusion to tenable meaning
within a discursive community, it stands firmly in the tradition of the ontological
hermeneutic that this project identifies in late seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century
discourse. Swift’s Discourse on the Mechanical Operation of the Spirit (1704)
demonstrates the potential for meaning to exist without signification. Even though these
disavowals may have been painful for Swift, his work shows aversion to strict definition,
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and it repudiates the idea of clear expression. Swift does not only locate meaning in
different and even competing systems of signification as does Milton, but he also
reorients the hermeneutic process to preclude the primacy of subjective experience. Swift
modifies the hermeneutic that is necessary in an ironic universe by projecting the
consciousness of hermeneutic agents into spheres outside the realm of Enlightenment
interiority. Hermeneutics becomes manifested in the communicative space between
subject and object or between two separate poles of the hermeneutic process.

I. POPE: THE ARTIST DRESSING NATURE
Pope famously writes in the Essay that “True wit is nature to advantage dress’d, /
What oft’ was thought, but ne'er so well express’d” (299–300). This couplet constructs an
analogy between the recurrent thoughts of human minds, “What oft was thought,” and
“nature,” which I read in this poem, alongside a long history of Pope’s readers, as human
nature.109 The association between thought and nature links all thinking people to one
another in the context of an universal human nature, and Pope’s footnote on the line links
contemporary thinking people with those from antiquity. The footnote alludes to
Quintilian’s classic text, the Institutes of Oratory, and the Latin text provides an ancient
precedent for the vocabulary he uses in his poem. John Selby Watson translates the
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I consider Pope’s Essay on Criticism here rather than the Essay on Man even though the latter is more
overtly invested in questions of ontology and human nature because the Essay on Criticism concerns the
relationship between epistemology and ontology, which is the focus of this dissertation and which
Damrosch admits was a contentious subject for Pope: although “the eighteenth century was a time of
radical subjectivization, when epistemology replaced ontology as the focus of philosophical thought,” “it is
hard to see that Pope participates in the great empiricist move from ontology to epistemology” (The
Imaginative World, 140, 161). Note above that Pope “associates” the philosophical fields but does not give
attention to thinking over being. The gist of this line is that thinking must have some objective of truth or
wisdom; otherwise, thought simply serves itself.
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quotation from Quintilian as follows: “We must look to nature, and follow her. . . . [T]he
mind easily admits what it recognizes as true to nature.”110 Pope’s incorporation of a
quotation from Quintilian’s Institutes of Oratory into the first part of the poem111
suggests the location of Pope’s focus in the project of communication. Just as Quintilian
teaches orators techniques for persuading a crowd, Pope’s work reads as though it is
written for poets for the most part. The Essay on Criticism is not written to produce an
hermeneutic of being that will allow for somewhat effective communication in a universe
where signification is difficult because the subject’s thinking is always pointed toward
the self. Instead, it was written to showcase the standards for the effective production of
an artistic craft. As Damrosch notes, “Pope wants language to conceal as well as exhibit”
because the artist’s cultivation of semantic secrecy leads to enjoyment and instruction for
readers who are devoted and intelligent enough to interpret the artist’s work.112 The
distinction between Pope’s irony and Swift’s is that Pope’s irony maintains an objective
or a meaning at which a reader arrives at the end of a successful and teleological
hermeneutic process. Instead, Swift’s irony does not direct readers to a particular
interpretation or end point. His critique of ideological imperatives extends an
indeterminacy of meaning into the hermeneutic frameworks that make signification
possible. The goal is not to reach a particular objective but to recognize the limitations of
subjectivity and find meaning in the hermeneutic process itself—that is, in the
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Quintilian, Institutes of Oratory, 103. The footnote appears in the 1711 edition of the Essay as well as
Pope’s collected 1736 Works.
111 Although the first edition of the poem did not separate lines into parts, Pope’s octavo Works in 1736
did. Because Pope had access to and was influential in the structure of that publication, I used refer to it as
copy text in this chapter.
112 The Imaginative World, 222.
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communities required to establish meaning in an increasingly crowded and fluctuating
world. Maynard Mack writes that Pope’s irony encompasses the two layers of discourse
generally understood as contradictory in ironic writing—those are, what is said and what
is meant. However, Mack writes that for Pope along with Swift and Fielding, a third
discursive context incorporates a general perspective of common sense or social mores
into the system of ironic signification in his work.113 I suggest in this chapter that Pope’s
writing, while attentive to the problems inherent in the production of meaning, ultimately
places the responsibility for signification in the pen or the words of the artist. In contrast,
Swift’s work shows the author attempting (not always successfully) to share
responsibility for signification, meaning, and the establishment of identity with other
elements of the ontological hermeneutic, including subjects, things, and broader
ideological or social contexts.
For Pope, the excellent artist can formulates expression in the forms of art or
“Wit,”114 which can successfully and appropriately paraphrase “what oft was thought”—
or, the general tendencies of a broad swath of intellectual history and social opinion.
Pope, writing with an extensive rhetorical tradition in mind, formulates expression as
dress, which clothes ideas and thoughts and thereby makes them components of
interaction with other subjects in the material world. Joseph Addison’s Spectator, no. 253
situates Pope’s Essay in the tradition of Horace’s Ars Poetica, which was itself a
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Collected in Himself, 47–48.
For a thorough review of the term “wit” in Pope’s oeuvre and thought, see Damrosch, The Imaginative
World, 197–200. In short, for Pope in general, wit is the capacity for appropriate choice in associating ideas
to express the greatest effect in turn of phrase. The strategy of wit was replaced, Damrosch argues, over
time in Pope’s thinking by the concept of judgment, which still involved choice but leads to the expression
of wisdom rather than the manufacture of artistic effect.
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reiteration of Aristotle’s Poetics, and praises Pope’s ability to craft ancient ideas into
contemporary vocabularies. Addison praises in Pope’s work the “Elegance and
Perspicuity in which [the Essay’s uncommon observations] are delivered. As for those
[observations] which are the most known, and the most received, they are placed in so
beautiful a Light, and illustrated with such apt Allusions, that they have in them all the
Graces of Novelty, and make the Reader, who was before acquainted with them, still
more convinced of their Truth and Solidity” (col. 2, p. 6). Addison’s word choice here is
significant, but not for its anticipation of the genre of the novel since no one was calling
prose fictions “novels” in 1711. When he writes that “Novelty” in effective discourse
presents ancient principles in contemporary times with the qualities of “Truth and
Solidity,” Addison uses the vocabulary materialism to emphasize that what is true is
solid. The truth and human nature have the weight of antiquity and exist in the
contemporary world with the substantial and sturdy characteristics when articulated by a
mind as brilliant as Pope’s. The truth emerges in Addison’s analysis as it does in Pope’s,
a defined and recognizable structure accessible to practiced and great poets and artists.
The material integrity of this understanding of truth is not completely consistent in
Pope’s work, as scholars have argued in the past decade.115 However, Addison’s response
to Pope and of course Pope’s words themselves suggest that the project of identifying and
developing a set of distinct standards for identifying meaning and reality was one in
115

For example, in “The Exploitation of Meaning,” linguist John Sinclair writes that Pope’s poetics—
especially the stylistic patterns evident in his work—constructs a “local grammar” in his work that
emphasize plurality of semantic structures and therefore meanings. Previously, renowned eighteenthcentury scholar J. Paul Hunter has argued that the criticism Pope tends to receive for the rigidity of his
heroic couplet structure is unfounded because in the eighteenth century, the heroic couplet functioned as a
formal device for incorporating contradiction into a work (“Form as Meaning,” 261–262). Hunter argues
that to read the couplet as an iteration of arbitrary dogmatism of form is anachronistic.
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which authors explicitly engaged, even if their work sometimes did not live up to the
objective.
The ontological implications of language in Pope’s “dress’d”/“express’d” couplet
are limited by the skill of the artist, since Pope states emphasizes the capacity for the
writer’s wit to express infinite human nature into the historical, particular world. This
structure of emanation is similar to the one constructed by Milton in Paradise Lost, but
Pope speaks specifically to human nature instead of God specifically. He writes in the
first part of the essay that “Unerring Nature, still divinely bright” is “One clear,
unchang'd and universal light” (70–71). By constructing the idea of dress as a
manifestation of the process by which nature rather than God is articulated into the
particular world, Pope participates in the collapsing of levels of discourse that I trace
throughout this project. Granted, Pope identifies human nature with the universal laws
sought in the Enlightenment that for many thinkers were representative of God’s will and
influence in the finite world. However, the shift in signification from words and
experience derived from and driven by God’s will to words and experience derived from
and driven by human nature transitions subjects who were striving for being-toward God
in Paradise Lost into subjects (poets, specifically, in Pope’s poem) who are being-toward
nature. Pope’s formulation exhibits the shift in the universal signified at the basis of the
human epistemological process from God to human nature. Although Pope’s discourse
cannot of course represent the thinking of every philosopher and writer in the eighteenth
century, the Essay on Criticism provides evidence for the reorientation of the universal
signifier and illustrates a dominant trend in the eighteenth century that Gabriel Moran
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argues provides the basis for the development of the concept of human rights.116 The
concept of a universal human nature shifted the foundations of human ontology away
from a framework of meaning and identity based on an inaccessible heavenly realm.
Pope’s dressed/expressed metaphor exhibits an inclination towards and ontology based
on the contingency identified in introduction to this project that figures existence and
identity as they are constructed through relationships between subjects in the world of
lived social and political experience.
For Pope, the artist accesses universal human nature and articulates it in
vocabularies appropriate to the epistemologies of subjects in the particular world of
everyday life. The extent to which those vocabularies are appropriate is equivalent to the
extent to which those vocabularies manifest wit. In Milton’s work, the process of
accessing the substance of the universe demanded acknowledgement of the will and
agency of God; therefore, the ontological hermeneutic—or, the understanding produced
by the particular expression of universal substance—was negotiated between the subject
and the divine agent. In contrast, in Pope’s poem, the hermeneutic process by which the
infinite is translated into the comprehensible finite involves the poet’s negotiation with a
116

Moran writes that the idea of “[h]uman nature seems to be practically indispensable for rights,” and the
development of the human nature as a dominant cultural and political discourse displaced religion as the
foundation studies of being (Uniquely Human, 32, 93). Although the relationship between the development
of the novel and the burgeoning discourse of human rights has been explored by Lynn Hunt in Inventing
Human Rights, her focus on writer’s motivations to inspire empathy in readers by writing particular
narratives of feeling such as those driving epistolary novels. Rorty also suggests that expanding the
receptivity of the concept of human rights is “a task not for theory but for genres such as ethnography, the
journalist’s report, the comic book, the docudrama, and especially the novel” because these genres bridge
the distance between self and other and provide the empathetic basis for human rights (Contingency, Irony,
Solidarity, xvi). There is certainly work to be done on the relationship between ironic literature and human
rights in the eighteenth century. Fred C. Alford’s Narrative, Nature, and the Natural Law examines
expanding social spheres for public communication as the driving factor in the development of human
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of satire and irony in the eighteenth century.
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more general concept of common sense—“what oft was thought”—without the influence
of the will of an agent outside of the poet’s self. In regards to Pope’s satire, Dustin
Griffin suggests that Pope writes from a “a self-centered or egocentric theory of satire,
which perhaps constitutes his distinctive contribution to the form.”117 Popes emphasis on
the role of the artist in the production of truth through an ontological hermeneutic
exhibits a similar egocentrism in Swift’s theory of critique. Although the Essay on
Criticism does admit the extensive education and practice necessary for a poet to express
human nature well—that is, with “Strength, and . . . Sweetness” (362–363)—Pope
illustrates defining universal human laws in a manner comprehensible to individuals as a
straightforward process for great artists: “True Ease in Writing comes from Art, not
Chance, / As those move easiest who have learn'd to dance” (364–365). The dancing
simile makes the lines read as though the experienced poet writes from a sort of muscle
memory. I am not arguing that Pope’s writing process was the generated by a frenzy of
automatic genius; the numerous variations of Pope’s work recorded in the Twickenham
edition make evident that is not the case. However, Pope does assert the facility and even
pleasure with which great poets access ontological foundations and express those depths
to readers in intelligible forms. The straightforwards process of signification that Pope
attributes to the great poet is the aspect of his work and his thinking that diverges from
the narratives of uncertain relationships between finite subject and infinite universe that
establish the hermeneutic ontology of novelistic discourse as I have defined it in this
117
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conveys a sense of anxious uncertainty about his role as satirist, Pope is not uncomfortable with that role”
(Ibid).
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study. Pope’s writing is textured, and his analogies are both innovative and insightful. I
am not arguing for the structure of his work or his discourse is in any way simple.
However, because the epistemological process embarked upon by the poet governs the
relationship between the universal and the particular in his thinking, Pope’s work does
not operate with the same contingency among readers and writers in the finite universe
and the larger atomic context of the universal. The artist is always in between, dictating
the hermeneutic ontology for subjects outside of himself. For Pope, the process of
signifying truth can be mastered by the artist who attunes himself to ancient principles
and also speaks in contemporary vocabularies. Whereas the works of Milton, Swift, and
Fielding exploit semantic flexibility to encompass and constitute ideas, identities, and
meanings that are inherently ambiguous, Pope’s flexible semantics typically function in
service of a defined objective.
The “dress’d”/“express’d” analogy in the Essay on Criticism is part of a longer
extended metaphor in the text. Pope divides the poem into three parts in the 1736 edition
of the poem that appears in his collected Works. Although not designated by topic, the
parts are defined by line number and section within each part, the first of which argues
for the superiority of ancient thinkers over modern ones. Part II dissects the problems of
modern criticism, and Part III offers opportunities for advancement, given the advantages
and disadvantages of criticism throughout the ages. Nine of the twelve references to dress
in the poem occur within a 40-line stretch in Part II.118 The section begins with the
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The three references absent from this discussion include the first, in Part I, which celebrates the critic
who teaches readers to use reason to admire poetry. “Then Criticism the Muses handmaid prov'd, / To dress
her charms, and make her more belov'd” (102–103). The second and third, in Part III, conclude a section in
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“dress’d”/“express’d” couplet, which progresses for six lines in celebration of the garb
with which wit distinguishes human nature in the phenomenal world. True wit’s
expression of nature is “Something, whose truth convinc'd at sight we find, / That gives
us back the image of our mind” (301–302). Pope’s image for the expression of true wit,
“Something,” is flexible. He does not define the contours of the thing expressed by true
wit into the comprehensible world. It is just “Something.” The interpretive openness of
that term approaches a kind of uncertainty in the passage that might operate in the
framework of instability that I identify in Milton, Swift, and Fielding. However, Pope
resolves that potential ambiguity by defining the “Something” expressed so aptly by the
poet as an exact replica of the mind of the poet and reader, “the image of our mind.”
Pope’s grammar—the plural possessive pronoun “our” and the singular object of the
preposition “mind”—suggests that there is only one image created by each expression of
true wit that is really appropriate. If the expression of the poet fails to reflect the images
in readers’ minds, then they must be the fools and dunces in the poem. Pope leaves no
room for diverse interpretations of “Something” that would complicate the expression of
truth by creating a hermeneutic architecture allowing for perspective and context to
determine the thing, whatever it is.
which Pope explains false with through the example of Dominican and Franciscan thinkers whose
“zealous” attachment to their ideas lead to bickering disputes over what he considers insignificant minutiae.
The section will remind readers of this study of the swirling cloaks of “White, Black and Grey” friars,
“with all thir trumperie” in Paradise Lost, whose meaningless discourse adds to confusion in the Limbo of
Vanities. The segment closes with a rhetorical question: “If Faith itself has diff'rent dresses worn, / What
wonder Modes in Wit should take their turn?” (448–449). Popes turn from the religious to the secular
parallels the diminishing levels of discourse between the infinite and the finite that I mention above. As
Enlightenment thinkers examined the empirical world to reveal universal laws, the distinction between
interior and exterior that is evident in the creation of the cosmos in Paradise Lost seems to have flattened
such that in Pope’s Essay, readers encounter instead the discourse of prospects and distance in geographic
space.
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Most of the remaining dress metaphors in this section participate in the chiding
attitude of Part II, which, as noted, examines the failures of modern criticism in Pope’s
time. In this section, Pope explains to readers the negative consequences of excess wit
(305–306), false eloquence (313–314), and emphasis on words over content (307–308;
326–327), all of which features impede “true Expression” (317) by blurring the
boundaries between distinct ideas:
False Eloquence, like the Prismatic glass,
Its gaudy colours spreads on ev'ry place;
The face of nature was no more survey,
All glares alike, without distinction gay
(313–316)
For Pope, readers can understand universal principles if they have clear access to “[t]he
face of nature” in great poetry, wherein “Expression is the dress of thought, and still /
Appears more decent as more suitable” (320–321). The appropriateness of the suit with
which the poet dresses nature is based on the author’s ability to access universal laws and
articulate them in contemporary forms or words without altering their sense or content:
“true Expression, like th' unchanging Sun . . . gilds all Objects, but it alters none” (317–
319). In contrast, poor poetry is shallow and based on forms alone. Authors who “for
Language all their care express . . . value Books, as Women Men, for Dress” (307–308).
Because poor poetry presents formal arrangements inappropriate to the content of the
communicated message, bad writers tend to dress up ideas unworthy of ostentation: “A
vile conceit in pompous words exprest, / Is like a clown in regal purple drest (322–323).
Pope specifies his criteria for inappropriate terminology in poetry in his examinations of
poets’ use of extremely outdated or extremely novel words. “Some by old words to fame
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have made pretence; / Ancients in phrase, meer moderns in their sense!” (326–327). Such
authors are “Unlucky, as Fungoso in the Play,” who wears “What the Fine Gentleman
wore Yesterday!” (330–332). Pope references Ben Jonson’s play Every Man in His
Humour (1598), in which the character Fungoso, always behind in the latest fashions,
enters the stage throughout the play in the suit of another character, his friend Briske,
who gives Fungoso his cast-off clothing. Jean MacIntyre notes that Fungoso and Briske,
in their many costume changes during the play appear as “the man of fashion and his
ape,” who “contrast with the stability in dress” of even foolish characters, whose
consistent costumes afford their characters’ identities with consistency, even if those
identities are foolish.119 Pope criticizes poets who take advantage of neologisms and
anachronisms because those terminologies have no bearing on the experience of the poet.
Anachronism contrives the language that expresses nature into forms of common sense
and thus mirrors the minds of ancient times rather than current ones. Neologism reflects
linguistic fads or trends that have yet to be validated by contemporary discourses that
would incorporate them into a cultural common sense bank. Those usages will
mimic ancient wits at best,
As apes our grandsires, in their doublets drest.
In words, as fashions, the same rule will hold;
Alike fantastic, if too new, or old[.]
(333–336)
Aptly to Pope’s point about natural expression, the 1736 edition of the Essay on Criticism
revises the spelling and capitalization standards in the poem, replacing “Fantastick” with
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“fantastic,” and so forth. By modernizing formal spelling conventions, Pope performs the
idea that modern discourse can reflect universal principles in contemporary discourse.
As is evident, Pope’s key concern in the Essay on Criticism is the artist’s ability
to craft language driven by universal truth but suitable to particular circumstances. A
reasonable person would not wear flip-flops to a job interview or an evening gown to a
ball game: “For diff'rent styles with diff'rent subjects sort, / As several garbs with
country, town, and court” (324–325). In that couplet, Pope nearly loses control of his
metaphor. If the “several garbs [of] country, town, and court” belong to different
subjects, then his metaphor holds steady in that the dress of individual subjects does not
alter their identities just enables those identities to express themselves appropriately
given their circumstances. However, if Pope compares the “diff'rent styles [of] diff'rent
subjects” with the same individual, who changes clothes depending on his or her social
circumstance, then the parallel syntactic subjects of this couplet contrast in person—
“subjects” (324) versus one subject with “several garbs” (325). Given the poem’s
argument that nature and identity remain constant while articulations of those substantive
constructs varies, readers are inclined to correspond several subjects to several subjects
and conclude that the identity of the subject persists reliably through different social
situations. Yet the contradictory persons of the line subjects may indicate in the mind of
the author a slippage, which allows for a reciprocal relationship between the nature of a
thing and its articulation in society that influences both nature and truth. Thus the couplet
may actually indicate a dialectic operating between infinite, universal nature and the
finite expression of nature in the occasional world wherein the articulation of a thing
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actually does modify or influence its nature.120 However, because the discourse of dress
was established in the tradition of scholars investigating systems of signification, it is fair
to suggest that in making an argument for clarity and distinction, Pope may have slipped
slightly into the ambiguous hermeneutic that confounds the idea that nature is knowable,
much less expressible.
It is important that Pope’s extended dress metaphor takes place in Part II of the
Essay because, as noted, this section analyzes and defines the overly specialized
functions of criticism and the intellectual inclination toward formal considerations that
critics and poets should avoid in their work. Therefore, the method of this section defines
flaws in scholarship and thinking. In doing so, it also identifies by contradiction the
proper capacities and aptitudes of the critic and the poet, but it does so by operating via
negative logic. Rather than specifying what writers should do, it details what they should
not do. This logic is opposite that employed by Milton in Paradise Lost, in which the
author leaves the negative possibilities open for subjects in the postlapsarian world. As
noted in the previous chapter, Milton’s employment of the prefix “un-” to identify
important concepts (which word construction was increasingly popular in the fifteenth to
seventeenth centuries) identifies the characteristic the author needs to define and then
leaves the opposite definitions unsettled for readers, who characterize the opposite ideas
in whatever way is appropriate given the context of the poem and their own experience.
In contrast, Pope argues precisely for readers the ideas and concerns that do not belong in
120
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Text,” 682; and Batchelor, Dress, Distress and Desire, 4. Finally, Erik Bond considers the subject of this
couplet the singular identity of Pope himself (Reading London, 98).
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the work of the critic and the poet. Max Bluestone argues that Pope suppresses the active
discourses of his metaphors by incorporating many other figures of speech into his
extended analogies.121 He does so in order to emphasize reader interest in the concepts he
describes instead of the language he employs to describe them.122 Bluestone states, “What
gives the activity of [Pope’s] metaphor its power is not its own vitality but the other term
of the antithesis (which the dialogue as a whole seeks to explore).”123 Bluestone’s
analysis of Pope’s suppressed metaphor demonstrates Pope’s tendency to determine
meaning and significance not only for the discourses he employs for his rhetorical
objectives but also for alternative discourses. Pope covers all interpretive bases by
defining conversations about his topics in all terminologies. His work leaves little room
for readers to contextualize ideas in networks of information outside of the ones he
defines in his work.
Pope’s strategy of discursive circumscription is also evident in Of the Characters
of Women: An Epistle to a Lady (1735), a didactic poem that teaches women the
characteristics of proper female behavior by offering examples of improper comportment.
As in the Essay, therefore, Pope’s discourse encompasses all definitions—those that are
appropriate to his subjects and also those that are not. Pope writes that “Flavia's diamonds
with her dirty smock” “[a]gree[] as ill with Rufa studying Locke” (6). Pope’s equating of
Locke with diamonds and women with dirty smocks imparts value to men and learning
and filth to women and dress. The implication of time spent in making diamonds and
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studying the universe contrasts specifically with the immediacy of female knowledge and
endeavor Pope writes into the following couplet, wherein he extends the idea of
inappropriateness to “Flavia's self in glue (her rising task) . . . issuing flagrant to an
evening Mask” (7). Because Pope’s poetic and critical investment overtly relies on
comprehensive and clear determination, his work does not leave the issue at the idea that
women should not study Locke. Instead, text reiterates and redefines that absurdity with
the suggestion that women should not mix fine jewels with worn garments. Pope
reformulates that absurdity again in the following couplet concerning Flavia’s mask.
Again, he does so not only by exposing hypocrisy but also by defining exactly the content
of the thing behind the evening mask—in this case, “Flavia’s self in glue.” In contrast to
the structures of proper identification in the Essay on Criticism, Pope here indicates that
artifice establishes the identities of most women. The manifold reconstitution of methods
for signification in Pope’s discourse is extremely important. In his Epistle, most women
are unnatural, certainly. However, in addition to being unnatural, they are explicitly
artificial. Without going into the detail above, Steven Shankman states that the Epistle
praises Martha Blount by describing characteristics she does not exhibit specifically in
Pope’s terms. He paints women in general as characterless and contradictory and praises
Blount as the exception to his standard.124 In Milton’s work, the author uses negative
prefixes to describe his subjects’ diverse and undefined qualities without relying on
definitive terminologies to quantify and demarcate characteristics. Operating by an
alternative standard of definition, Pope classifies subjects using ample vocabularies to
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describe everything that they are not. This mode of logic assumes that Pope has access to
all of the terms and ideas that could potentially describe his subject. He does not allow
for the possibility that experience and therefore knowledge might exist outside of the
artist’s purview. Thus, the work of the great critic or poet does not engage; it rather
instructs. Pope, in the role of the artist translating the infinite into finite terms for readers,
speaks his truth directly rather than engaging readers in a process of concomitant truthmaking, which this project argues structures the ontologies of Paradise Lost, Swift’s
prose writing, and Fielding’s fiction.

II. SWIFT’S POETIC STYLE AND THE SOCIAL HERMENEUTIC
I proceed with a section on Swift’s poetics because the ironist’s troubled attempts
to construct an ontological hermeneutic in his poems suggests that flexibility of prose
writing better serves that objective. In An Epistle to a Lady, Who Desired the Author to
Make Verses on Her, in the Heroick Stile (1733), Swift’s system of identification
operates on a principle of obscurity rather than definition, and the poem exhibits his
rejection of firm standards for poetic merit. In the Epistle, the unlimited potential for
different forms of knowledge to reach varied conclusions allows the author to
demonstrate the influence of human nature on particular cultural circumstances and also
the influence of culture on concepts of nature. Swift rejects the heroic style not just on
account of its tendency toward exaggeration but also because the pretense for the poem is
manipulative. The work opens with Swift criticizing his friend Lady Acheson, who
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appears to have asked Swift to identify “Ev'ry Error [he] could find / Thro' the Mazes of
[her] Mind” (3–4). This initial engagement with the companion of his dialogue is
significant because it shows Swift’s aversion to listing a catalogue of faults or flaws in
his friend, as Pope does for contemporary criticism in the Essay. Instead of identifying
exactly what her problems are, he would rather enjoy the company and the conversation
at her house. Swift creates a discursive community in the introductory ten lines to his
Epistle, and it becomes clearer as the poem progresses that he would banter with the
company before he would advertise his wit for them. Because Acheson asks Swift to
write verses on her in the heroic style, the poet is removed from the community of
hospitality and implicated in a genre adverse to his style as an artist. Additionally,
Acheson’s request attempts to manufacture inspiration for the poem instead of allowing
the artist to work in the literary modes appropriate to his subject and inclination. The
vestige of Pope’s celebration of nature is evident in Swift’s aversion to a poetic form that
contradicts the forms to which he is inclined. However, as the poem progresses, Swift
makes clear that no poetic form is natural or derived from human nature. Whereas the
heroic style presents the image of nature, satire affords the poet with the self-reflexive
discourse that acknowledges truth not in nature but in context. Because Swift tends to
avoid direct pronouncements or instruction, his satire makes no attempt to pierce the
surface of experience and extract nature from the discourses of infinitude or the universal.
Dustin Griffin puts Swift’s discomfort with making a solid determination or statement
through ironic discourse in juxtaposition with Pope’s apparent complacency: “while
Swift conveys a sense of anxious uncertainty about his role as satirist, Pope is not
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uncomfortable with that role.”125 Swift’s aversion to ethical or ontological imperative
engenders a relativistic modesty in the assertion of truth by avoiding the allencompassing claim and the gesture of greatness. Thus, the Epistle advances Swift’s
poetic method, which dictates the avoidance of exaggerated rhetorics and the use of
comedic and satiric inclination to expose hypocrisy. However, unlike Pope in Of the
Characters of Women, Swift’s Epistle to a Lady refuses to completely demarcate the
objects of his exposure.
Acheson’s opening lines invoke the idea of dress in a conventional context that
aligns women with shallow perception as Pope describes them in the Essay, their
attention geared toward formal structures as opposed to the nature/expression
organization that marks reasonable thinking and great art. In deference to the author’s
ostensible wisdom, Acheson states that “If [her] wand'ring Head be less / Set on Reading,
than on Dress,” then the poet can help her rectify the situation by teaching her to give less
heed to superficiality and focus instead on significant matters, like learning (17–18).
However, in spite of her gesture of capitulation, Acheson concludes her initial dialogue
by suggesting that her flaws are not many. In one of the examples she gives for her
merits, Swift’s Acheson repeats the anchors of Pope’s famous formulation precisely:
“When have I Esteem express'd / For a Coxcomb gaily dress'd?” (75–76). Although the
first edition of Pope’s Essay was published over twenty years before Swift’s Epistle, the
Essay was published in no less than twenty editions and collections from 1711–1733.
Additionally, because the two writers were close friends and corresponded regularly, it is
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likely that Swift intentionally appropriated Pope’s formulation. However, by reordering
and recontextualizing the dressed/expressed metaphor, Swift incorporates hermeneutic
exchange into the making of meaning and understanding of being at work in the poem.
Pope’s drest/exprest construction emphasizes, as noted, the role of the poet, who must
first “dress” thought before the truth of being human can be understood in the form of
expression. In contrast, Pope’s Acheson, in addition to structuring the assertion of her
identity as a question and thereby directly engaging her auditor, starts with her own
expression and frames the expression of identity in another metaphor. She engages her
audience in an hermeneutic framework by creating a shared epistemological network
shaped by the comprehension of metaphor—in this case, a characteristic superficiality
indicated by showing esteem for a gaily dressed coxcomb. Additionally, by
foregrounding the particularity of her own expression and invoking temporal specificity
in the query, “When,” Acheson organizes an hermeneutic around her particular
experience, suggesting that the framework for determining identity is not stable and
pertinent to every context but rather fleeting, particular, and subject to reconstitution in a
future, undetermined context. Thus, Acheson initiates ontological hermeneutic with the
finite subject, not with the infinite human nature circumscribed by the subject as Pope
does. In scientific and epistemological terms, Pope’s logic is primarily deductive because
he takes the assumption of a universal human nature as a baseline for his thinking, and
Swift’s is primarily inductive because his poem presents the specific and asks readers to
determine the universal from that perspective. Although Swift responds that Acheson,
“like some acute philosopher, / Every fault ha[s] drawn a gloss over” (95–96), his
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criticism remarks not upon her logic but upon her inclination toward rhetorical
manipulation. Her redescription of her flaws assumes that she knows exactly what her
companion thinks of her and also that she can reframe her flaws to appear as advantages.
Louise K. Barnett suggests that Swift’s Epistle demonstrates the author’s “sense of being
completely in the right,” to which sense Acheson must “humiliat[e]” her self in order for
the poet to consider her reformed. Acheson’s catalog of her flaws and her attempts to
rebrand them show instead that Swift puts the burden of exactitude on her.126 His lesson
to Acheson is not in being right but in being flexible to the demands of conversation and
interaction—in other words, in being responsive to the hermeneutic that organizes the
discursive relationships in the poem, which determine meaning and identity for ideas and
characters.
However many domestic accomplishments Acheson flaunts, Fielding asks her to
differentiate between the arrangement of the home and the arrangement of intellectual
exchange, which is the true subject of the poem. Acheson confuses the former for the
latter when she suggests that the comfort she creates in her home for guests provides the
structure necessary for excellent conversation to take place. Barnett has examined the
role of Swift’s domestic poetry—particularly the Market Hill poems that feature
Acheson—as a an example of the author creating and taking advantage of contradictory
perspectives in his work. Barnett writes, “The consciousness of another person, one of
Swift’s favorite points of view for fictive self-portraiture, combines in this instance the
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intimacy of personal knowledge with the distance of a third-person perspective.”127
Swift’s dialogic technique in his poetic narratives in the domestic sphere affords him the
reflexive discourse that incorporates consciousness of the subject and the other in his
work. In his prose discourse, as we will see below, Swift does not need to incorporate the
subject/other dialogic in the text because the prose form itself allows for discursive selfreflexivity.
In his Epistle to a Lady, however, Swift tells the lady that a host is not the same as
a friend, the latter of which engages the subject in discourse and conversation rather than
stifling him or her, as he writes that hosts tend to do (102). Swift states, “You must learn,
if you would gain us, / With good Sense to entertain us” (113–114). He then employs a
metaphor of food and consumption in relation to language to explain the necessary
exchange of resources that takes place in excellent conversation. As Milton does in
Paradise Lost, Swift advocates intellectual temperance in the following lines:
Scholars, when good sense describing,
Call it tasting and imbibing;
Metaphoric meat and drink
Is to understand and think;
...
To discourse, and to attend,
Is, to help yourself and friend.
Conversation is but carving;
Carve for all, yourself is starving:
Give no more to every guest,
Than he’s able to digest;
Give him always of the prime;
And but little at a time.
...
And, that you may have your due,
Let your neighbours carve for you.
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This comparison will hold,
Could it well in rhyme be told,
How conversing, listening, thinking,
Justly may resemble drinking;
For a friend a glass you fill,
What is this but to instil?
(114–137)
Although most collections of Swift’s poems published in the eighteenth century during
his lifetime did not include the Epistle to a Lady, recent criticism has argued for its
relevance as a statement concerning Pope’s perspective on genre and contemporary
literature.128 Therefore, considered a minor work or otherwise, this poem was of enough
interest to Swift for him to return to it over the course of his literary revisions and in so
doing incorporate into the original text a six-line addition that emphasizes the selfreflexive capacity of comic literature and also the potential for discourse to be
manipulative: “For a friend a glass you fill, / What is this but to instil?” I will return to
this emendation below, but for now, I note that what is instilled by the hostess into her
guest’s glass is up to question. However, the epistemological assault of the overtalker is
apparent in this poem, and it is also associated with the grand style of heroic poetry.
Swift warns Acheson against incessant speech, which depletes the speaking
subject and prevents shared discourse. The constant talker is “starving” for response from
others and should not feel the need to constantly provide, not only for her sake but also
for the sakes of her guests. For Swift, “but little [conversation] at a time” from speakers
creates the generative exchange of ideas that marks friendships based on “good sense.”
Note that this good sense is not Pope’s common sense, to which to poet appeals as he
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appropriately articulates infinite human nature into finite forms and words. Rather,
Swift’s good sense is a shared environment of mutual exchange; scholars “describe” it
but they do not create it or employ it as a universally relevant context to their work.
Although the word “carving” was since the popularity of Shakespeare known as an
allusion to civility and discursive exchange,129 the extended metaphor of consumption
may seem a bizarre choice of analogy here for an author who parodies the materiality of
language in A Tale of a Tub and Gulliver’s Travels. However, for Swift, the poetic
conventions of comparison and analogy allow for the apt expression of analogies and
associations, even if they discord with the explicit thinking of the author. Because heroic
poetry inspires glaring and even ridiculous instances of inappropriate analogues and
embellished ideas, Swift prefers to write in the comedic vein, emphasizing daily human
activities like eating and drinking.
As explained in the Epistle, satire gives authors the ability to critique their work
in the midst of writing it to avoid getting carried away in metaphor. Even at the end of
this section, Swift briefly turns his language from conversation among friends to the
appropriateness of his “comparison [which] will hold, / Could it well in rhyme be told.”
The “resemblance” between consumption and conversation makes sense, but Swift’s
poem must self-reflexively test the metaphor to ensure its appropriateness. It is worth
noting that the final six lines of this poem did not appear in its 1733 publication alongside
A Poem, Occasion’d by Reading Dr. Young’s Satires, Called, The Universal Passion.
The first instance I can find of their appearance in print occurs in the eleventh volume of
129
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Swifts Miscellanies, published a year after his death in 1746 (254).130 In other
modifications to the poem, politically aggressive sections at the end of stanza nine are
redacted and replaced with asterisks after the following added couplet: “Were I in some
foreign realm, / Which all vices overwhelm . . .” (255). I cannot say whether Swift
himself redacted these lines or if the work was done by an editor of the collection, but
since Walpole died seven months before Swift in 1745, it seems unlikely that Swift
would have authorized the redaction while the miscellany was being compiled out of fear
of a reactionary government. Also removed are the lines that follow Swift’s significant
rejection of the heroic style in the poem. He writes that scolding banter
Drives out Brangling and Contention,
Brings in Reason and Invention.
For your Sake, as well as mine,
I the lofty Stile decline.
(215–218)
The 1733 poem continues, “I Shou’d make a Figure scurvy / And your Head turn Topsyturvy” (218–220), but those final two lines are absent in the 1746 publication (258).
Claude Julien Rawson places a good deal of interpretive stress on the two lines absent
from the later edition. He writes that in them,
[Swift] lets the light in on a temperamental truth, on that deep Swiftian
guardedness against being caught in any posture of vulnerable solemnity, or any
suspicion of that falsity which he was quick to attribute to most of the ‘high’
styles practised by his contemporaries. This guardedness, which goes beyond the
merriness of the potential risibility of inflated rhetoric, is also, I believe, more
personal than can be accounted for by canons of ‘classical restraint,’ which hardly
restrained Swift in his more tearaway flights of comic fantasy.131
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Although Rawson does not make explicit the origin of Swift’s “more personal”
“guardedness” and aversion to grand poetic gestures, his argument proceeds in the
following paragraph to consider Swift’s self-protection a characteristic of his parodies on
love poetry, “including those poems to Stella where stylistic undercutting coexists with
undisguised personal tenderness.”132 The dialectic Swift creates in his work between
meaning and ambiguity engages readers into a hermeneutic network that creates real
intimacy between author and reader while it simultaneously creates interpretive distance
between them because expression is never clear, so points never really get across without
uncertainty. The omission of the “scurvy/Topsy-turvy” couplet from the 1746 edition
mitigates the expressive force of first-person perspective in shaping the effects that the
speaker says he has on readers. Because this poem outlines Swift’s poetic process and
advocates multiplicity of meaning and subjective experience, he removes the lines out of
concern for over-determination.
The lines added to and redacted from the ninth stanza reveal Swift’s creative and
ideological methodology as a writer. In the Epistle, Swift writes that his tendency
towards the comic helps him fulfill the purpose of authorship, which is cultural
commentary that exposes hypocrisy is in the world. He argues that writers have
developed the capacity to see through and assess the true or false meaning of different
types of cultural constructions, and in the poem, Swift uses a dress metaphor, analyzed at
the end of this paragraph, to assert this significant function of writers. To preface the
introduction of that metaphor, I emphasize Swift’s self-fashioning as an outsider in
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Epistle to a Lady preceding that point. Lines added to the 1746 publication, “Were I in
some foreign realm, / Which all vices overwhelm” (255), situate Swift as a critical
observer, looking from an external vantage point at a society and its established
conventions and institutions. His perspective gives him the ability to criticize the flaws
accepted by people indiscriminately participating in those conventions due to
assumptions of their inherence or naturalness. Just a few lines earlier, and in the initial
1733 publication, Swift positions himself as this keen observer even in his own society.
He writes, “From the planet of my birth / I encounter vice with mirth” (141–142).
Because he figures himself as an alien in his own culture, Swift does not experience
ingrained investment in cultural norms and attitudes, and that critical distance allows him
to react with “Mirth” rather than “hate,” as would the subject to whom cultural corruption
is revealed and responds with feelings of betrayal and anger. Instead, for Swift, “All the
Vices of a Court, / Do but serve to make me Sport” (147–148). To represent the object of
his sportive and critical eye, Swift uses a dress metaphor that divulges the confluence of
hypocrisy and language in the infuriating ruling classes.
Shou’d a Monkey wear a Crown,
Must I tremble at his Frown?
Could I not, thro’ all his Ermin,
Spy the strutting chatt’ring Vermin?
Safely write a smart Lampoon,
To expose the brisk Baboon?
(149–154)
Although social conventions compel subjects to respect and humiliate themselves at even
the “frown” of a king, the writer with a distinctive point of view can see through the
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symbols of power—here, signified by the ermine robes of the aristocracy133—and
“expose” the nonsensical, flamboyant, and truly insignificant baboon behind all the furs
and headgear. While Pope makes dress a symbol of the process by which the great poet
expresses universal truth into the understandable and appropriate vocabularies of his
times, Swift instead uses dress metaphors to examine the relationship between the poet
and truth in the discourses and circumstances derived from the times themselves.
Although Swift records with brilliant humor the victory of the ancients over the moderns
in the Battel of the Books (1704), it is the epistemological method and social contingency
of the ancients that he advocates, not their establishment of human nature. It is, after all,
the spider and the moderns who take recourse in arguments to nature in the Battel (246).
In addition to the presenting Swift’s depiction of the poet navigating specifically
contemporary discourses, the Epistle to a Lady constructs a generic binary between the
heroic and the vulgar that also touches on the relationship between poetry and prose.
Swift’s binary suggests that the conventions of heroic poetry—univocality, for instance—
give that form a general trend toward categorical definition. In contrast, the Epistle
suggests, albeit obliquely, that authors of comic poetry and prose share similar
methodological tendencies, such as flexibility of discursive tone. Precedents for
celebrating the blending of tragedy and comedy, or the characteristics of gravity and
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humor, in literature certainly exist in the early modern period.134 However, Swift in this
poem (I think genuinely) suggests that poetry can be either “sublime” (57), “Heroick”
(135), “grave” (137), and “lofty” (140) or “paultry,” “Burlesque” (50), “Doggrel” (56),
and “smart” (153). As noted, the poem begins as a dialogue initiated by Acheson, and
Swift refuses to answer her request to compose verses on her in the heroic style. He
explains that he prefers poetry in the comic form because it is “against [his] natural vein,
/ [to] Treat [Acheson] in heroic strain” (134–135). He continues by reasoning that he
even “Hardly can be grave in Prose” (137), so therefore one should not expect such
characteristic in his poetic writing. This distinction between poetry and prose suggests
that poets are more generally beholden to the conventions of their chosen genre. To the
contrary, prose writers can adapt their discourse to whatever temperament or tone is
appropriate to their subject. Thus it appears that Swift is arguing for a flexibility of
discursive tonality in prose writing.
Swift’s parallel between the flexibility of prose discourse and the “lashing Smile”
that characterizes his poetry suggests that both comic poetry and prose discourse are
genres particularly suited to criticism of contemporary social organizations and ideas.
This distinction supports associations among prose writing and the occasional and
particular circumstances of everyday life that have come to be the focus of established
and recent criticism on the foundations of the novel.135 Swift had long experience in the
critical capacity of prose writing, which allowed him to assault or “drape” foolish people
134
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with the force of his words.136 Alan Downie identifies similar allusions to discursive
violence in Swift’s On Poetry: A Rapsody (1733), which was published the same year as
his Epistle to a Lady. Downie writes that the Rapsody “might be called Swift’s Dunciad.
Once again the state of letters in the kingdom is offered as symptomatic of a much deeper
social malaise.”137 Swift manipulates the conventions of spelling to advertise the critical
bent of is work. It is not a “rhapsody,” or, “an ecstatic, free-form celebration of its
subject,” as some editors of Swift have misled readers to believe by modernizing the
spelling of his title. Instead, it is a poem that contains “raps,” or, “short, sharp blow[s]”
on modern poets, who have created what Swift considers “the pitiful condition of
contemporary literature.”138 “Rap” is also, as Downie notes, and as Swift explains in the
Drapier’s Letters, a term used in the eighteenth century to refer to a counterfeit coin.
These two poems are full of ‘raps,” “smarts,” and “drapes” directed at styles and authors
who employs rhetorics of exaggeration, which prevent both writers and readers from
operating with reasonable standards of assessment and judgment in mind.

III. SWIFT’S PROSE SATIRE AND THE ONTOLOGICAL HERMENEUTIC
In the Epistle to a Lady, we have witnessed Swift reject discourses of affirmation
and certainty and advocate a hermeneutic based on interlocution between subjects who
collaborate with one another in a reciprocal system of signification. Additionally, Swift’s
restructuring of dress metaphors establishes his vocabulary concerning human nature in
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interactions among the subject and other members or even objects in society, not between
the subject and an infinite universal, a relationship mediated by the artist in Pope’s Essay
on Criticism. I am not arguing that Swift reformulated the relationship between the
individual subject and the Enlightenment concept of human nature in prose narrative
generally. However, his work does participate in a cultural conversation about the
problem of understanding truth when, from Swift’s perspective, the thinking of the age
had degraded and instead of clarifying matters was confusing them. The distinction
between soul and matter in the A Discourse Concerning the Mechanical Operation of the
Spirit (1704) recalls the vocabularies employed by Enlightenment philosophers such
René Descartes and Thomas Hobbes, whose debate over the immaterial or material soul,
respectively, provides intellectual context for Swift's work, published just over sixty
years after the dispute between those two precedent-setting thinkers. Indeed, the fictional
author of the Discourse publishes the fragment in the form of a letter written to one “T.
H. Esquire” (283), which is likely a reference to Hobbes. The reference to the
philosopher situates the Discourse in the debates about materialism taking place in the
wake of Leviathan and Locke’s An Essay Concerning Humane Understanding (1689).
Swift's satirical participation in the question of the materiality of the human soul places
his work in the philosophical sphere as well as the religious and political. As many
scholars have argued, one of Swift’s primary targets in his satire is the increasingly
popular mechanist philosophies of his time, for example, that expounded by Thomas
Hobbes in Leviathan (1651), which attributed every aspect of the phenomenal world—
including poetry and religion—to mechanical operations put in movement by either God,
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the first cause (in the cases of Hobbes and Spinoza), by a pseudo-secular “voluntary
agent” (as in Newton),139 or by an atheistic attribution of cause to matter itself (as in
d’Holbach in the latter part of the century).140 Mechanist philosophy was a consistent
subject of derision for Swift because the materialist ideology removed free will and
human agency from nature and culture. As Stephen Fallon writes, “The threat [of
materialist philosophy] to Christian conceptions of freedom and moral responsibility was
clear to literary figures in the age immediately after Milton’s, notably Swift and Pope.”141
In the Dunciad, Pope responds to this threat by suggesting that materialist mechanism
produces atheism and “discredit[s] . . . morality.”142 Again, we see evidence of Pope’s
tendency to define his concepts by explaining their deficiencies.
In contrast, in the Discourse, Swift satirizes mechanist materialism by
exaggerating the logic of the theory and identifying intentional movement of the body as
the source of religious enthusiasm. However, this explanation is ironic because the text
does not take motivation into account—intentionality is based solely on the material
makeup of the subject rather than his or her will, thought, or desire. The letter-writer’s
attention to bodily movements and inattention to cause are glaring, leaving readers to
place interpretive pressure on what the writer left out of the letter. His discourse explains
the subject but leaves contextual elements such as motivation and ultimately, meaning, at
the discretion of his readers. Thus, Swift’s satire leaves interpretation at the interstice of
definition. I consider Swift’s Discourse in this chapter because it demonstrates Swift’s
139
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construction of an active and dynamic hermeneutic between speaker and reader that
determines the actuality of being in the text. A Tale of a Tub, which precedes the
Discourse in the 1704 publication, has been considered extensively in scholarship as not
only a satire on science, religion, and politics but also as more generally a text that
questions processes of signification and demonstrates problems of interpretation for
readers.143 As Deborah Baker Wyrick states, Swift is aware of the trope that “[i]f
clothing, discrete languages, even the necessity of written testaments are consequences of
the Fall, so is semiotic interpretation. The fractured and finally fallen form of A Tale of a
Tub enacts its own message: the multiple, layered discourses enhance the rhetorical
repetition necessary for allegorical meaning, the repetition that can never coincide with
the original signified.”144 The speaker’s Philosophy of Clothes internalizes exterior forms
and thereby enables the definition of the subject by discourse rather than nature. The
143
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“inward Cloathing” of the soul appears to readers as a ridiculous and funny concept
because it accepts the materialist ontology so explicitly without questioning its
limitations. However, the text also acknowledges the extent to which language does
provide a measure of meaning and identity.145 A Tale of a Tub, then, is a kind of lesson in
critical thinking. The text requires readers to exercise reason and common sense in the
navigation of multiple levels of discourse—primary narratives and digressions; argument
and satire; philosophy and hack writing; and so on—without reaching definitive
understanding. It asks readers not to accept but to investigate their misunderstanding. The
reader’s critical engagement with genre and narrative in Swift’s Discourse establishes an
appreciation for the formal structures that provide the basis for meaning, since, for Swift,
the identification of meaning is not the objective of signification or of existence.
In A Tale of a Tub, Swift satirizes interpretive methods that prioritize formal structures
like words or surfaces in contrast to interior meaning or identity; however, his satire also
produces the intellectual conditions that allow for the negotiation of narrative and generic
instability that appear in the Discourse, which appears subsequently in the 1704
publication of the Tale, the Battel, and the Discourse. Those conditions—the capacities to
find meaning in formal structures and their contingent relationships—are predicated on
the collapse of the levels of discourse that traditionally organize processes of
signification. Form, content, heuristic, substance: these epistemological and ontological
architectures are rendered insufficient and arbitrary in Swift’s satire. I emphasize here
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that Swift satirized the collapse that I identify as necessary condition for the development
of an ontological hermeneutic. However, his satire produced not narratives but narrative
sensibilities, which dictate that the interpretation of meaning happens in ambiguous or
even paradoxical circumstances. The epistemological uncertainty that was produced by
the political, social, and religious revolutions of the Early Modern Period was the
foundation for this sensibility, and Swift’s work—especially A Tale of a Tub—tends to
operate within the context of that basis. Additionally, Swift’s cutting satire of materialist
philosophy in the Tale and in the Discourse works to reestablish the Enlightenment
subject’s relation to material and the body. Swift pokes fun at the idea of dualism because
he believes in an immaterial spirit. In doing so, he creates the intellectual circumstances
for the skeptical discourse of the novel, wherein exteriors can not only function as
signifiers with little or no connection to signifieds but also can represent or mean
something without any necessary process of epistemological connectivity or association.
The dialogic, fragmented, self-reflexive, and solipsistic discourse of the novel genre
responds to this epistemological and even cultural skepticism through a dialectic attempt
at discovery and interpretation.
Section II in the Tale famously begins with the description of Peter, Martin, and
Jack, whose inheritance from their father was each a perfect-fitting, infinitely durable
coat. Swift’s metaphor is situated in the context of Restoration drama, in which
playwrights often describe wits and their outfits in tandem. Respectable dress is often a
sign of wit, and ideological trendiness is often reflected in new modes of fashion on the
bodies of actors and actresses. Additionally, as noted in the previous chapter, clothing
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also implies the potential for hypocrisy, since after the fall nature is les evident in the
formal structures of the universe due to the epistemological breakdown of the Fall. Thus,
fashion is associated most often with failed communication, foolishness, or hypocrisy.
For instance, in The School for Scandal (1777), Thomas Sheridan illustrates the
seventeenth-century concern over truth and dress. Joseph Surface, the protagonist of that
play is as witty as he is well-dressed. And his wits enable him to mask his lack of good
nature and generosity, qualities that his brother Charles possesses in great quantity.
Ironically, Sheridan’s audiences understand that the knowledge gained by Joseph’s
companions are often incorrect because he masks his motivations behind a façade of
sociability, indicated by his fashionable dress. His dress and his wit enable him the veil of
respectability while he engages in socially destabilizing acts “under the surface,” so to
say.
As is evident, the idea of dress was not one that lightened many hearts in the
Restoration or the eighteenth century. In Jonathan Swift’s “The Lady’s Dressing Room”
(1732) and Mary Wortley Montagu’s “Roxana” and “The Toilet” (1716)—both of which
poems were written with the assistance of and claimed in the early century to have been
written by Scriblerians Alexander Pope and John Gay, respectively—readers encounter
narratives revealing often embarrassing private truth underneath the façades that
characters present to the public world. Some poems of the period like John Durant
Breval’s “The Art of Dress” and “The Hoop-Petticoat” by the barrister poet Francis
Chute146 share similar ostensible subjects as those just mentioned; that is, they are about
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clothes and their wearing. However, the poetry of Breval and Chute often humorously
describes the progress of clothing over the course of history and suggests modes of
fashion best suited for women, generally, but men as well. These minor poets sometimes
lament the increase in use of face-paint and in the amount of silk it takes to make a
blouse, but these criticisms stick to the subject of clothes, proper. However, Swift’s
incorporation of the concept of dress in A Tale of a Tub more generally extends to the
philosophical: that is, to the problem of finding or even understanding truth when interior
and exterior are different. Dress is metaphorically conceived of as the ontological
boundary between internal human nature or truth and external social forms, which have
the capacity to misrepresent. Therefore, as critics over the past two hundred years have
noted and put into various contexts, A Tale of a Tub is a satire on meaning and
interpretation as much as it is a satire on learning or on religious factionalism.147 Swift
articulates the prevalence of irony and hypocrisy in the world in sartorial vocabularies
that often serve as metaphors for superficiality.
To be clear, Swift and other Scriblerian writers satirize this superficiality. They do
not advocate it. One of their joint efforts, The Memoirs of Martinus Scriblerus (1741),
makes this point clearly. First published in Pope’s 1741 collected Works, the Memoirs
have been widely accepted as the work of the physician to Queen Anne, John Arbuthnot.
Arbuthnot became a friend of Jonathan Swift upon moving to London in 1710 and gained
notoriety as a satirist when he published five pamphlets in support of Robert Harley, Earl
of Oxford that burlesqued all sides in the War of the Spanish Succession. Together titled
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The History of John Bull, Arbuthnot first introduces that famous epitome of
Englishness—the large, brusque, nationalist, hard-drinking, genial John Bull, who was—
notable to this research—originally a clothier and who first took offense at his business
being sold to a jack-of-all-trades. The latter man, who knows very little about a great
many things, resembles in that sense Cornelius Scriblerus, the father of Martin.
Cornelius, like Walter Shandy or even Tobias Smollet’s Mathew Bramble, operates under
an inclination to meddle and under an assumed intelligence, which characteristics allow
him to bumble through life doing little service in the way of producing intelligence.
Cornelius’ early influence on Martin is evident in his father’s “Dissertation upon Playthings,” in which Cornelius writes that he “would recommend to all who have any
concern in my Son’s Education, that they deviate not in the least from the primitive and
simple antiquity” (20). Thus, Martin is educated in language, geography, and exercise
without the accumulation of knowledge and custom assembled into his culture since the
time of the Greeks. Of course, Martin’s knowledge fails him as he stumbles through
human relationships and becomes literally, a Lemuel Gulliver, outcast from society and
bitter about his previous involvement in it.
For a learning companion, Cornelius lines up a neighboring boy, the son of Mr.
Swan, “Gamester and Punster of the City of London” (27). As from the Grub-street hacks
whom Jonathan Swift cuttingly satirizes in A Tale of a Tub, language gushes from
Crambe. Arbuthnot writes that as far as words “are said to be the counters of wise Men,
and ready-money of Fools, Crambe had a great store of cash of the latter sort” (27). As
their relationships develop, Cornelius teaches metaphysics to Martin and Crambe.
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However, Cornelius has a hard time of it with Crambe especially because Crambe refutes
identification between substance and accident with arguments that burlesque materialist
philosophers like Hobbes and Gassendi. “Crambe affirmed, that his Habitus was more a
substance than he was; for his cloaths could better subsist without him, than he without
his cloaths.” The boy’s awareness of context in the form of social conventions as a
determinative characteristic of the persistence of a thing reflects the instability of
concepts of human nature and identity in the eighteenth century. Although Arbuthnot
props up Crambe as an object of satire, the boy is one of the most playful and interesting
characters in the work, and his worldview represents the collapsing ontological
categories, which process provides a foundation in intellectual history for concepts like
Bakhtin’s carnivalesque. No longer is the thinking mind under the skin that’s under the
clothes the primary agent in society; instead, they are the clothes themselves that carry
authority and are capable of action in a postlapsarian world that demands the human body
be covered with fig leaves or breeches or otherwise. Human fallenness demands that
direct communication with God be mediated by church, priest, Bible, or—after the
Reformation—the individual fallen consciousness. As noted above, Scriblerians think
and write about this type of mediation using metaphors of dress that represent the
boundary between internal human nature and external social forms. When there exists
disparity between those two levels of discourse, their relationship is ironic. In such cases,
these active boundaries (or, clothes) between the naked human soul—its nature or
identity—can threaten to supplant the soul itself as the primary indicator of human
nature. Scriblerians’ satiric productions participate in the discursive development of
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novels that take the issue of ontological uncertainty as their subject. This discourse
should be considered in the context of Milton’s ironic ontology because making these
associations creates a trajectory in the history of the novel identified by not discovery of
information or meaning but by the thwarting of discovery and the aesthetic and political
possibilities in the process of rupture. In The Crazy Fabric: Essays in Irony (1965), critic
A. E. Dyson writes that irony was originally considered a “rhetorical technique.”
However, he specifies that scholars can also recognize that irony is a philosophical
concept developing in intellectual history and embedded in the evolving rhetorical
techniques of ironic discourse. Dyson writes that we can also understand “irony as a
vision of the universe.”148 This vision consists of “the perception of cross-purposes, of
absurdity, [and] of tragic suffering, in the enigma of events that happen to us, and in ‘the
crazy fabric of human nature’ itself.”149 An unironic universe would be experienced with
clarity, as that with which Raphael attempts to render Adam inexcusable for sin.
Transparent in meaning and identity, it would require only experience to understand. In
contrast, understanding the ironic universe requires a hermeneutic system, and Milton
presents in Paradise Lost a method of knowing by interpretation—or, by reading
meaning through surfaces. This dissertation argues that the novel developed out of a Postreformation, skeptical practice of finding truth and meaning by interpreting the apparent
world, a practice of which Milton’s epic is a formative example. Dyson first thoroughly
explores this concept of ontological irony in Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels, in which he states
that Swift presents Gulliver at a moral and intellectual impasse between extremes, the
148
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rational Houyhnhnms and the vulgar Yahoos. This situation is ironic because Swift
cannot advocate for the moral superiority of that which is obviously reprehensible or its
supposedly ideal opposite. The inability to escape from that impasse leads readers to
understand Swift’s construction of that ironic situation as indicative of the human
existential situation. Dyson writes that in Swift’s work, irony is a moralizing trope and
furthermore an expression of “Swift’s inner vision of man and the universe” as deeply
conflicted.150
In A Tale of a Tub, Swift’s incorporation of epistemological and ontological
uncertainty satirically necessitates that the soul cannot be conceived of without the
appropriate trappings of dress. Swifts’ concept of ontological irony is separate from that
of Milton in that the uncertainty built into his text centers on human self-interest rather
then the fallen condition of man. It is the deliberate misreading of their father’s will that
allows Peter, Jack, and Martin to perform alterations on their completely fitting coats,
thereby making them ill-fitting and in Jack’s case, shredded to pieces. In terms of
signification, the brothers’ efforts to alter their coats mismatch signifier (the coats) with
the signified concept (human nature). By introducing incongruity into the process of
signification, the brothers create hermeneutic environments that have the potential for
further confusion. People began to read shoulder-knots as indicators of a human soul so
that to ask, “Where is his shoulder-knot?” leads to the conclusion that “That fellow . . .
has no soul” (64). Swift was anxious about the notion of a material soul partly because he
focused on the deceptive capacity of ontological irony. His ridicule of the positioning of
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one’s soul on the outside of his coat in the form of a shoulder-knot in A Tale of a Tub
shows his concern that interiors should be judged by exteriors. Spinoza’s rejection of a
separation between soul and body is relevant to Swift’s anxiety, for if man’s interior soul
is always contingent upon his body’s external exposure to human laws and cultural
production, then there exists no autonomous individuality capable of independent,
rational thought. For Swift, man’s position in an increasingly material society leads to
epistemological progress outside of logical reason—that is, digression into madness.
That madness can lead to social unrest as well as epistemological and ontological
crisis. In the realm of practical, everyday interaction, this breakdown between interior
and exterior can lead to the fraudulent substitution of a cheap copper coin for one of real
value, an economic and exploitative move against which Swift rails in his Drapier’s
Letters (1724–1725). Similarly, it causes Matt Bramble’s profound apprehension at being
in London where no one can tell a ladies’ maid from her lady in Smollett’s Humphrey
Clinker (1771). In its exposure of the economic and political concerns of a society in
which appearances mask reality, Scriblerian conservatism resists the nascent poststructural idea that reality may be a confusing linguistic or textual construct. The
Scriblerian neoclassical aesthetic and Tory political goal entailed the reestablishment of a
society in which metaphysical distinctions were unironic. In the Scriblerians’ worst case
scenario, society becomes governed by a Shandean solipsism, a state in which one
becomes so covered in fringe and knots that the meaning and substance are no longer
comprehensible.
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Like the Epistle to a Lady and A Tale of a Tub, Swift’s Discourse operates on the
principle of expression without comprehensive definition. The confusion between literal
and figurative discourse in this work ridicules the materialist sciences of the seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries that posited comprehensive and unwavering relationships
between material elements in existence. With this context in mind, Swift’s “The
Bookseller’s Advertisement,” which prefaces the Discourse, manipulates that convention
in the history of the book to ironically suggest the authorship of the work, while stating
directly that authorship is unknown. The letter states that the bookseller has had the
discourse for “some Years,” “but there being several Things in it, which the present Age
would not very well bear,” the bookseller “resolv[ed] it should never see the Light” (i).
However, being persuaded “by the Advice and Assistance of a judicious Friend, I
retrench’d those Parts that might give most Offence, and have now ventured to publish
the Remainder” (i). The significant repercussions of this admission are two-fold. First,
the bookseller’s attention to his redaction suggests the influence of social organizations
on the publication process and on the expressions of individual truth in publications.
Additionally, the bookseller, who was also a “judicious” reader in his letters to readers
that preceded the Tale and the Battel, now feigns ignorance to philology and suggests that
since the discourse was sent to him at a different time and in different handwriting than
the previous two pieces, he certainly cannot conjecture the identity of the author. The
bookseller concludes that “[t]he Learned Reader will better determine; to whose
Judgment I entirely submit it” (i). The letter essentially shrugs off the problem of
authorship and cobbles together the Discourse with the previous two texts without
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reason. Thus the letter not only asks readers to determine authorship but also to
participate in a critical engagement with the text in relation to the Tale and the Battel to
make that determination. Given the bookseller’s astute assessments before the Tale and
the Battel regarding the modes of discourse in popularity at the time, Swift’s readers
probably do not accept the truth claims of “The Bookseller’s Advertisement.” Swift
navigates his readers through an ironically trivial note from a bookseller to the conclusion
that these works probably are written by the same author, but that the bookseller for some
reason will not acknowledge their identical authorship. Thus, the question is turned to the
content of the Discourse and the information contained in it that would compel the
bookseller to avoid acknowledgement of authorship.
The subject matter in the Discourse was certainly contentious, but mechanist
materialism was not responsible for legal repercussion unless thinkers advocated atheism
in conjunction with the philosophy, as did Diderot in his Letter on the Blind (1747),
which led to his imprisonment.151 However, the discourses of matter and mind were
broadly employed and sometimes in conflicting manners, such that the work of a scholar
could be employed by others for various, at times contradictory, objectives. For instance,
many philosophers of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries confused
Locke’s concept of consciousness by considering it an attribution of thought to inert
matter.152 “The Bookseller’s Advertisement” acknowledges and confounds the perhaps
irresponsible exchange of ideas in the economy of philosophical writing and places
interpretive focus on readers. By withholding the author’s name from the title page of the
151
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Tale, the Battel, and the Discourse and by positioning the bookseller as averse to the
climate of intellectual appropriation, Swift emphasizes the epistemological limitations
that make misunderstanding and confusion possible. “The Bookseller’s Advertisement”
attunes readers to this linguistic and cultural conundrum, while the text itself operates by
a contradictory method and attempts to explain every idea and every process it concerns
in great detail.
In the Discourse, the writer defines enthusiasm with great precision in a
comprehensive system of classification. "The Word in its universal Acceptation, may be
defined, A lifting up of the Soul or its Faculties above Matter" (290). In that same
paragraph, the writer offers another definition for enthusiasm as a process of "ejaculating
the Soul, or transporting it beyond the Sphere of Matter" (290). The writer’s description
could be interpreted by a materialist or a dualist reader to accord with either of those two
ideologies. The materialist would read the initial position within the “Sphere of Matter”
as proof that the soul is material; unnatural action is necessary for the soul to be
“ejaculated” from that material sphere. Alternatively, the immaterialist would read the
capacity for the soul to be separated from matter as substantiation for the soul’s
independence from matter. The ambiguity of the letter-writer’s discourse demonstrates
both the preposterousness of his theory and the extent to which that ambiguity can be
manipulated, abused, or misunderstood by readers.
After defining enthusiasm in general a process of differentiating soul from matter,
the letter-writer states that he intends to examine a particular type of enthusiasm, aside
from three widely remarked-upon types, which are religious inspiration, demonic
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possession, or that inspired by "natural Causes," such as "strong Imagination, Spleen,
violent Anger, Fear, Grief, Pain, and the like" (290–291). The fourth and
unacknowledged type of enthusiasm is the "launching out the Soul" as it was described
before (291). The writer attempts to distinguish his subject with somewhat garbled
language based on differences between natural causes and artificial ones. He
desire[s] the curious Reader to distinguish, First, between an Effect grown from
Art into Nature, and one that is natural from its Beginning; Secondly, between an
Effect wholly natural, and one which has only a natural Foundation, but where the
Superstructure is entirely Artificial. For, the first and the last of these, I
understand to come within the Districts of my Subject. (291–292)
The specificity of distinction in this section paradoxically borders on the obtuse. The
letter-writer separates two categories into two more categories, all bearing on different
relationships between art and nature, and beginnings and ends. However, readers have
already encountered the writer’s association with the New Science, so this parsing of
words and disintegration of sense is expected.
In the epistle to his friend, “T. H. Esquire” (283), which introduces the Discourse,
the writer asks the recipient to relay the message that he will send the “Iroquois Virtuosi .
. . an Account of those Phenomena, as soon as we can determine them at Gresham”
(285). Thus, Swift has already associated the letter-writer with the Royal Academy,
which met at Gresham College in central London from 1663–1710. As an emblem of the
New Science due to his participation in the Society, the letter-writer should already raise
suspicion in readers as to the quality of his judgment. Additionally, the writer appears to
be participating in an officious and ostentatious display of erudition in consciously
crafting this letter to T. H. with references to some undefined relationship with learned
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Iroquois in the Americas, knowing that the public will read it and have no context for
understanding this statement. Thus, the point is not that readers fail to understand the
message between the letter-writer and T. H.; rather, readers understand clearly Swift’s
message that the writer is a showy advocate for the New Science, advertising his
negligible contribution to learning with conscious awareness of the performance for its
own sake. In the fictional world of the letter-writer, T. H., and the bookseller, Swift
implicates the three figures in the meaningless production of knowledge and identifies
them with hacks, more interested in advancing personal objectives than in intellectual
pursuit.
The meaninglessness that Swift attributes to the letter-writer is also apparent in
the epistolary genre he employed to publish the piece. However, Swift did not associate
the epistolary genre with nonsense. Because Swift appreciates culturally-situated works
of intellectual progress that depend on reasoned discourse as opposed to univocal
articulations of a determined ideology, this analysis suggests, along with that of Abigail
Williams, that Swift finds substantive use for the epistolary form.153 However, Swift also
knows an exploit when he sees one. The popularity of the epistle in the late seventeenth
century leads the writer of the Discourse to publish his piece in that genre, even though
his employment of that form is entirely contrived. For instance, he writes to T. H., "I have
been perplexed for some time, to resolve what would be the most proper Form to send
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[the Discourse] abroad in. To which End, I have been three Days coursing thro’ [popular
bookselling districts] Westminster-Hall, and St. Paul's Church-Yard, and Fleet-street, to
peruse Titles; and, I do not find any which holds so general a Vogue, as that of, A Letter
to a Friend” (283–284). The writer progresses in acknowledgement that authors and
publishers mobilize the epistolary form even when doing so is “not altogether so
Necessary or Convenient,” as in the cases of authors writing to “a Neighbour at next
Door, a mortal Enemy, a perfect Stranger, or a Person of Quality in the Clouds” (284).
Although this awareness might acknowledge the descriptive inclination of a Swiftian
thinker ridiculing the exaggerated applications of the epistolary form, instances of the
writer’s imperceptions in the Discourse itself, which we will encounter below, indicate
that the that the writer acknowledges but does not understand that the genre is overused
to the extent that the form has become a wholly conventional and therefore nearly empty
signifier. Thus, readers learn that the form of the Discourse did not derive organically
from the content of the text but rather from the author’s investment in popular discourses.
He recognizes that the epistolary form is a conceit, but because it is a popular one, he
exploits it as a way of attracting readers since the content of his ideas will not. The
semantic and intellectual emptiness of the letter-writer’s Discourse is signaled by the
superficiality of the form of the work itself. Paradoxically, Swift engages his readers with
an act of appropriate signification, in which form does match content. However, due to
the moral and intellectual deficiency of the times, if philosophy produces an instance of
functioning signification, it does do because both form and content are entirely void of
meaning.
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In a more robust world, the demands of a discursive act would inspire or demand
a particular form. The latter would follow from the former without consciousness of
dominant cultural trends. This trajectory would be “natural,” in that the nature of the
discourse would determine the form in which it would be expressed. The discourse
invested in print or other exterior form would be easy and appropriate, like Adam’s
conversation with Raphael before the fall. However, those layers of signification that
readers of this study will remember from the previous chapter in Books XI and XII of
Paradise Lost have prevented transparent communication, and thirty years later, meaning
is manifest in the form of an expression as opposed to its content. Although Swift
satirizes the writer of the Discourse, his satire mobilizes vocabularies pertinent to cultural
conversations taking place in the eighteenth century on the relationship between art and
nature. John Sweetman argues that as materialist philosophies and capitalist economies
started to dominate public discourse in the early eighteenth century, those discourses also
became more secularized. As a result, the image of God as the artistic director of the
creation of the world (such as we encountered in Paradise Lost) lost footing, and art
became associated with human endeavor rather than divine.154 Thus, it is evident that
Swift masterfully manipulates contemporary discourses to avoid identification with any
particular ideology. As noted, the act of ejecting the soul occurs "as it is purely an Effect
of Artifice, and Mechanick Operation" of the spirit (291). With this type of enthusiasm,
soul is “lifted” above matter as with other types, but it is “launched” by mechanical
influence or “Art,” rather than by heavenly, hellish, or natural inspiration. The writer
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concludes this taxonomy of enthusiastic methods by defining his examination as one into
enthusiasm by art, not nature. In other words, in accordance with the seventeenth-century
development of the word "artifice" as it relates to "cunning, [or] trickery,"155 the writer
focuses on feigned enthusiasm. In the past, as the letter-writer suggests, only a few people
were able to launch out their souls by artifice, but the contemporary age has developed
cultural "Advancements and Refinements," which have allowed feigned enthusiasm to
progress into an "Epidemick" (291).
The writer associates artifice with custom in the Discourse and states that art
becomes nature when certain cultural conventions become popular enough that they
influence sexual selection over time. "[T]here is [sic] many an Operation," he states,
"which in its Original, was purely an Artifice, but through a long Succession of Ages, has
grown to be natural" (292). By way of example, the writer discusses the Scythian people,
who have, as he puts it, extremely long heads due to the squeezing and shaping of
children's bone structure over generations. In this formulation, the structure of the
subject’s physical being is determined by social convention. To put this concept into its
contemporary philosophical context, if the individual’s exterior is articulated by in
society (not by an hermeneutic exchange between nature and dress), then it is no longer
established within the God-oriented universal ontological hierarchy that provides the
architecture of being in the Cartesian dualist tradition.156 Swift’s letter-writer exposes his
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unchecked endorsement of contemporary philosophy when he uses an example to prove
this example. He writes,
in the Age of our Fathers, there arose a Generation of Men in this Island, called
Round-heads, whose Race is now spread over three Kingdoms, yet in its
Beginning, was merely [sic] an Operation of Art, produced by a pair of Cizars, a
Squeeze of the Face, and a black Cap. These Heads, thus formed into a perfect
Sphere in all Assemblies, were most exposed to the view of the Female Sort,
which did influence their Conceptions so effectually, that Nature, at last, took the
hint, and did it of her self; so that a Round-head, has been ever since as familiar a
Sight among Us, as a Long-head among the Scythians. (292–293)
As in the case of the two other dress metaphors in the Discourse, Swift employs the head
covering specific to a particular religious group—in this case, Puritans—to expose the
letter-writer’s absurd and imperious confidence in literalism, which is characteristic of
the New Science as well religious enthusiasm. Swift attacks the idea that the nature of a
thing can be altered by artificial methods in the particular world of the subject’s
experience in society. Swift’s satirical judgment is passes as the very name and identity
of this group of people changes given “a pair of Cizars, a Squeeze of the Face, and a
black Cap.” The author wants to believe in a stable relationship between content and
form, but his tendency to avoid such direct correspondences builds a layer of uncertainty
into his criticism. That is, the nature or identity of the Scythians is constructed as is that
of the English—by the shapes of their heads. The group is named and identified by the
exterior forms common to group members. Thus, we see another reversal in Swift’s work
of the direction of ontological expression. Nature does not determine external forms;
rather, external forms determine nature.
Heidegger and Deleuze. That Swift is operating in the satiric mode suggests his anticipation of
philosophical developments, even though those developments in his writing are intended to be read
ironically.
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Swift explores the complicated influence of form on nature in considerations of
ontology during the Enlightenment in Gulliver’s Travels (1726), and he does so partly by
employing an extended and troubling dress metaphor.157 In all of Gulliver’s travels to
distant lands among foreign people, he encounters beings who resemble him, in
proportion at least. Larger or smaller, more or less fastidious, more or less given to the
pursuits of intellect or the trials of servitude—in every book of Gulliver’s Travels, the
traveler confronts other social subjects and narrative agents who look like him, for the
most part. However, these formal correspondences fail to translate into Gulliver’s
identification with a common nature between him (as subject) and the other. At home or
abroad, he cannot comprehend a universal ontological basis for himself and the
characters he meets. Therefore, Gulliver’s curiosity in these lands never builds to a real
investment. They do not provide for Gulliver an intellectual context that allows him to
feel at home, as though he is a subject in his element and dressed appropriately for every
occasion. In Books I–III, Gulliver’s interactions with different societies and individuals
eventually evolve into argument, disgust, or boredom, and Swift transports the character
back to England for another round of argument, disgust, or boredom with the English
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until Gulliver leaves by another boat bound for another ill-fated destination. However,
when Gulliver comes across the Houyhnhnms in the final book of the novel, the
traveler’s experience finally furnishes him with epistemological and ontological contexts
that allow Gulliver to classify and understand his own being. The formal distinction
between the Houyhnhnms and Gulliver is unimportant to him. However, Gulliver’s initial
assumption that human nature gives rise to rational beings in the phenomenal world leads
him to first believe that the Houyhnhnms he initially encounters are, because they exhibit
speech patterns, magicians transformed into horses. Coming off of the experience in
Laputa where philosophers considered carrying objects around instead of using words,
Gulliver is primed for an environment in which forms or material manifestations of
nature can serve as referents for a common being or meaning forms. Gulliver’s
assumption that the Houyhnhnms were formal, artificial fabrications that actually
misrepresented their real being suggests that he understood a universal human nature not
necessarily contingent on external signifiers. This hermeneutic flexibility anticipates
Chomsky’s twentieth-century theorization of the pre-linguistic continuity of identities or
categories, which can function at odds with language’s capacity to define the
particular.158 However, Gulliver commits the Enlightenment philosopher’s mistake when
he substitutes for the concept of human nature the characteristic of rationalism, which he
then employs as a universal standard for being. He admires the rationalism of the
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Houyhnhnms and so reorients his ontological orientation away from one category of
fellow subjects, the Yahoos, with whom the Houyhnhnms actually identify Gulliver, and
toward the ideal of Houyhnhnm rationality, which Gulliver subsequently equates with his
own and therefore human nature. Gulliver denies the Yahoos any ontological relationship
to him as the Houyhnhnms already have. The traveler seeks an universal nature with
which he can identity to make meaning out of his experience, and he finds it in the
rationalism of the Houyhnhnms. This differentiation of being removes Yahoos from the
ontological hermeneutic that determines meaning in the lives of those subscribing to
Gulliver’s notion of human nature, which group includes just one: Gulliver himself, since
the Houyhnhnms deny Gulliver any contiguousness with Houyhnhnm nature as he does
the Yahoos to human nature.
Thus, estranged from Houyhnhnm ontology and defiant of Yahoo ontology,
Gulliver exists an universal category or identity for himself. He thereby removes the
hermeneutic necessary for an appropriate (i.e., empathetic) concept of being in a critical
universe marked by self-consciousness and uncertain signification. By embracing the
isolated, interior perspective of the post-Cartesian radical subject, Gulliver predisposes
himself to the madness of the hack at the end of A Tale of a Tub, whose rational
empiricism limits his ability to understand or engage the other by hermeneutic, so he
requires the tools of dissection to investigate the nature of the other. As he embarks upon
the Enlightenment method of finding truth by penetrating the surface, the hack’s literally
incisive interpretive strategy commits ontological violence on the other. The “Beau” he
examines is referred to as a “Carcass” rather than a human subject, and after the hack
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thinker “laid open [the Beau’s] Brain, his Heart, and his Spleen,” he concludes that
natural philosophers should cease with anatomical inquiries because “in most Corporeal
Beings, which have fallen under my Cognizance, the Outside hath been infinitely
preferable to the In” (174). Importantly, the mad hack does not advocate an
understanding of human nature by interpretive networks made possible by relationships
among subjects who determine their mutual identity as humans together. To do so would
involve him in an ontological hermeneutic that recognizes the uncertainty inherent in
contextualized meaning negotiated among subjects responsible to themselves and to one
another. Instead, the hack advocates subjective isolation from shared ontological identity,
and his discourse evolves into a solipsistic conversation with himself, wherein he builds
digression on digression and meaning becomes incomprehensible.
Gulliver commits similar physical violence on Yahoos in the Travels when he
becomes alienated from Houyhnhnm society and thereby specifically doomed to an
ontological abandonment caused by his orientation towards the ideal, which perspective
amounts effectively to self-alienation. Adam and Eve would have turned out like
Gulliver—mad and alone—had they rejected their postlapsarian orientation towards the
world and instead persisted to attempt and idealistic ontological reunion with the
heavens. John Farrell links Gulliver’s idealism with madness in Paranoia and Modernity.
He writes that the Houyhnhnms outcast Gulliver from their society when he begins aping
their forms in order to achieve their nature because “[a]t this point Gulliver is obviously
mad. He can no longer endure his own image or that of his kind. His human identity has
all but disappeared. . . . A peculiar idealism has stripped him of all the habits and customs
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that connected him with his fellow human beings and degraded him to the level of an
animal.”159 “The level of the animal” is a perspective available to Swift’s readers and not
to Gulliver, who has reoriented his ontological perspective to the ideal of Houyhnhnm
rationality over a common and compassionate relationship with other subjects. Swift’s
satire is thus directed at readers rather than at Gulliver himself, who considers Yahoos
animals, not human. Readers have access to the analogous identities of Yahoos and
humans constructed by the author in conversations between Gulliver’s Houyhnhnm
master and himself on the subject of human nature. Gulliver stifles his instinct to defend
human cleanliness in reaction to his master’s criticism of Yahoos, and although this
association between humans and Yahoos dissolves in Gulliver’s thinking, it remains in
readers. Therefore, Gulliver’s appropriation of the dried skins of Yahoos to fabricate
shoes and sails for the boat he must use to leave the land of the Houyhnhnms betrays his
utter alienation from human nature and the madness that accompanies that alienation.
Gulliver’s rejection of the hermeneutic ontology shared between himself and humans
leads him to commit cannibalism, one of the taboos that provides a foundation for
functioning societies. The radical subjectivity and interiority of the Enlightenment subject
taken to their operative extremes culminate in Gulliver wearing the skins of Yahoos.
Claude Rawson has argued that this circumstance anticipates the Nazi extermination of
Jewish, disabled, Bohemian, and other cultures because those cultures failed to meet the
Nazi ideal of the Aryan society.160 Additionally, Adorno and Horkheimer attribute
German anti-Semitism during the Holocaust to the fear that the superior or ideal group
159
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may in fact share characteristics with the animalistic and therefore inhuman group of
subjects. They write that the booming voice of the Führer is the anxious response, crafted
in the style of victimhood, to the fear of ontological similitude with Jewish people. Nazis
“are the false likeness of the terrified mimesis. They reproduce within themselves the
insatiability of the power of which they are afraid. Everything must be used, everything
must belong to them. The mere existence of the other is a provocation.”161 In the same
vein, Gulliver, terrified of identification with the Yahoo nature, posits himself as a
superior being. However, his alienation from the nature of the superior Houyhnhnms
leads to a reactionary and violent response by which he violates the ontology of the other
to assert his superiority over it. Because Gulliver tries to change his ontological makeup
by adopting the external forms of another set of beings, his dress (Yahoo skins) exhibit
the cannibalistic violation of what readers know is his own ontology.
In Swift’s Discourse, the letter-writer’s focus on external forms also prevents him
from finding common meaning and identity with the other. His tendency to describe the
empirical makes him ignorant of the contexts directly in front of him. Essentially, he
cannot see the forest for the trees. The intention of the enthusiastic subject is evident to
readers, but the letter-writer never makes comment on the cause of the affliction until the
end of the Discourse, when his attribution of enthusiasm to lust seems tacked on after the
detailed insinuations of manipulation he offers to readers in preceding pages. For
example, in dealing with the mechanic operation of the spirit, in the enthusiastic subject,
there is a “block[]” between the senses and the “Fort of Reason” (294). The subject with
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blocked reason must “divert, bind up, stupify, fluster, and amuse the Senses,” and while
the senses are otherwise engaged, “the Spirit enters and performs its Part” (294).
After this detailed formulation of the procedure by which the subject can induce a
fantastic fit by manipulating the senses, the writer offers a preemptive response to critics
who will deny by biblical precedent the three different manners by which the holy spirit =
influences modern people. Those critics suggest that discord in modern opinions and the
specified vocabularies of diverse fields keep people from understanding one another and
that this confusion prevents the spirit from introduction into the being. The third manner
by which critics might suggest that influence of the spirit remains irrelevant is a matter of
dress. Hats, the authors say, “do utterly exclude all Approaches of the Spirit, and bar up
its antient Way of entering [sic], by covering [subjects] so close, and so industriously a
top. For, they will needs have it as a Point clearly gained, that the Cloven Tongues never
sat upon the Apostles Heads, while their Hats were on” (295–296). Here Swift’s satire
seems to be directed toward Quakers and toward the letter-writer. Referring to the first
Pentecost in the second Book of Acts, when the holy spirit first “sat upon” the apostles
and “filled [them] with the Holy Ghost (2:3–4), the author here suggests that people use
garments as a protective technology against the influence or manipulation wrought by
information contextual to the self. Frank H. Ellis associates the allusion to the Pentecost
with the cultural conversation during Swift’s time about Quaker religious practices in
England.162 Quakers were known for refusing to participate in the seventeenth century in
what was known as “hat honour,” or, the expression of deference to a person or other
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symbol of authority like a flag or a coat of arms through the ceremony of removing one’s
hat. As Susan Wareham Watkins notes, this rejection of social convention had violent
repercussions for many male Quakers in the Early Modern Period.163 Many Anglicans,
Catholics, Puritans, and members of other dissenting groups honored their private faith
but took part in social rituals as a way to maintain a semblance of social unity following
the destabilization of the Civil Wars. Quakers were not similarly conciliatory. The
Quaker policy on hats was a particular problem to some government administrators
because of the emphasis their practice put on human heads, one of which was
contentiously just removed from the shoulders of a king. Thus, Quaker rejection of hat
honors was a serious affront to systems of authority in post-Civil War England, and many
Quakers received passionate responses to their practice. However, in spite of beatings and
imprisonment, Quakers maintained the practice of refusing hat honor. The custom was
developing into a cultural commitment mechanism, allowing Quakers to publicly affirm
their participation in the group by “[e]mbracing distinctive Quaker principles of plain
clothing, language,” and architecture.164 Those cultural features helped mark the group’s
social cohesion, “enhancing and ensuring psychological separation from their former
lifestyle and helping the individual forge a new identity.”165
Swift does not acknowledge the cultural and psychological nuances functioning in
the conventions of dress developed by Quakers because his aversion to definitive
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statements inclines him to avoid overt identification with groups, especially those with
such vehement attachment to ideological standards as the Quakers, as their rejection of
hat honors makes clear. The “fashion statement” made by Quakers places the subject
making the statement with hat or collar or otherwise at the start of a conversation in every
context in which that subject finds him or herself. He or she never stops making the
statement as long as he or she is projecting that statement into the world by virtue of the
sign. We have already seen in Swift’s Epistle to a Lady that the over-talker participates in
bad sense and failed reasoning, which require interaction and exchange. In the Discourse,
the letter-writer’s rejection of Quaker principles seems to support a principle that Swift
would advocate as well, even though Swift was just previously orchestrating the ridicule
of the writer for his empty ideas and slavish attention to public discourses and popular
genres.
As in A Tale of a Tub, Swift does not align his satire or engage the participatory
inclinations of his readers with any particular voice or even a particular level of discourse
within the text. In order that readers avoid identification with any single narrative
perspective, consistent contradiction is Swift’s method. Thus, as Milton’s concept of the
ironic universe in Paradise Lost enables the author to establish a universal substance
(God) at the ontological basis of every finite creation, so Swift’s ironic discourse
encompasses all ideologies and establishes an uncertain yet universal human nature at the
foundation of all conversation and interaction. Swift’s system of signification represents
the same breadth of totality that Milton’s monist materialism ascribes to God. In paying
attention to the multifarious objects of Swift’s critique in his pointed satire on
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materialism, we find at the foundation of all of them is Swift’s rejection of forms for the
sake of forms. That rejection of adherence to principle—whether of founded or
unfounded—builds the common base of the reader’s critique of the letter-writer and the
letter-writer’s critique of the Quakers and their hats. The only acceptable principle for
Swift is that the subject should consider Cromwell’s petition that he or she may be
mistaken and therefore to employ reason compassionately. This epistemological standard
requires uniform and consistent acts of redefining of the contours of the subject in
relation to shifting contexts. In Tom Jones, readers of this study will encounter a similar
resistance to definition of the self and to the sanctity of a finely demarcated interiority.
However, as we trace the trajectory of the ontological flattening of the idea of human
nature, Fielding’s characters and readers find human nature in good humor and in good
manners.
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Chapter 3: Hermeneutic Ontology in Tom Jones

“There is no intrinsic Merit in a Muff.”
William Franklin to Margaret Abercrombie,
24 October 1758

I. FIELDING’S DRAMATIC HERMENEUTIC
In the Memoirs of eighteenth-century poet and autobiographer Laetitia Pilkington,
who became a member of Swift’s Dublin circle in he 1730s, Pilkington recalls the time
when Swift told her about the two times in his life he had ever laughed: “once at some
Trick a Mountebank’s Merry-Andrew play’d; and the other time was at the Circumstance
of Tom Thumb’s killing the Ghost” (312). The ghost that inspired Swift’s rare laughter is
a character in a play by no other than Henry Fielding, whose Tom Thumb. A Tragedy was
first shown to audiences at Haymarket in April 1730. The play was put on as an
afterpiece to Fielding’s already popular The Author’s Farce, which was in the eighth
night of its first run. Together, they ran for nearly a month, an impressive turnout at the
time.166 The Author’s Farce is a metadramaic work, featuring plays within plays and
interaction between characters in what would be distinct levels of narrative discourse if
Fielding were writing within Diderot’s four walls. In it, the playwright Luckless tries to
make a living by his craft and has written a new work, to be performed by puppets, in
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which a host of figures, including Mrs. Novel, Signior Opera, Dr. Orator, and Don
Tragedio, among others, attempt to win the hand of the Goddess Nonsense. Albert Rivero
writes that this allegory functions as literary criticism. Each of these genres, he writes,
has adopted the conventions of others to the extent that they are “interchangeable[].” In
that lack of distinction, Fielding “underscore[s] . . . the difficulty . . . of drawing
boundaries, of determining where one abuse ends and the next one begins.” Nonetheless,
“[i]n its attempt at comprehensiveness, Luckless’s puppet show thus runs the risk of
diffusiveness,” and characters in Luckless’s world must step in to put an end to the
appeals of Nonsense’s suitors.167 Fielding’s work edges on the potential for confused
composition in that his audience must navigate their experience, Fielding’s play,
Luckless’s play, the world of Nonsense, and the theatrical or more broadly literary
critical conversations of the time. However, Fielding’s discursive precision keeps
audiences aware of the contexts in which their experience operates, and even when
narrative levels of discourse begin to overlap, his work maintains clarity.168 Fielding’s
significant argument about the emptiness of literary works that develop out of rash and
ignorant combinations of various generic conventions gains additional clarity in Tom
Thumb. The specter of Tragedio, who blandly praises the “Novelty” of his tragic drama in
The Author’s Farce (40), governs Tom Thumb in that the afterpiece contains the
neologisms, genre-blending, and exaggerated employment of tragic elements that
characterized Tragedio’s self-presentation. In the afterpiece, the diminutive Tom Thumb
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has defeated giants, for which feats King Arthur awards Thumb the hand of his daughter
Huncamunca in marriage. Arthur’s wife is unhappy with the pair and sets out to separate
the couple. On the way to his wedding ceremony, Thumb is devoured by a cow,
depriving Lord Grizzle, who was also devoted to Huncamunca, of the opportunity to
murder him. However, when Thumb’s ghost appears at court, Grizzle’s “Vengeance is
restor’d” when he kills the ghost (15).
The murder of ghost must have been particularly funny to Swift, who, as is
evident in the previous chapter, undermines materialist philosophy by exposing the
absurdity of the conclusions reached by its proponents when they comprehensively apply
the ideological framework of materialism to human experience as an epistemological
method. Although Fielding’s satire in Tom Thumb was targeted at dramatic sloppiness
and not materialist philosophy, Fielding shares Swift’s suspicion of totalizing ideological
systems that produce thinkers who presume that the items in their intellectual wardrobes
will fit, explain, and categorize all aspects human experience. The satirical prose fiction
of both Fielding and Swift exhibits the tragi-comic consequences of the mismatch. When
the idea of an universal human nature is exposed as a product of the desire of the
Enlightenment, human nature itself can be understood as a formal construct.
Consequently, “dressing nature” constitutes a process of piling formal structure on formal
structure without the requirement of appropriate fit. Words may resemble ideas, but they
will not agreeably and completely distinguish the entirety of a concept or a thing, as
minds always also associate signifiers with other concepts and other things. Thus, even
what audiences and critics have figured Fielding’s most pointed critiques also examine
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broader social systems and intellectual or political paradigms. Robert Hume emphasizes
that Tom Thumb does not take Walpole specifically as a target as some critics have
argued; rather, Hume writes, the play is more appropriately considered as a satire on
heroic drama in the style of Buckingham. As a comedy on genre, Fielding’s critique of
ideological structures does not diagnose specific tenets, policies, or other structural
elements of political systems as faulty but rather jabs at the broader notion of
paradigmatic organization and authority.169 Thomas Lockwood also argues that the play
even undoes that broad objective: “in the finished result it follows the pattern of The
Beggar’s Opera, so merrily reproducing the low subject material as to lose the official
disapproval in the merriment.”170 Albert J. Rivero writes that “Fielding shares the
deconstructive critic’s joy in revealing the undermining duplicity of . . . language and
conventions. . . . But unlike the deconstructive critic, Fielding wishes to arrest the process
of deconstruction,” which will lead to “nothingness.”171 As Lockwood suggests,
Fielding’s deconstruction of categories and blending of boundaries produces laughter
instead. Rivero does not approach the subject of the ideas or standards with which
Fielding replaces the conventions he dismantles. This chapter argues that Fielding locates
meaning in the principle of social contingency, which requires readers to acknowledge
and operate with responsibility to other people, whether those people recognize their
reciprocal responsibility or not.172 This chapter will begin with Fielding in the genre of
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prose fiction masquerading as nonfiction, which fails the test of this project because
Fielding’s The Female Husband, although concerned with meaning and identity, lacks
the multidimensional perspective of Fielding’s narrator in later novels. I will then
consider Tom Jones as a prime example of the hermeneutic ontology of the novel.

II. FIELDING’S CHARACTERS OF MANNERS
Fielding’s writing exhibits both nervousness and curiosity surrounding the
capacity for the ambiguous interpretation of human nature from external signifiers
following the breakdown of social and epistemological authority that occurred in the
Enlightenment, the Protestant Reformation, and the English Civil Wars. In Joseph
Andrews (1742) and in Tom Jones (1749), Fielding showcases the inability of dress to
accurately express human nature, whether narrators and readers commend or disparage
that nature in various characters. In Fielding’s fiction, all characters, whether honest or
deceptive, at some point or another cannot understand one another by external markers.173

contemporary novels in the increasing variety of print publications contributing to discourse in the public
sphere. The large numbers of reviews and lack of theoretical standardization among critics helped define
the genre as a dialogic and discursive genre. Reviewers operated with a “stubborn refusal to evaluate all
writers or all novels by a single standard . . . The victory of diversity over consistency may strike the
theoretical purist as contributing to a hopelessly compromised poetics, but it more than compensates for
that in its support of a genre forever in the process of reimagining itself.” On discourse shifting from the set
standards of Romance to the heteroglossia of the novel, Bartolomeo writes that “[d]ialogue, within and
among novelists and critics, favored options over absolutes, heterogeneity over consenus” (A New Species
of Criticism, 160–161).
173 Jenny Davidson’s fascinating article on the uses of detail in eighteenth-century life-writing and he novel
explores the evolving awareness of the ethical implications of accidental description over the course of the
novel’s development from Behn to Austen. She writes, “it is hardly too much to call circumstantiality the
constitutive problematic in English fiction of the 1720s, 30s, and 40s. . . . [T]he assertion of particularity’s
identity with truthfulness is the basis of Richardson’s practice as a novelist[,] and in a different sense
Fielding is equally preoccupied with the circumstantial and the evidentiary.” (“The ‘Minute Particular,’”
270). For Fielding, and increasingly for novelists over the course of the eighteenth century, the question of
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Therefore, Fielding reprimands characters and readers alike who refuse to operate with
the intellectual and emotional generosity required to refuse to judge a book by its cover—
or, rather, the individual character of a person by his or her dress. Remembering that this
study builds on the ontological irony inherent in the radical subjectivity and interiority of
the Enlightenment subject and on the generic forms derived from that conception of
irony, we proceed with the understanding that Fielding writes in the tradition of a
narrative epistemology founded in hermeneutics.
The processes of following Fielding’s plots and knowing the identities of his
characters require the interpretation of interior meaning or nature from exterior accident
or dress. Fielding incorporates discourse on writing and reading into his fiction because
doing so allows him to commentate on the hermeneutic process of the novel while
readers face this new mode of knowing things in the eighteenth century. His metaphors
figure words as dress and point out to readers that the process of knowing things based on
those signifiers is uncertain. One of Fielding’s great contributions to fiction in the
eighteenth century is his asking of readers to approach the finding of meaning in life and
literature with a skeptical benevolence that allows for the possibility of goodness in spite
of a messy, chaotic, or inappropriate exterior. As Fielding writes in the first chapter of
Tom Jones, “the Excellence of the mental Entertainment consists less in the Subject, than
in the Author’s Skill in well dressing it up” (I.1.4).174 Like Swift, Fielding refused to
operate on a principle of certainty, as though the story told is the whole story. Thus,

whether thinking gets closer to truth as the mind encounters more extensive description of circumstance
was paramount in both life- and fiction-writing.
174 Citations for quotations from Tom Jones follow this format: (Book.Chapter.Page number).
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because Fielding was never a novelist who would openly take his craft seriously, the
author sarcastically suggests here that vehicle is more important than content and that
novels are meant primarily to entertain. However, his assertion is genuine in that readers
should be aware of the artifice of fiction and the extent to which authors are dressing up
old stories in new clothes. Henry Power has recently argued that Fielding’s recognition
and eventual celebration of the influence of the print marketplace on the epic and
classical foundations of his work allowed him to experiment with standards for narrative
form and appeal to a newly-literate reading public.175 Fielding’s writing teaches readers
how to read not only his works but also the new world, unstable following the
intellectual, political, and theological revolutions of the seventeenth century. The
particular stories and individual psychologies narrated in novels provided accidental
specificity to Fielding’s subject, human nature. However, the foundation of Fielding’s
human nature rests in the comportment of humans interacting with one another, not in
experimentation or rationalism, as many Enlightenment thinkers established the
concept.176 Fielding’s introductory chapter to Book VI of Tom Jones mentions
contemporary “Philosophers . . . who are honourably mentioned by the late Dr. Swift” and
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Epic into Novel. Powers situates Fielding’s concepts of dress in economic and technological
innovations in the time period. In contrast, because I contextualize Fielding’s concept of dress with
Enlightenment ontology and epistemology, my readings emphasize hermeneutics rather than commodity
consumption. The early work of Jean Baudrillard on consumption and signification provides useful
association between Powers’ work and my analysis. “The logic of consumption, as we have seen, can be
defined as a manipulation of signs. The symbolic values of creation and the symbolic relation of
inwardness are absent from it: it is all in externals. The object loses its objective finality and its function; it
becomes a term in a much greater combinatory, in sets of objects in which it has merely relational value”
(The Consumer Society, 115).
176 On the Enlightenment concept of human nature, see the introduction to this study. In relation to
Fielding specifically, E. J. Hundert argues that the author “self-consciously adopted a position in diametric
opposition to those ‘political philosophers,’ particularly Mandeville and La Rochefoucauld, who
represented man as a ‘depraved, and totally bad’ creature” (The Enlightenment's Fable, 154).
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subjected to the doctor’s criticism for the development of their theories “by the mere
Force of Genius alone” (II.2). Fielding’s emphasis on the solitary philosopher suggests a
Swiftian distrust of and distaste for thinkers who develop their ideas, like Descartes and
like the Enthusiasts in A Discourse Concerning the Mechanical Operation of the Spirit,
based on the experience of the solitary individual and his or her inward light.
Because Fielding’s understanding of human nature is predicated on the
individual’s behavior and attitude in relation to other people, Samuel Johnson was
accurate when he called Fielding’s fictional people “characters of manners.”177 Boswell
records this designation in The Life of Johnson in year 1768, fourteen after the death of
Fielding. Johnson qualifies the assertion by comparing Fielding’s characters to Samuel
Richardson’s. Johnson states,
there is all the difference in the world between characters of nature and characters
of manners; and there is the difference between the characters of Fielding and
those of Richardson. Characters of manners are very entertaining; but they are to
be understood, by a more superficial observer, than characters of nature, where a
man must dive into the recesses of the human heart. (299)
Johnson’s diving metaphor resembles the Enlightenment process of piecing the surface of
experience and knowing the interior of an object. Richardson’s narrative strategy is that
of the administrator of the Enlightenment New Science, objectifying the knowable thing
and then defining that thing completely—what it is and what it is not, as we saw in the
work of Alexander Pope. William Beatty Warner’s Reading 'Clarissa': The Struggles of
Interpretation identifies readers with Lovelace. Warner writes that the novel strives for
an objective whereby Clarissa “will be undressed, seen, penetrated, and known. These are
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the activities which engage every reader, like Lovelace, who wishes to win authority for
his interpretation.”178 Warner’s analysis focuses on close readings Richardson’s novel, so
he does not venture to explore the influence of Enlightenment philosophical
methodologies on characters like Lovelace, who strive for omniscience. Laura Hinton has
identified this penetrative method as the post-Enlightenment “subject’s perverse visual
strategies for self-definition.”179 Johnson uses another metaphor of interiority in a
subsequent comparison between the two authors: “there was as great a difference
between [Richardson and Fielding] as between a man who knew how a watch was made,
and a man who could tell the hour by looking on the dial-plate.”180 Again, Johnson
appreciates Richardson’s narrative for exposing the interiority of the object. What
Johnson does not acknowledge is the idea that—to extend his metaphor—while Fielding
was showing readers the watch face, he was also changing the idea of time.181
Specifically, the discourse of Fielding’s novels operates on multiple discursive levels of
experience—reader, narrator, character, society. His narratives also functions in multiple
modes—satirical, sentimental, epic, realist, and more. Therefore, Fielding’s fiction
operates with dimensionality that Richardson’s penetration of characters’ hearts cannot
178
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181 My appropriation of Johnson’s metaphor broaches the issue of time in Fielding’s novels. Wright notes
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achieve. Warner’s emphasis on the need for Clarissa to be undressed provides a useful
guide for this study. As Enlightenment philosophers attempted absolute knowledge of
objects, so some authors like Richardson wrote with the proclaimed objective of absolute
definition, even if their work exhibits irony and uncertainty instead. The Enlightenment
objective of ontological exposure dictates that scientists and thinkers reveal entirely the
interiority of a thing that is manifest in its empirical exterior. In contrast, the hermeneutic
ontology of this history the novel and its emergent discourses provides a framework for
identification and meaning between and around contingent characters, objects, and ideas.
Johnson was right in noting that Fielding’s characters are characters of manners, in that
their slippery identities are established in terms of their thoughts and behaviors in regards
to other characters and also in terms of the narrator’s commentary on those relationships.
However, Johnson’s thinking about being was misguided by his encompassing
inclination to know. Superficiality is not the defining characteristic of Fielding’s readers.
Instead, Fielding’s multivalent ironic narrative strategies prevent observers from
absolutely identifying his characters with an established identity. Readers do not know
Fielding’s characters intimately from the inside-out. Therefore, if Richardson’s characters
of nature are natural in the context of Enlightenment notions of inquiry and identification,
then Fielding’s novels are unnatural. Ian Watt’s uncertain response to Fielding in The
Rise of the Novel makes his deviation from alternative nascent generic standardizations
clear.182 This project identifies a concurrent trajectory of philosophical underpinnings for
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novelistic discourse, which originates in narrative responses to cultural uncertainty
following the revolutions of the sixteenth and seventeenth century.

III. PAMPHLET PROSE; OR, THE NEED FOR FIELDING’S NARRATOR
In contrast to the hermeneutic ontology at work in Joseph Andrews and Tom
Jones, in a pamphlet published just three years before the first edition of his best-known
novels, Fielding exploits popular anxiety surrounding the unstable relationship between
dress and identity. He published The Female Husband (1746) to take advantage of a
scandalous story in the papers late that year about a transvestite named Mary Hamilton,
who was charged to six months in prison and a public whipping for disguising herself as
a man in order to marry a young woman named Mary Price.183 Fielding may have been
informed of some of the details of Hamilton’s case by his cousin Henry Gould,184 who
was one of her prosecuting attorneys. However, critic Sheridan Baker emphasizes that
Fielding wrote The Female Husband “mostly from his own fictive stock,” and Baker
carefully draws parallels between the diction and phrasing patterns between the
sensational—at times, nearly pornographic—pamphlet and Fielding’s fiction.185
Therefore, for the purposes of this study, I examine The Female Husband as a work of
Jones, wherein he acknowledges that Fielding’s focus is not on the individual alone but on the individual
within a broad cultural perspective (260–289).
183 Baker (214–215) and May identify four newspaper accounts of Hamilton’s charge: the Bath Journal
(22, 29 September, 3 November), the story in which was reiterated by the Daily Advertiser (7 November),
the St. James’s Evening Post (8 November), the Ipswich Journal (15 November), and the Gentleman’s
Magazine (November). I have also located the same account in the London Evening Post (6–8 November),
the Penny London Post or The Morning Advertiser (7–10 November), the Westminster Journal or New
Weekly Miscellany (8 November), and the George Faulkner the Dublin Journal (15–18 November).
184 Jones, Henry Fielding, 98.
185 “Henry Fielding’s the Female Husband,” 215–219.
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fiction and not a journalistic piece and thus consider its treatment of the narrative of Mary
Hamilton not as a text intended to spread news but rather as one designed to impart some
understanding of human nature by way of fictional discourse concerning everyday events.
However, readers of this study will recognize that without the dynamic moral discourse
of Fielding’s self-reflexive, ironic narrator, the narrative of Mary Hamilton engages the
method of absolutist definition that characterizes the perspective of Enlightenment New
Science.
The Female Husband shows Fielding both aghast and curious regarding the
capacity for a woman to operate with a male identity based on external signifiers of that
identity—specifically, dress. Hamilton is eventually caught and tried, so her female
‘nature’ is eventually exposed for the law and society as it is for readers throughout
Fielding’s narrative. However, the case proved complicated for magistrates at the time
who were not clear on exactly which crime with which they should charge Hamilton. Her
judge settled on fraud and vagrancy, the latter of which crime historian Anne Middleton
defines as “as a social threat not merely in practical or economic terms, but as what one
might call an ontological and epistemological problem.”186 The judge could not charge
Hamilton with a criminal act of lesbianism, but he may have incorporated the vagrancy
charge into her offenses in an attempt to provide a structure of meaning for an
indeterminate subject who threatened patriarchal stability. Middleton notes that “[t]o the
disturbing performative indeterminacy of vagrant populations, the countermeasure
proposed is similarly a universal legal mechanism: that of documentary fixity and
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accountability, a project of textualizing and authorizing identity.”187 The countermeasure
in Hamilton’s case was six months in prison, but the vagrancy charge itself functions to
police and circumscribe Hamilton’s uncertain identity.
In Henry Fielding at Work, Lance Bertelsen notes that as a magistrate himself,
Fielding would have encountered numerous cases of vagrancy on a regular basis.188 The
epistemological and ontological implications of Hamilton’s charge must have proved
interesting and to some degree threatening to the author, whose pamphlet condemns her
fluid identity. However, Fielding’s inclination towards social contingency in
identification and meaning is evident in The Female Husband alongside his overt harsh
critique. With increasing frequency throughout the text itself, Fielding complicates
gendered pronouns and identifies Hamilton with the masculine “he” and “his.” For the
first six pages of the 23-page pamphlet, Fielding refers to Hamilton as “she.” Hamilton is
“she” when young and apparently duped into a lesbian relationship by an enthusiastic and
lewd Methodist called Mrs. (Anne) Johnson.189 This detail in the pamphlet has never
been proven or even repeated by other authors, so it is significant that Fielding
specifically includes into the narrative a point of seduction without which Hamilton
would ostensibly have ended up behaving by normative standards of gender identity.
Fielding writes, “Mrs. Hamilton declares her love, or rather friendship, was totally
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innocent, till the temptations of Johnson first led her astray. This latter was, it seems, no
novice in impurity, which, as she confess’d, she had learnt and often practiced at Bristol
with her methodistical sisters” (3). Under the manipulation of an external agent,
Hamilton’s romantic loving of a woman affords her only the formal characteristics of a
male, which exist in action—specifically, the sex act (which is all the interaction readers
ever encounter of their relationship)—and not in nature, which identity would require the
use of the masculine pronoun. For that reason, Fielding does not employ “he” in regards
to Hamilton until she behaves ‘like a man’ of her own accord, without the influence of
Johnson. Fielding’s text therefore implies that the actions or behaviors that reflect a
particular identity are only authentic if those actions derive from the will of the agent
enacting them. That is to say, signifiers are false unless shaped by the true intention of the
signifying agent. For Laurence Sterne in Tristram Shandy (1759–1767), even
intentionality was not necessary for understanding ontology; however, it is useful to
recall from chapter one the notion of substantial utterance developed by Milton in
Paradise Lost (1674). In the literary trajectory from the latter text to the former, we see
collapsing distance between interiority and exteriority.190 For Milton, the will of God
articulates and defines human nature from his own substance, which is the infinite,
universal matter of the creation. God’s will functions without the capacity for error or
inaccuracy. However, when the corrupt product of a postlapsarian universe expresses
190
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identity, there exists potential for accident to misrepresent nature. Operating in the
intellectual tradition of Milton’s ironic and hermeneutic ontology identified in this study,
the narrative of The Female Husband emphasizes the process of material utterance
(gender identity) in the definition of the social self. However, the discord between nature
and form at the heart of Fielding’s pamphlet is possible because Fielding’s creative
background contains the acknowledgement that form can in fact influence nature. This
reversal of ontological trajectory characterized novelistic discourse and eventually of
modernity itself, in the poststructuralist idea that language determines existence.191
Although Fielding does not conceive of identity as an entirely social or linguistic
construct, in this fictional work, he does manipulate language and identity depending on
the will of the subject. Having preserved normative gender identities in The Female
Husband for the first six pages, Fielding proceeds to subtly indicate through comparative
grammar that deviation from those regular pronoun standards is to come. Briefly after
Hamilton and Johnson move together as a couple to Bristol, Johnson is swept off her feet
by a soldier named Rogers and marries him. Hamilton “was no sooner informed of it,
than she became almost frantic, she tore her hair, beat her breasts, and behaved in as
outrageous a manner as the fondest husband could, who had unexpectedly discovered the
infidelity of a beloved wife” (4). Hamilton here nearly assumes the nature of a man.
Fielding moderates that direct appropriation of male identity with the employment of a
simile—Hamilton acts “as” a husband—but the author’s diction obstructs the easy
comparison and makes the characterization read almost like direct identification.
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Hamilton doesn't just act “as the fondest husband.” With greater syntactic complication,
she acts “in as outrageous a manner as the fondest husband could.” By incorporating the
prepositional phrase "in . . . a manner,” Fielding muddles the comparative grammar that
obviously likens Hamilton's behavior to that of a man but that would have also
simultaneously highlighted the ‘natural’ gender distinction between the groups male and
female. Comparison of course makes connection, but because compared objects retain
their identities, it also points out difference. However, Fielding obscures the similetic
“as” with the addition of the prepositional phrase. Therefore, Hamilton and “the husband”
are left in a comprehensible yet murky syntactic relationship that prepares readers for the
male clothes Hamilton dons after her abandonment by Johnson, at which moment her
desire for women is constructed as more conventionally male because it operates within
her on its own rather than in contingency to Johnson, her initial motivator. The ultimate
dependent clause with which Fielding closes this paragraph reinforces the increasingly
male-natured identity of Hamilton. The abandoned woman “behaved in as outrageous a
manner as the fondest husband could, who had unexpectedly discovered the infidelity of
a beloved wife.” Readers encounter the simile analyzed above again reiterated and
extended to define the situation of “the fondest husband,” the syntactic significance of
which role has eclipsed that of the abandoned woman at the start of the sentence. This
sentence deserves careful attention because after this significant moment of transition in
the pamphlet, the basis of Hamilton’s sexual identity shifts from its derivation in
Johnson’s desire to one based on personal motivation. She no longer functions socially as
a woman with tendencies ‘natural’ to men (because she pursues women); instead,
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Hamilton operates as a male both socially and personally, and she does so by acquiring a
set of men’s clothes.
Just after the comparative suggestion of a male identification for Hamilton after
Johnson leaves her, Hamilton the character follows suit with her narrator’s approximation
of her male identity by employing accidental signifiers or masculinity. Fielding writes,
“she began to consult what course to take, when the strangest thought imaginable
suggested itself to her fancy. This was to dress herself in mens cloaths, to embarque for
Ireland, and commence Methodist teacher” (5). The explicit and superlative strangeness
of Hamilton’s thought illustrates the perversity of her plan to the reasonable eighteenthcentury reader, but Fielding refuses to examine her motivation. He offers no description
of the process of Hamilton’s becoming a man, no psychological struggle or
epistemological reorientation before the adoption of this new identity. In fact,
immediately following the previous sentence, the narrator remarks explicitly that
“Nothing remarkable happened to her during the rest of her stay at Bristol, which adverse
winds occasioned to be a whole week, after she had provided herself with her dress; but
at last having procured a passage, and the wind becoming favourable, she set sail for
Dublin” (5). All it took were good winds and a set of men’s clothes for Hamilton to
embark on a new life as a man.
For the first six pages of this pamphlet, Fielding narrates Hamilton’s story by
referring to the character with female pronouns. On this seventh page, after Hamilton has
assumed the nature of a man by way of her dress, Fielding’s pronouns shift subtly until
readers first encounter Hamilton as a grammatical male, “he.” I have emphasized
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Fielding’s pronoun usage in this chapter this far because in a study about everyday
iterations of human nature in the form of novelistic narrative, linguistic markers of human
nature are significant. In the introduction to this study, I noted the need for a critical
reevaluation of the relationship between dress and nature in light of feminist scholarship,
and that need is evident in this chapter. As I hope becomes clear from this analysis of The
Female Husband, Fielding is concerned with the manipulability of identity markers—
specifically, gendered ones—and their representations of human nature in creative
discourse. Linguistically, pronouns are deictic words. The generality of their categorical
distinctions makes them meaningless words unless used specifically in reference to a
particular situation. In Discourse and Identity (2006), linguist Bethan Benwell and social
scientist Elizabeth Stokoe write that “[t]he full understanding of a deictic marker is
dependent on the context of utterance and is thus indexical.”192 Pronouns are indexical in
that they indicate or point toward the accidental articulation of a thing included in the
category they represent.
In The Female Husband, Fielding’s pronouns shift from female to male because
the formal expression of nature at which they point is, in effect, male. Therefore, the
word that determines categorical identity must follow suit. After arrival in Dublin,
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and Identity, 255. Interestingly, Benwell and Stokoe explain deixis in their chapter titled
“Virtual Identities,” which examines identity constructs in acts of Computer-Medicated Communication
(CMC). Because of the lack of direct audio-visual relationality in digital environments, pronoun use
becomes extremely important in associating discursive acts with one another and connecting signifiers to
signifieds. In The Female Husband, Fielding modifies his pronoun usage to accord with the virtual reality
constructed by Hamilton when she wears men’s clothes because the indeterminate play of signification in
his discourse makes for more interesting fiction, even if he closes the narrative off to that creative potential
at the end of the next, which moralizes the publication of the pamphlet by asserting its didactic purpose: “In
order to caution therefore that Lovely Sex, which, while they Preserve their Natural Innocence and Purity,
will still look most Lovely in the eyes of men, the above Pages have been written” (23).
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Hamilton finds room and board at a lodging-house. “Here our adventurer took a lodging
in a backstreet near St. Stephen’s Green, at which place she intended to preach the next
day” (7). Note here the gender-neutral pronoun phrase, “our adventurer,” which allows
Fielding to locate the subject in question, who is still Hamilton, in relation to the dialogue
between speaker and reader, which group is inherently plural. The deictic marker points
away from Hamilton, and because Fielding includes readers in the group, “our,” the
author holds readers accountable to the actions of Hamilton, who again functions as the
accidental articulation of identification categories that have become increasingly slippery
as the narrative continues. Fielding appeals to the ‘real’ situation (that is, Hamilton’s
‘natural’ gender) immediately after this implication of readers in the text by again
referring to Hamilton as “she” in the subsequent phrase about St. Stephen’s Green, “at
which place she intended to Preach the next day.” At this point, because Fielding follows
the gender-neutral “our adventurer” with the feminine “she,” readers remain associated
with the normative gender categories that organize social interaction.
That paragraph continues by mentioning that Hamilton “had got a Cold in the
voyage” from Bristol that prevented her from preaching the next day. In a lucky
coincidence, however, while remained at the lodging house the next day, she has
opportunity to meet a widow who also lodges there. Fielding repeats in verbatim the “our
adventurer” phrase that gives Hamilton an identity through readers’ relation to her—but
instead, this time, Fielding formulates that identity via readers’ relation to the masculine
pronoun he. The narrator states, “To this widow our adventurer began presently to make
addresses, and as he at present wanted tongue to express the ardency of his flame, he was
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obliged to make use of actions of endearment, such as squeezing, kissing, toying, &c.”
(7). Hamilton must express her romantic inclination towards the widow with body
language and behavior because her cold prevents her from using words. Significantly,
though, she operates from the first time in the pamphlet from her own motivation. Even
though her actions are physical, not linguistic, they are derived from her own subjectivity.
Free from the manipulation of Johnson’s tendencies, which precluded her from uttering
her own nature into formal interactions, Hamilton now functions in society with agency,
expressing her individual will. At this moment when substance and accident meet in
accordance, Fielding refers to Hamilton with the masculine pronoun, “he,” for the first
time in The Female Husband: “as he at present wanted tongue to express the ardency of
his flame, he was obliged to make use of actions of endearment” (my emphasis).
Although Fielding alternates throughout the rest of the pamphlet between feminine and
masculine pronouns for Hamilton, I emphasize this moment in the text because it so
clearly demonstrates capacity for creative discourse as it is being worked out and
experimented with in the eighteenth century to negotiate and determine the ontological
circumstance of even the most morally and socially complicated individuals. Fielding
recognized intellectual and narrative potential in the story of Mary Hamilton for a piece
of popular literature concerned with articulations of human nature in a new world of
shifting signifiers. As we have seen, although The Female Husband culminates in the
restoration of normative gender identities and the social signifiers that indicate them, it is
possible for the clothes to make the man.
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Fielding’s narratives about female appropriations of male nature are some of the
subjects of Jill Campbell's analysis in Natural Masques: Gender and Identity in
Fielding’s Plays and Novels. The core of Campbell’s study concerns Fielding’s
awareness that the social constructs that signify human nature, especially in terms of
gender identity, are subject to manipulation and impersonation. Because Fielding
understands gender identities to be based on accidental properties like dress and other
social signifiers, he often employs the confusion between form and nature in his work to
various effects. Campbell argues that in his plays, that confusion threatens character
development and narrative stability. However, in his novels, Fielding takes advantage of
the lack of defined generic standards and categories for the developing genre to pursue
confusion between substance and accident as a characteristic of life with the potential to
grant social agency to groups otherwise disenfranchised by systems of authority or bad
manners (which systems are often concomitant). Campbell writes, “The Female Husband
shows Fielding at once at his most violently defensive about the scandal of female
appropriation of male identity and at his most explicit about the thorough appropriability
of masculine identity constituted by clothing.”193 Campbell notes that Fielding
understands a threat to social organization when women assume male identities and
consequently the cultural capital that attends the markers of the male gender. However,
he is also supremely aware of the facility by which male identity can be usurped and
interested in the narrative potential of that masquerade. Fielding’s curiosity as to the
range of social, lexical, and discursive dimensions of experience that circumscribe
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meaning in his work finds expression in the discourses of reevaluation and reformulation
that characterize the novels. Outside of the instances of pronoun-bending, Fielding’s
interest in masquerade and identity was overshadowed in The Female Husband by real
anxiety over social disintegration and by moral concern over an ‘unnatural’ lesbian
partnership. Although the work was produced in the form of a fictional pamphlet, The
Female Husband’s foundation in the news and relevance to Fielding’s magisterial career
removes it from the original discourse of his fictional work. Simon Dickie notes that
“often with Fielding, one finds that his imaginative treatments of ethical or religious
questions are far less controlled than his journalistic pronouncements, his statements from
the bench—or his prefaces and other post facto declarations of how he was hoping to be
read.”194 The irony-wielding narrator that Fielding will introduce in Joseph Andrews
furnished the author with a variety of perspectival annexes by which he and readers
would be able to contextualize, problematize, reconsider, and reassess the sometimes
troubling discourses and circumstances at work in his novels. In Tom Jones, Fielding’s
narrator provides an index for the various contexts in which readers can determine
meaning in his work, some more overt than others.

IV: FIELDING’S “UNNATURAL” NOVEL
The narrator of Tom Jones returns to different topics, ideas, and sentiments
consistently throughout the book as a means of incorporating a self-reflexive discourse
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that accomplishes two objectives. First, it reminds readers that the narrative in which they
invest themselves is artificial and constructed. Second, it paradoxically resembles real
experience in the patterns of digression, association, and self-consciousness (because,
again, the novel constitutes a type of subjectivity) that the narrator’s self-reflexivity
builds into the story. Of the topics and ideas to which the narrator returns to accomplish
this unreal reality, perhaps the most significant one in relation to this project is Sophia’s
muff. Because this study examines the strategies by which authors employ dress as
metaphor for signification or a discursive marker for considerations of Enlightenment
theories of ontology and epistemology, Sophia’s muff is a rich source of analysis. It is a
symbolic and mediating substitute for characters, a marker of their psychological
development, a metonymic device within the text, a vulgar slang term, an instrument of
foreshadowing, an understood or misunderstood signifier, a means and an object of satire,
and a device for plot development. Indeed, after Tom breaks his arm saving Sophia from
a fall off of her horse (IV.13), he recuperates at Squire Western’s house, where the squire
summons Tom to the hall to listen to Sophia play the harp. Sophia, made aware by Mrs.
Honour that the muff represents Tom’s interest in her, wears the muff constantly to
signify her complicity in their mutual affection. When the muff impedes Sophia’s
playing, Western throws it into the fire, but “Sophia instantly started up, and with the
utmost Eagerness recovered it from the Flames” (V.4.246). Due to Fielding’s narrator’s
commentary on the literary and cultural contexts of the novel and on the more immediate
contexts of characters interactions with one another, including their affective and selfconscious responses to various situations, readers know well that the muff signifies
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flirtatious acknowledgement of reciprocal interest between Tom and Sophia. However,
the narrator reaffirms the hermeneutic breadth of readers’ perspectives with characteristic
irony:
Though this Incident will probably appear of little Consequence to many of our
Readers, yet, trifling as it was, it had so violent an Effect on poor Jones, that we
thought it our Duty to relate it. In reality, there are many little Circumstances too
often omitted by injudicious Historians, from which Events of the utmost
Importance arise. The World may indeed be considered as a vast Machine, in
which the great Wheels are originally set in Motion by those which are very
minute, and almost imperceptible to any but the strongest Eyes. (V.4.246)
Fielding’s narrator both extends reader perspectives to incorporate the “vast[ness]” of the
“machine” and telescopes reader perspectives to account for the “very minute”
movements of individuals functioning within the larger social structure. Maurice Johnson
noted in 1959 that, for the most part, the narrative episodes featuring Sophia’s muff
pinpoint “the symmetrical order of the novel itself (composed of a triptych with six books
laid in the country, six on the road, and six in London, returning full circle to the country
at the end).”195 Johnson also notes the narrative symmetry in the muff’s function in the
first half of the novel in the hands of Sophia as a substitute for Tom and in the second
half in Tom’s hands as a substitute for Sophia. These symmetries are important and they
do reveal “the novel’s constructive art, the careful architecture and ‘perfect plot’ for
which Tom Jones has always been praised.”196
However, I indicated above that Johnson’s emphasis on symmetry is appropriate
“for the most part” because, as Michael McKeon has argued, Fielding’s narrative
discourse demonstrates the variety and indeterminacy of the Bakhtinian heteroglossic
195
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text, which characteristic in its multivalence eschews perfect order.197 Johnson admits
that Tom Jones contains a final reference to Sophia’s muff that fails to conform to a
symmetrical structure of characters or plot development in the text. In the penultimate
book of the novel, in conversation with Mrs. Waters about the actions and consequences
that led to his imprisonment, Jones “informed her of many Things which she well knew
before. . . . He likewise told her several Facts of which she was ignorant, as the
Adventure of the Muff, and other Particulars, concealing only the Name of Sophia”
(XVII.9.247). Tom tells Waters that he has reformed, which assertion she treats as the
conjecture of a man who is penitent in jail but probably will not be after he is released.
The narrator shuts down the question of Tom’s reform ambiguously:
Many more Things of this Kind she uttered, some of which it would do her no
great Honour, in the Opinion of some Readers, to remember; nor are we quite
certain but that the Answers made by Jones would be treated with Ridicule by
others. We shall therefore suppress the rest of this Conversation, and only observe
that it ended at last with perfect Innocence. (XVII.9.247)
Fielding’s narrator explicitly introduces the concept of narrative ignorance in Tom’s
telling Waters about “the Adventure of the Muff,” “of which she was ignorant.” The
narrator then envelops readers in their own ignorance, and he does so with an instance of
unsolvable irony. Tom’s past behavior suggests that friendly licentiousness is part of his
identity, so he will probably not remain faithful to Sophia; however, the conventions of
the moral narrative suggest that Tom will change his ways. The potential ridicule Tom
faces for the answers he provides to Waters are either those of the Squire Westerns of the
world, who would mock Tom for suggesting that he could reform, or of the world’s
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moralists, who would ridicule Tom for responding to the severity of his moral situation
with feigned reform. The narrative does not resolve this question for readers. Thus, in the
moment when Fielding tweaks the perfect symmetry of the narrative episodes of Sophia’s
muff, he also incorporates epistemological breakdown into the text. Johnson writes that in
this chapter, “as an actively functioning device, the muff is past usefulness.”198 Instead, I
suggest that Fielding’s text reorganizes the relevance of Sophia’s muff from a record of
perfect narrative structure to a record of narrative’s constitutional instability.
In other instances of epistemological limitation, Fielding’s narrative methodology
sometimes prevents his story or characters in it from being entirely known to readers. As
discussed below, some narrative elements in Tom Jones escape the hermeneutic of
Fielding’s irony. This epistemological evasiveness maintains reader’s limited
understandings of the motivations of characters and the consequences of narrative
developments in the novel. Thus, his work presents a picture of life like the ones drawn
by Milton and Swift, who also understood the limitations of the Enlightenment project of
ontological certainty and structured ontologies in their texts based on the inherent
unknowability of the universe. For instance, before Honour informs Tom of Sophia’s new
attachment to her muff after he kissed it, she first informed Sophia about Tom’s kissing it
in the first place. His initial emotional and physical investment in the article of dress
recontextualizes its ontological function. No longer just a hand warmer, it is also a
signifier of Tom’s affection. Additionally, the slang definition of “muff,”199 associating
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the term with female pubic hair, was present in the narrative since the introduction of the
piece of clothing into the story, wherein it served to sexualize the relationship between
Sophia and Tom. Sophia’s muff evidently operates with semantic functionality between
reader and text in addition to the obvious context between Sophia and Tom. Therefore,
Sophia’s muff has its own ontological hermeneutic, and this hermeneutic problematizes
the relationship between Sophia and Tom while simultaneously questioning the concept
of discursive authenticity.
In both cases of revelation that sanction the expanded semantic relevance of
Sophia’s muff—when Tom learns that Sophia cherishes the muff because he kissed it and
when Sophia first learns that he kissed it—characters’ and readers’ perspectives are
broadened by Sophia’s female servant, Mrs. Honour. Honour approaches both characters
with the same strategy. She first piques their curiosity by hinting at information that she
knows they both want, and then she evades disclosing that information to them to secure
for herself a position of authority. After the surgeon sets Tom’s broken arm, Honour goes
to Sophia to relate his condition to her. After guaranteeing Tom’s good nature by stating
that “all the Servants and Neighbours all round the Country love him. And, to be sure, I
could tell your Ladyship something, but that I am afraid it would offend you”
(IV.14.222). Sophia presses Honour, who denies her by suggesting the “something”
relates to Tom: “Nay, Ma'am, to be sure he meant nothing by it, therefore I would not
have your Ladyship be offended” (IV.14.222). Sophie presses again, and Honour relates
that when Tom came across Honour working in the hall last week, he saw Sophia’s muff
on a chair and kissed it. Sophia demurely suggests that perhaps Tom was unaware that
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the muff belonged to her, but Honour proves that suggestion wrong. She relates that Tom
satisfied Honour’s curiosity regarding his sudden affection for the muff, which she knew
he had seen Sophia wear “a hundred Times,” with a compliment to Sophia: “who can see
any thing beautiful in the Presence of your Lady but herself?” (IV.14.223). The two
women then repeat Honour’s earlier assertion that “he meant nothing by it” three more
times—Honour first: “to be sure he meant nothing”; Sophia second: “I really believe, as
you say, he meant nothing”; and then her woman again: “‘Nay, ma'am,’ says Honour, ‘I
protest I believe he meant nothing’” (IV.14.223–224). The women are building a coded
vocabulary here in which “nothing” stands in for “something” very significant to them
both.200 However, the objectives of the two women’s slippery signification are very
different.
Honour mentions in passing in her conversation with Sophia that she had seen
Tom kiss Sophia’s muff “one Day last Week.” She then notes that the muff Tom kissed is
“that very Muff your Ladyship gave me but yesterday” (IV.14.222–223). This
circumstance raises a question: why did Honour not tell Sophia about Tom’s affection
toward the muff when Sophia gave it to her? To answer this question, readers must
follow the money. Honour notes to Sophia that Tom “gave [her] a Crown never to
mention” the muff-kissing moment to Sophia (IV.14.223). Some time elapsed in between
Tom’s initial compliments and the rest, which Honour relays to Sophia, but Honour does
200
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not specify how much time. All readers know is that “some time afterwards”—that is,
after the first set of compliments—Tom gave Honour a crown and “made [her] swear
upon a book, but I believe, indeed, it was not the Bible” that she would keep Tom’s
compliments to herself (IV.14.223). These details suggest an economic transaction
between Tom and Honour. Perhaps Tom assumed that Honour would convey his muffkissing to Sophia without remuneration. Readers cannot tell. However, days later Tom
does pay her with the understanding that Honour will convey his compliments to Sophia.
Additionally, they participate in the ceremonies of honesty while replacing the signifiers
of ceremonial authenticity (the Bible) with hollow replicas. Finally, readers learn later
that after Honour had invested Sophia’s muff with new interpretive significance, Sophia
has gotten a new muff, which she gives to Honour to replace the one that Sophia had
originally gifted to her but that now means more than warm hands.
Sophia’s muff in Tom Jones means much more than it seems. It is a hand-warmer.
It is a sexual pun. It is a symbol of affection. It is also an indicator of the domestic,
semantic, and sexual economies that make this narrative possible and saturate it with
meaning. The mobility of the working classes around the house provides means of
communication for members of the gentry or upper classes. Their existence provides and
interpretive framework or hermeneutic for the development of meaning among members
of the house. Servants and other types of others triangulate language and discourse
around primary agents, which circumstance suggests the emptiness of subjects as
meaningful signifiers. Nicole Eustace suggests that not only narratives of courtship but
cultural courtship conventions in eighteenth-century America demanded that couples in
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love communicate not only with their potential partners but also with those partners’
friends and family members to solidify social networks, provide sturdy networks for
familial organization, and to negotiate the social power dynamics of both individuals and
larger familial or community structures.201 After he was rejected by a woman he courted,
the son of Benjamin Franklin, William Franklin, wrote a letter to the friend of her family
to communicate to the woman who denied him and “justify himself to the world.” In that
letter, Franklin expresses his surprise at being rejected because he assumed he had
charmed his love interest by sending to her “[a]s she was often pleased to liken me to
Tom Jones, and express[ed] herself much delighted with the story of Sophia's muff in that
Novel.” The various and in some cases contradictory meanings attached to Sophia’s muff
in Tom Jones helped give it real existence in the world outside of Fielding’s fiction.
However, Franklin suffered the fate that Fielding suggests is inevitable when meaning
and identity operate within flexible and indeterminate systems of signification. Franklin
writes, “I see there is no intrinsic Merit in a Muff. It can have no Avail where a Sophia's
Breast is wanting.”202 Franklin’s business in England removed him from the contexts that
would allow him to operate with appropriate discourses in relation to his partner.
However, in the language of Fielding, only the “strongest Eyes” can see contexts broad
enough to understand meaning. For Fielding, no eyes are that strong. Therefore, books
and words and people might operate even in highly structured settings and discourses like
those of the classical epic or the Church of England; however, those ideological
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architectures can at best sometimes contain the confusion and uncertainty that establish
the hermeneutic ontology of the novel.
At the close of the chapter in which Honour performs her half of her contract with
Tom, Fielding’s narrator states Sophia reevaluates staying on at her father’s house. After
learning of Molly Seagrim’s pregnancy, she planned on removing to her aunt’s house
until her fall from the horse made her stay. She was upset that morning, but now she
realizes that she is actually “obliged” to the hunting accident. The narrator continues, “As
to the present Situation of her Mind, I shall adhere to a Rule of Horace, by not attempting
to describe it, from Despair of Success. Most of my Readers will suggest it easily to
themselves; and the few who cannot, would not understand the Picture, or at least would
deny it to be natural, if ever so well drawn” (IV.14.225). Fielding’s narrator suggests the
naturalness of the narrative he so artfully constructs and satisfies readers’ sensibilities if
they consider themselves reasonable enough to explain Sophia’s new contentment in
relation to Tom’s affection for her muff. However, an awareness of the many alternative
contexts that determine meaning in Fielding’s fiction shows that the narrator’s purported
interpretation of events is not the only viable one. Additionally, with “stronge[r] Eyes,”
superior knowledge, or global perspectives, readers would understand even more of the
text. However, Tom Jones tells readers that totalizing systems of influence and
signification are inaccessible to human minds. If attributing Sophia’s contentment to Tom
is, as Fielding’s narrator states, “natural,” than the awareness of broader social, religious,
economic, and linguistic contexts makes the picture “unnatural.” To return to Johnson’s
comments, Fielding’s narratives are more real than Richardson’s because they operate in
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social circles, by the cultural codes and conventions of manners of the time. Discursive
networks in Tom Jones establish convergence among social systems including economic
classes, explicit and implicit communication, representative commodities, cultural
conventions, and the print marketplace that implicates readers in the lives and stories in
books. Because Fielding’s work acknowledges its own means of creating meaning in the
fluctuating imbrications of these systems, readers are implicated in the creation of
meaning in his novels. The novels only mean because readers interpret them, and thus the
real existence of Fielding’s work lies in uncertain understandings reached between
multiple agents from multiple perspectives, in the hermeneutic ontology of the novel.
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